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HARRISONtBURG,

VA.,

THURSDAY, MAY 6, 1880.

AN INCIDENT.

$2.00 a Year in Advance

Candidate in the face of an opposing doctrine of State sovereignty was triefe
TOO MUCH TELEPHONE.
Sentiment expressed by all parties, treason, be believed it firmly end acted
*
'
manifesting itself in all places, and accordingly. He himself has famished
Unarmed and unattended walks the Czar,
PUBLIC SALE
Through Moscow's busy streets one winter'tf dtff,
certain to be felt at the polls if the elec- oonolasive proof (baLwben he stretched All OLD DUTCHMAN FINDS THAT KA«T COMJ
Tfbe
crowd uncover as bis face they see~
—OF" A—
MDNIOATION CORRUPTS GOOD MANNERS.
tion be a free one? Friends of tepttb- forth bis rapaoious hand end took
M
8bd greet the Czar 1" they aay.
AT
LOEB'S.
lioan government, who respect the from tbe publiti trSashry a hundred
Along his p'alti there moved a funeral,
popular will, could not act thus. Even thousand dollars more than bis lawful
Gray apectaole of poverty and woe.
1 guess 1 have to give up my deleValuable Farm.
demagogues, who want votes as a mere salary, be had never read or heard
A wretched sledge, dragged by ouo weary man,
obone
already, said ari old citiaec of
means of getting offices and jobs, do about tnat part of the Constitution
Slowly across the snow.
not usually endanger their own suc- which forbids the compensation of a Gratiot avenue, as he entered tbe office
Its. Dry Goods, Hons 4 Faicy Goods. HY VIRTUE OF A PKORKK of iho Circuit Court And on (lie sledge, blown by tho winter}- wind,
cess by dragooning the common file of President to be increased ''during the of the company with a very lorig face.
of RockinRliAm County, renc^ml in the chanLay a poor ooflln, very rude and bare.
Why, what's the matter new t
cery cuUbos of CornoliUB Armeutrout, dkc.. va. Henry And
their supporters. Without tbe princi- term for which he shall have been
he who dragged It bent before bis load.
Kygcr, A;c.; Chas. H, Hmlth, Ac., va. C. Kyger'a
Oh 1 eferyting. I got dot delepbone
ple of patriots, without tbe prudence elected." It probably never strnck
With dull Htld bifllcn air.
adiu'r, dkc.; am!
R, Mauzy, kc.. v«. John
Wo would call spetial attention this week td our large arid cdmplete Paul, iniBtcQ, Ac. at (bfl October term, 1879, ire Bhall The Emperor stopped ancl beckoned to the man;
of partiaafas, tbe thiid term men must him that it was oribery to accept mo- in mine bouse so as I could spheak mit
proceed to acll, on the premiues,
assortment of
have some purpose inconsistent with ney uhd lahds and goods from men der poye iu der saloon down town, and
••Who le't thou bearest te tlio grave ?" he said.
On Satvirdny. May
Asso, ••Only
a
soldier,
Sire
1°
tho
short
reply,
both.
Tbe general belief is, that they whom he immediately afterward ap- mit tuy relations in Hpringwelle. but I
that valuable farm known as the Cbilsifan Kyftor
••Only
a
soldier
dead."
menu
to
force the botnination of Grant, pointed to thb highest offices in bis haf to gif it np. I nefer baa so mush
property, nittl^ted about 8 miles soutbeaat of Harrisouburg, on ibe Lawyer road.
then coerce a false count of the votes, gift. tVheu to this is added the prone- droubles.
Thin farm is one of the beat In Rocklngbam county "Oril^ a soldier!" musing, said the Czar;
How 7
LADIES'
UNDERWEAR.
•'Only a Russian, who was poor arid brave.
and finally subjugate the nation to ness of ignorant ambition to that Ccbfor either grar.ing or farming purposes; is well
Vhell, mjr poy Shoo, in der saloon j
watered, having on it fieveral never-failing springs, Move on. I follow, bucb an one goes not
their
personal
rule.
If
this
prevailing
sarean rule of ethics which declares
from -whlcH nil I lie fields on the place
Uuhonored to his grave."
nrc supplied with 'water. There is an abundopinion be erroneous I am not respon- everything right which is done regnan- he rings der bell und calls me oop nnd
ance of Irult on the farm of the m >8t approved va- He bent his head, and silent raised his oap;
sible, for I huVo been among tbe last di causa, yon have a character dear to says an old frieng of mine vhants tb fleri
as Apples, Peaches. Pears, Grapes, *o..
Dir Stock of Millinery anil Fancy Mlons rieties.Thesuch
The Czar of all the Russias, pacing slow,
improvemeuid consist of a large, well-arto adopt it. But there certainly is the heart ol strong goverhlliebt, but how she works. Dot ish all tight) 1
Following the coffin, as agaiii it weiit,
ranged
some
evidence tending to show that the utterly unfit to be trusted by a people say, Hellow I und he says, Gome closer;
Slowly across the snow.
Is complete. The Novelties this season at TiOEB'S are grandy and we BX=liok: XXOXTS-H],
I goes closer und holloes again. Dan
designs of the Grant men are at enmi- wlo desire to be free.
he says, Shtand a little off. I shtands
will sell them cheaper than ever,
containing 8 rooms, with collar, and all necesanry The paksers of the street all wondering.
ty
with
existing
institutions,
ahd
so
far
However that may be, all evidence
outbuildings.
Looked on the sight, then followed silently;
revolutionary that they would be called shows that the object of pushing Gen- a li tie off und yells vnnce more, und
It is seldom so valuable a property is thrown upon Peasant and prince, and artisan and clerk,
the market, and we ask the especial attention of pertreasonable if treaaoh here, as in En- eral Grant for a third term is not to hi says, Speak loader. I yells loader.
All in one company.
SOLID AND FIGURED LAWNS A SPECIALTY.
sens desiring to purchuso a fit st-class farm, with all
the necessary comforts and conveniences of a homo, Still, as they went, tho orowd.grew ever nlore.
gland, consisted in seeking to oompake give us an honest and legal adminis- It goes dot vbay for ten mihUtell, and
to this property. This farm io situated about H miles
den he sayp. Go to Texas, you old
the death of tho Government.
East from Valley K. It., and anodt 2.^ mtl^a, West ol
Till thousands stood around the frlendleas grave,
tratiob of our pablta affairs, but to set Dutchman ! You see ?
Shenandoah
Valley
R.
Ri
There
are
two
pdctofWcqs,
Led
by
that
princely
heart,
who,
royal,
true.
•
*
*
•
At
»
up some system of absolutism without
Fancy Hose for Ladies' Misses' and Children daily mall, not over one mile from the farm. Thero
Yes.
Honor od the poor and brave.
are throe Merchant M|jla near this property, one Wlth:
That the present movement to that law, or, as Mr. Stevens said, "outside
Und den mein bradctor ia Springin
1>£
miles
and
two
within
3
miles.
Blacksmith
AdiiBs
Macdcnxix.
XKT <3-H.E3jSLT "VTua-XLIHITY.
shop adjoining farm. Churches and schools very
end means Simply a Conspiracy to Wipe of the Constitution." What form or
convonlent. The farm contains 190*. ACRES by reKote—The incident embodied In the above verses out the Constitution Once for all, and title shall it have ? If its projectors wells be rings de pell und calls me oop
nad sayo how I vhas diseafuings? I
survey.
We hove constantly on hand a full line of BUTTERICK'S PATTERN'S. cent
TEIt.VIS.-:--dhB-idilrth cavh, and the balance in one, is told by a lady who was iu Moscow when it
haVe done with its restraints upon ar- succeed, will they give us an imperial says I vaa feelitig like some salts, and
two and three years.with intorcht from the day of sale. curred.
New goods and new styles received daily at
bitrary power, is proved in so many despotism, open and avowed ? Or will be says, Wha vahnts to pay some
The purchaser will bo required to execute bonds,
with security, lor the deferred payments.
ways that it admits of no doubt. 1It ie they cUrso us with tho heavier and goats ? I says, Colts—Colls—colts 1
CHAS. A YANOEY,
i
v •
}: S. HABSSBEROER.
JUDGE BLACK'S BOUTWELL-BLISTER publicly urged by all its friends fot the more degrading affliction of a irOtteb and be sttswers; Ob ! coats. I thought
3. M. Bowmak, Auctioneer.r.
Coinmicsiouers.
sole reason that Gen. Grant is a strong republic ?
yon saidt goats I Vheri I gbes to ask
apr22-tHh
If my BoUl could come into their him of be feels better 1 bears a voice
man. In the cases of Cmsar, Cromapr2918S0
We take the following extract from ; well, and both the Napoleons, strength counsels, or mine horior be joined unto
oudt, Vbat Dutchman is dot on
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
Judge Black's canstic reply in the was the quality for which they were their assembly, I would tell them that crying
dis line! Den somebody answers, I
OF VALUAEBS
North American Neview to Bout well's elevated to absolute power. It is the their success now will bring tbem hi- I doan't know, but I likes to pUnrih bio
pled for Grant and strong g'ovnrninent: might of the ruler that overcomes the deous ruin in the lorig IrUn. Porillitlla headt! You see?
One argument, totally apart from right of the people whenever a tepnb- while it may IbCteSBe their fortunes, or
Mineral & River Lands,
Yes.
the merits of tbe question, is ushd with lio is to be strangled. Strength that swell theii- personal consequence, aud
Vhell, somedimes my vhife vhants
BY virtue of a decree of the Circuit Cctitt bt fcvdclt- immense sucoess by Mr. Boutwell and governs with a rod of iron is always gratify their contemptuons hatred of
to shpeak mit me vben I am down in
ingham couuty, Va. .rendered in the chance):,v on lino all third tertilers who have written or
of C. J. Ergenbrlght, Ac., vs. Jacob Ammbn's adm'r,
tbe recommendation of one who is to the States and people Under their arAN Kncycloprodla inQOvols.. oVoT 10,000 pnpes; McCnuley's History of England, 3 vols., $1.60.
Ac., at the January Term, 1878 I, as Commissioner spoked oh the slibject. Not one of be made a monarch, insomuch that tbe bitrary rule. Bat itrong geverument der saloota. She tings mein pell und I
10 per cent, more matter than any Kncyclopredia .Chamber s Cycloprodia of Eng. Literature, 4 vols.. $3. appointed
fur tbnt purpose, will proceed to sell at
says, Hellow I Nopody sbpeakri-, to me.
ever before published In this country, and sold, hand- Knight's History of England, 4 vols., $;).
■public auction, ot the front door of the Court-bouse; tbem neglects to urge with all his Word "king" (Koeni^) signifies, in the is a wterth contrivance-, after all, and She rings again, uud I says Hellow 1
somely and well bound. In cloth for $10, in half md- Plutarch's Lives of Illustrions Men. 3 vols., $1.50.
in Harrisouburg, Va., at 2 o'clock, p, m..
might that opposition to n third term language we take it from, exactly what never lasts. Its front IS of brass, but
rocco for $15, and printed on fine heavy paper, tfrlde 'Goikie's Life and Words of Christ. One.
like dunderl Don dot cebttal office
margins, bound in half RuHsia, gilt top, for $20—an Young's Bible Concordance, 311.000 references (pre- On Saturday,. May the 15th, 1880, and Oeneral Grunt is a sentiment alenterprise so extraordinary that its success, beyond
paring,) $2.60.
General Grant's adulators habitually the feet it stands on are always made tells me go abeadt, nnd den te\lB ma
all precedent in book publishing, may be fairly claim- Acme Library of.Biography, ROc.
most if b.ot quite aoivbrsal with Demo- call him—the strong man.
the
200
acres
of
land
situated
on
the
East
side
of
the
of clay. Let those who would identify boldt on, und den tells meine vhife dot
'ed to inaugurate a Literary Kerolutton.
Book of Fablcq, -/Evop etc.. illiistrnted, 60o.
Rheuaudoah River, in the Eastern part of Rocklngbam crats. This dOhVerts- our rauoorous ,
Tax Library of Univkrsal Knowledge is a re- Milton's Complete Poetical Works, 50c.
their interests with Grautism think I am gone avay. I yells oht dot ish
*•*«**
couuty, Va., and is part of the lauds of Jacob Amprint entire of the last (1879) Edinburgh edition of Shakespeare's Cfeiriiyietfi^Works, 75c.
enemies by tbe score; ah (".ppetU trt
mon, decM, and known tbe as
well how unsafe is the ptoteCtion they not so, nnd somebody says, How can I
••CbamberB* Eocycioprodia," with shout 40 per cent, W orks of Dan'e, tnAsla'ted Ity Cary. 50o.
General
GranTs
own
history
ahd
blind partisan malice is never made in character as a civiliab tbftke it Oertain are Seeking.
of new matter added, upon topics of sptciiil interest Works of Virgil, translated by Di^'deu, 40o.
'
ORE
BANK"
TRACT,
talk if dot old Datribmane doan't keep
to American readers, thus making it equal in cbarac- The Koran of Mohammed, translate 1 by Sale, 35c.
vain. In this discussion nnd for th'e that thoso who support him are ene—.—^
terter to any similar work,, better than any other Adventures of Don Quixote, illus., 60c.
sblilll You see?
and
is
near
the
lands
of
Robert
Burke
and
olhers.
suited to the wants of the great mxjority of those who Arabian Nights, illustrated, 60c.
This land is said to contain valuable Iron Ore depos- present purposes of strong govern- mies of free and honest government.—
Jl SCRIPTURE COMMERTAtORi
Yes.
'consult works of reference, and altogether the latest Bunyan's Pilgrin^s Progresa, illus., 50c.
its,
nnd
is
on
the
lino
of
the
Sheuandoab
Valley
ment
it
is
tbe
most
irresistible
of
all
Enoyclopiedia in the field.
Robinson Cruso®, illus., fiOo.
Railroad now being rapidly built through the Eastern
tjud Vheri t gels in hrilt at night
These third termers are not madmen.
SPECIMEN VOLUMES in either style wil\ he sent Munohauseu and Gulliver's Travo's. Illus., ROc.
arguments,
more
potent
than
Cicero's
part of (be couuty, and this property is well worth
They
have
tried
Grant,
and
they
know
somebody
rings drir pell like det house
for examination with privilege of return on receipt of Stories and Ballads, by E. T. Alden. illUi., $1.
the
attentiou
of
parties
desiring
to
invest
iu
Iron
Ore
The
Rev.
Dr.
Wisner,
of
sacred
best oration, more effective than all what he is good for. Thoso acts of
proportionate price per volume.
Acme Library of Mode n Classics, OOc.
land. J'Aft property is cerlatuly to be sold.
memory, long pastor of the Presby- vas on fire, and Vheri I shrimps oridt
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS to all early Bnb«»crlber3, Amer!can ratriotism, 60c.
TERMS.—$1(0
cash,
on
tho
day
of
sale,
nnd
$500
the
logic
of
Aristotle,
more
powerful
and extra discounts to clubs. Full particulars with I Talne's Itlstory of Eng. Literature. 75o%
in thro" moiiths from day of sale, and the residue in than tbe eloquence that "shoo^.tbn deadly hostility to the Cohstittttiori terian church, was called upon by a and snya hello, I heat sotriebody Baydescriptive ejitulogue of many other standard works Cecil's Book of Natural History, $1.
two equal annual pay men ts, tb i three deferred paywhich distingnisbe'd the period of his wandering Baptist divine who com- ing: KaiSer, doah,t you yfaarit to pny
'equally low iu price, sent Iree.
Pictorial Handy Lekicon, 9fto*
. mentfi to bear interest from day of sale; the purchaser arsenal and fulmiued over Greece."
SaytncrS. by author of Snarrowgra^s Papers, 60c.
to give bunds aud good personal security, and tbe
administration they ekpest him to re- plained that he was denied ahcess to a dr g ? 1 vhants rio dog, arid Then I
LEADING PRINCIPLES OF THE AMERICAN
lilrs.
UemuuK'
Poetical
Works,
75c.
We
have
no
answer
to
this
charge
of
titte tb k'e retained as lurther security.
BOOK EXCHANGE:
ThoSe atrocious corruptions the pulpit of bis otder in that tofrn. tells 'em so I heat some peoples laughKitto's GyoloptDdin rf Bible Litcratu e, 2 vols.. $2.
J. S. UAUSSBERGER,
I. Publish only books of real value.
Democracy, With all humility We peat.
hprt5-tft
Special
Commissioner.
II._t Work
upon
the basis_ of
present co»t of making
i Rollin's
Ancient
History,
$2.25,
which
made
it the golden age of th'e Tbe doctor kindly invited him. to offi- ihg, Haw 1 haw 1 You sec ?
•
».
_ii.
.
r_
:
amUli'M
mntinnarxnf
Mm
KILIc
Smith's Dictionary of the Bible, illus., $1.
plead guilty, aud throw ourselves on public plunderer
books, about half what It was a few years ago.
Yes,
they look for again. ciate iu his own communion pulpit at
Works of Flavins Josepbus. $2.
HI. Sell to buyers direct, and save them tho 50 or Comic
the
mercy
of
tbe
third-termers.
We
History of tho U. S., H-mkiiiA ilhts , RTTfr,
60 per cent, commission commonly allowed to
Und rio you (lake it Oridt-, arid vheri
Commissioner s Sale are Democrats. We believe iu the I affirm that they intend this, not be- an evening service, whereat the imriier
Hea'th by Exercise. Dr. Geo. U. Taylor. 60c.
dealers.
Health for Women. Dr. Geo. H. Taylor. ROc.
somepody
like to shpeak mit mri dey
cause
they
taVe
Said
so
in
words,
but
IV. The cost of books when made 10.000 at a time Is Library
sionist
brother
took
his
usual
course
MHgizine, 10cents n number $1 a year*
but a fraction of the cost when made 500 at a time—
PURSUANT TO fc DEGREE IN THE CIRCUIT Constitution, and in the sanctity ol an because, being sane men, they can inLibrary Magiffilne. bound volumes, 6nc.
which wa^ as he said, to find his text shall come right avay to mriiu saloon.
adopt the low pi ice and sell the 1 irge qn' iitlty.
Court
of
Rocklngbam
county,
rendered
iu
the
oath
to
support
it;
iu
tbe
traditions
of
V. Use good type, paper, etc.. do careful printing Leaves frottt the Diary ot an old lawyer, $1.
cUabCery cause of the First National, Baiik of Harnothing else.
when be Was ready to preach the ser- Of meiu brudder ish sick be shall got
of the above noAhd tn cloth. If by malLposir- risouburg vs. P. D Byeriy, Ac., At the January term, the falbors, aud the principles of free tend
'nnd strong neat binding, but avoid all ' padding." sgeEaoh
Doubtless he is a strong man—riot mon and by the help of tbe spirit pro- petter, und if somepody vhants to
Mont of the books are alse published iu 1H8 ♦, I.will s 11. as CouimlsaloWer, at public auction, government as settled by them. We
fat and heavily-leaded type spongy paper and gsudy flii" extra.
editions and fine, bindings, at higher prices.
at the frout door of the Cotlrt-LbViao, in Harrisouburg;
liinding, which rare so commonly reported to to make
or morally strong—but plen' vide then and there three divisions or puy iriri a dttg he ehall teomri Vhete t
Catalogues and Terms to i lubs sent
have held fa> t to this faith. We never mentally
'•ooks appear Ia ge and line, nnd which greatly add to (Vf-e. onDescriptive
ON FRIDAY, MAY 21, 18P0.
request.
ty
strorig
enough with au army at his heads for it.
can punch him mit a glub.
their cost, but do not add to their value.
surrendered or sold or give up our back to spurn
•emit by bnllk
monry order,
ord.r, reglstpred
rraiBtPrprt IptIr't- j tho fol'ovlng vahmble Renl EHtntP, to wit:
Remit
bank draft, money
: VI. To make $1 and a friend is better tnan to make
tbe
restraints
of
law
and
•,
or
by
exprsss.
j
i.
Tno
Cole
Hill
tract
of
63
acres,
af.el^
aeduoting
ter,
express.
Fractions
of
one
dollar
may
be
He cbanoud to open on this occasion
t5 and an enemy.
heritage. When it was stolen from as
the part sold to Elijah Ilnrtman.
sent in postage stamps. Address
2. Tho Rhodes tract, conbiinini* 8^ acre?! after de- we cried out upon tbe tobbery, aud re- break over tbe Constitution. It took at tho scripture which contains the
AMERICAN BOOK FXCHKNO*'
REQisTEniso Women Voters in BosSTANDARD BOOKS.
a
strong
man
to
make
such
governducting tbe ICJa' acres SOW By Ubuiy V. fltrayur, com- claimed out rights as soon as re'claraa
Tribune Building, New York.
verse, "I am fearfully and wonderfully nton.— We are indebted to a "staff cormiasioner.
Library of Universal Knowedgo. 20 vols., $10.
or8, and judges, arid froasurers, arid made." The 1 rift I letter being at the ,
John B. Alden, Manager.
Milman'a Qibbon'a»Rome, 5 vols., $2.60.
These lands lie ri^at PlaasAnt Valley Station. A
for tbe following aneodotle
tVivvey will be made, Arid the plats will be exhibited tiou wait po'ssihle. In the courts we legislators as he made for the States, end ol the ptiuted line was hid in the ■respondent"
<
struggled with our utmost streegtb for and to hold them in place by tbe baycoricetriing
the receat registration of
on the day of sale.
TERMS,—Costs of suit And Rale in band and the
binding, and the preacher read the \female voters in Boston. Its riricriracy
remainder iu three rquat tmnVial iustHliueuts, with the restoratiou of trial by jury and the onet; to force elections against the
jis vouched for by au eminent artistInterest from day of sale, tho purchaser to givs pr vilege of habeas'co'rpliii■; on the hust- will of tbe elector^ and to iriaugurato text with the omission.
The
Latest Just Received bonds, with good security, aud the title to he re- ings, in popular conventions-, and in ;
"My brethren," s.aid he "this is a ,one of tbe most distinguished stoue^
tained us ultimate security.
iVho hud been rejected by peculiar passage. I don't know as I ,cutters of the Hub.
O. B. HOLLER,.
legislative assemblies we protbsted a Ihrisiderit
-A-Q? ■Z'laiEI
ap29 4t
Coinmifiiriorie'r.
people.
ever read it before. But it ia in tbe
against the domination of carpet-bag theOne
H rtor old lady of a certain age-.
manifestation of his strength sacred Wotd rind ittust have some valthieves', aud exposed remorselessly tbe has hardly
"I wish to regiriteV, sir."
eXcited so much admiration uable lessons for oar meditation. 'I
dishonest measures by wbi'cli we s'tiw
"Your name, please ?"
BOSTON BOOT AND SHOE HOUSE,
commissionehs' »AIE
it desrirveS from his followers. Dur- am fearfully and wonderfully mad,'
"Almira Jane Simpson."
the public Treasury plundered. We as
ing
his
last
tel'iri
be
took
from
the
says David iu this portiori 61 tbri holy
"Your age ?" ,
thoiight
it
a
good
tradition
of
the
VALUABLE TOWN PROPERTY. fathers that the military power should treasury, iu flat 'defiauee of the Consti- writ."
"Beg pardon.
PURSUANT TO A DECREF., rendered in the be subobdihate to the civil authority; tution, one hundred thoiisarid dollars
"And first we learn that it is possi"Your age
Chancery cause of Nelson Sprinkle vh. Alfred
1 have returned from the North with tho largest and best assorted stook of
Sprinkle's, ad'r., Arc., in tho Circuit Court of Rock- and, wbeh We saw elections carried by in additiori t'o the bunded thousand ble for a saint to be mud."
"Do I understand that I must, givS
ingham couuty, we will sell, at the front door of tho tbe bayonet, Legislatures forcibly tum- which was his lej^al salary. There was
''And second, that even a holy man my ago ?"
Gourt-Honse, in Harrisonburg,
"Yos; miss, tho Iftw EeqUil-ea it."
bled out bf their ceats, and the basest a transaction of Ciesar's with tho Ro- may be fearfully and wonderfully mad."
ON FRIDAY. THE 21ST DAY OF MAY. 1880,
WQ uml fffiv?' (IiildK I nwJiupIAF ^liftM ifi
Then, aftet sbratching his head re
a tract of SEVEN ACRES OF LAND. Pituated on the scoundrels in tbe country placed by man treasury not dissimilar to this—
"Worlds, sir, Worild riot tempt, ridft
East aide of Milu Street, in Harrisouburg, at the
and CtBiar was a strong man; but
Nnrth end of said town, adjoining the property of J brute force in tbe offices to which hon- Grant, more than Croaar, showed that peatedly for his thiFd division; it came to give it 1 Not th'rit 1 care. No ;• t
P. Effinger, D. C. Jones, A. J. Wall, M. H. Effiuger est men had been Glebted, bur sense of
thus: "And we are led to remark in bad as lief wear it ob triy bonnet, as a
Ladies/ Misses' and Children's Shoes and Slippers,
and ochers.
peculiar oorit'ompt of law which by his third place that U good man, fearfully backman does bis riutriber; but I'm it
TERMS:—Costa of suit and Bale in hand, and the right aud justice was shocked beyond admirers
is supposed to be strength.
In the latest styles and larger quantities than ever kept in this place. We make residue in three equal annual payments from day of expression. We thought tbe right of
and wonderfully mad; is a Very peculiar tiihh, and if my sister has a Weakness,
sale with interest from date, the purchaser to give
oar Baltimore City made shoes a specialty.
Sometimes they tell us that he is hot creature."
bonds therefor with approved socarity, aud the title the States to elect their own officers
it is that she dislikes any reference
tolbe retained as ultimate security.
and their own representatives in Con- only strong but faithful. Faithful to
made to her agri; and I could not give
JOHN E. ROLLER,
TlitKr.t Caution.—Genuine Hob Bit- my own. because t don't wish tp'dfend
Straw Hats and Gent's Furnishing Goods.
W B. LUBTY,
gress by the free suffrages of their own what? To his own breeches-packet;
april 29—4w
CommissioncrB.
people was clear as the plainest con- to tbe rich men who made him pres- ters are put Up in square paneled, am- her."—Editor's Drawer in Hirper's
Our stock is complete, nnd we sell them cheaper thnn the cheapest. SEE OUR
on Magazine for Mag.
stitutional law could make it. We ents'; to the carpet-bag thieves whom ber-colored bottles, with white label
MEN'S NINETY-CENT LOW QUARTERS AND ONE DOLLAR SHOES OF
COMMISSIONER'S SALE.
be fas ened on the Southern States; to one side printed in black letibi;ri, arid
therefore
Iboked
with
loathing
on
the
ALL KINDS FOR LADIES. JBS-'Call and see me before purchasing elsewhere PURSUANT TO A DECREE, in the Circuit Court systematic violation of this great right, the corrupt rings that supported him gt-eun hop cluster, and on the Other
of Rocklngbam couuty, rendered at the January
$500 REWARD—CATARRH CUtlE.
and you will save money.
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a tract of about 12 ACRES OF LAND, nBab the Sben- 187G by which the whole nation was of tbe nation—to all these ho was make, sell and use them is granted to knd that pretended cure fdr trt(atrh; forgetaudoib River, in East Rockinpbam, being tlio part basely cheated.
ting that Dr. Sage's Catarrh Renledy ia go
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I®" It is the duty of every intelligent citizen to keep himself
in the line of events through the
medium of the press, and it is
the duty of every good Democrat
to support the newspapers whieh
maintain sound Democratic principles—neivspapers which have no
uncertain voice, and no lack of
earnest, honest purpose.
OXJIFL TIOKlEl-r.
FOR PRESIDENT,
THE

NOMINEE
—CF THE—

Cincinnati Democratic National Convention.
THE PARRICIDES OF 18S0.
Saturday last was the day appointed
for the Democratic primaries throughout this county. Who were elected
delegates we do not at present know.
Wo hope that elsewhere throughout the county the efforts of the Mahoniles, who are at present nondescripts
and without party affiliation, did not
succeed os well nor work as persistently against the efforts of the Democrats as was.done at this poll. At an
early hour of the day, Capt. John Paul
and some of bis adherents entared the
lists to prevent those known as Read
justors from voting for delegates to the
Democratic State Convention to assemble at Rjchmond on May 19th. Men
who have always claimed to be Democrats, and yet using all their powers to
prevent Democratic voters from voting
at a Democratic primary election is a
remarkable spectacle, and one so anomalous that the Democratic voters of
this county and Congressional District
will not fail to remember those who
took part in the work.
The effect of the policy of these socalled Democrats is to divide the Conservative-Democratic vote of Virginia
and thus throw the State into the
hands of Grant. If no other "advances" have been made, it would be difficult to conceive of a more effective
"advance to the Republican party"
than this. It is the bind of "advance"
that will most please Republicacs.
Mahone has called his convention to
meet July 7lh, some weeks after the
nominations at Cincinnati and Chicago
will have been made. To beat down
this effort of the Democrats at this time
would leave our party in Virginia without representation at Cincinnati. Then
on the 7ih of July Mahone would decide for Virginia how our electoral vote
shall be cast. This is the sum total of
the brazen assumption.
Let those who choose follow Mahone;
let those who choose follow Paul, Riddlebarger, Massey, Fulkerson, etc.
For ourselves we shall follow the Democratic banner by a straight course,
and not seek devious and tortuous
windings nod paths, leading voters
through labyrinths which can only
confuse, divide and destroy. We will
not smile and at the same time have
poised a dagger aimed at the heart of
our political mother. We cannot, will
not be found in the role of parricides.
At this polling place there was not
moratbannLu h of il e vo'e out. The
work of the season prevented many
from attending. The usual apathy at
the beginning of every campaign was
manifest in this. Hence the vote was
small. But ten votes would have been
all sufficient, for even that number
would have been entitled to represen tation. We regret the small vote, but
honor the men, a very large proportion,
if not the majority, being recognized
as true Readjusters, who had the manhood to defy the shackles sought to be
imposed upon them by the stalwart
junta of Harri&onburg, and who will
vote with the National Democracy in
a National contest.
Wo learn that the names of all who
voted have been taken down and will
bo published. This is but another
effort at intimidation by the party of
parricides. Let them bo published.
There is honor attached to the name
of every man who stood by the National party organization on Saturday
last. Bat may it not be that this taking down of names is for the purpose
of some new sort of intimidation? An
eye may be cast in that direction profitably, and no doubt observations will
be taken.
It is early in the year yet, and November is a long way off. Long before
the ballots are cast, all of these matters
will be made clear as day, and the Conservalive-Demooraey of Virginia will
right itself, and to the dismay and
consternation of Mahone and bis gang,
they will find that Virginia Democrats
when they come to understand their
duly to the National party will do it.
It were as well for gentlemen of ambitious proclivities not to go too fast,nor
show too much enlhusiaam as Republican allies. Virginia Democracy has
como successfully through greater tribulation than the present forebodes. So
il will bo again. A recurrence to the
days of 1869 may be a profitable study
to some of the leaders in this new
fight against the Couscrvative-Domocracy of this Stulu.

THE RICHMOND AND SOUTHWESTERN I SENATOR PAUL AND THE QUESTION
RAILROAD.
OF ADVANCES TO THE RLPUBLlCAN PARTY.
Manchester, opposite Richmond
We publish the following extracts
city, has now a live daily paper under
the name of the Virginia Courier, Dr. from the Alezoudrin Gazelle for the
Montoiro, its editor, is a man of talent benefit of those wboin it may concern.
and indomitable energy. The Courier The question of veracity rests between
(daily) has recently been coming to the parties nientior.ed :
rorrn.pt nlpnt of the Aloxthis office as an exchange, and we are [From the Waabln^tnn
endr.a Oaartto of 3Uth u.t J
1 have juel heeu ehowa a copy of the
pleased with our new acquaintance.
Rockingham "Kpgistef" con'.ainlog a card
The editor does not, however, seem to from W. P. Orove, denying the correctneea
have sufficient work in his office to of a statement made in this correspondence,
to the effect that when recently here he had
consume all of his time, and has un- said ihat Mr. Paul had made advances to his
dertaken in addition to his other la- party and had met with no favorable reand in which he also says that he
bors the task of helping a Boston cor- sponse,
had no conversation with a newspaper man
poration to build a new railroad from during his visit. 1 am Induced by this deto believe that the Mr. Urove referred
Richmond, Va., to some point in Ken- nial
to is no better than the vast majority of his
tucky. Dr. Moateiro can accomplish party in the South. There are good, true,
Republicans In the North undoubtwonders, and he has gone into this ef- honest
edly, and a few of the name sort in the South,
fort with a vim and energy charao- but that the main body of the parly in the
is not composed of such material is
teristio of himself. Elsewhere will be South
unfortunately for the best interests of that
found an article from the Courier, section but too well known, and Mr. Urove
affords no exception to the genwbioh gives the points of argument in evidently
eral rule. He may not have had a conversabehalf of this great enterprise. We tion with any newspaper men in Washing,
he certainly had none with this corresare enlisted in any work which prom- ton;
pondent, but that in a conversation with a
ises to develop the dormant wealth Virginian in the room of the Capitol used
by the National Democratic Committee he
of this grand old State, and we most did
express the exact idea he now denies, lie
ardently hope that all the results which knows as well as lie knows nnylhing. And,
what is more, the gentleman to whom he
Dr. Monteiro imagines may flow from talked
on that occasion and who informed
the work in whioh he is so enthusiastic your correspondent of what he had said in
less than hour after lie had uttered the
may be realized.
words, vouches for the correctness of the
We have also received from Parker statement in the correspondence referred to
will give further particulars of that
C. Chandler, Esq., President of the and
conversation if desind. Grove should not
Richmond and Southern Railroad talk one wny behind Mr. Paul's back and
Company, which, by the way, was char- another to his face, es|ecial)y when, in the
western parlance, reliable witnesses have
tered by the last General Assembly, a the "dead wood" on him.
fFrom the sonvo correspondcct April 20th.1
nnmber of papers relating to that enconversntlnn tliat took place between
terprise, which we propose to use as Mr.TheGrove,
Republi an, of Harrisonburg,
soon as wo can find time to examine Va., and a Virginia gentietnan, in which the
former
etated
ihat Mr. Paul hud made adthem. Wo believe the company has
vances to the Republicans, took place iu a
ample means at command to construct hotel on Pennsylvania avenue, and not in
the great work proposed, and there is the Capitol building, as staled in this correspondence yesterday. This is not an item
do question that if built it will be of of any consfqneiice, but as Mr. Grovo has
immense advantage to the people of denied Ikit he ever made anch a statement,
and as the gentleman to whom he did mako
Virginia. The Courier severely twi's it, and whose teliabillty is unsurpassed,
the Richmond papers for not showing says he did, it is well to be scrupulously exact even about particulars.
more interest in the work, but there is
some apology for them in the fact,
Moj. S. M. Yost, of Staunton, we
that the press has heralded so many observed upon cur streets on Wednesrailroad ond other schemes, and built day mornicg, and was icformed that
up hopes among the people which at he was just frcm Washington, and
present do not appear likely to be whilst in that city had conferences
realized during this century, -that they with Messrs. Conkling, Cameron and
have little heart remaining for new other influential and prominent Fepromiaes.
publicans, who had been informed that
We hope the Courier will go forward Mahone had declared bis abilily to
with its scheme, and although we are carry sixty thoueond Virginia Demoafar off, yet wo will stand as its ally crats to the help of the Republican
in the Richmond and Southwestern party in the National contest now at
Railroad or any other work that bears hand. Mnj. Yost disatused their
upon its face a hope of accomplishing minds os to the truth of tbeee feolisb
practical help to Virginia. Here's our and ridiculous assumptions of Gen.
S®* Dr. We will follow your lead.
Mahone, stating that Virginia Democrats were not cattle; that bo had
HOW IS IT I
more respect for their honesty of poIf the Mahouites do not hold their litical fuiih than to credit any such
State Convention until July 7th, (the power to Mahone or any other man;
time advertised in Mahone's call,) how that Virginia Democrats would stick
could they as Democrats, if they are to their party in a Naiional contest, if
other portion of the party dil at
sacb, be represented at the Cincin- any
all, and Mahone could not control six
nati Democratic National Convention thousand of them.
which is held in June ?
After all.ihe question of "advances"
If they do not want to be repre- is growing quite inletpsting.
sented at Cincinnati, or will not be,
Will the Democratic-Headjusters cf
why do they try to prevent Democrats
who are Readjusters from participating Rockingham allow themselves to be
led around by the back door into the
in Democratic primary meetings?
Does the fact of a Democrat becom- Republican camp? That's the destiing a Beadjuster in State politics make nation of those who follow Mahone,
and that's the question for considerahim less a Democrat?
If a Readjusler, who has always- tion just now.
been a Democrat, goes into a DemoThe Baltimore GaMre,which reduced
cratic primary, doos.he become any less
its price to $3 50 at the begiuing of
a Beadjuster?
the year h is been forced to raise it
In short, if a man is a Democrat
again to $5 in consequcu .-eof the hi b
should he not go into a Democratic
price of printing paper. Tae Gazelle
primary election, and if he is honest
is cheap at the latter price.
and (rue, and a Democrat from principle, chould he not do so, despite the
The effort to prevent Readjusters
orders and menaces of Mahone & Co. ? from voting at the Democrutio primary
Mahone is the central fignro who here on Siturday was made hy professcommands the whole squad of political ing Dsmoorats. Were they helping
parricides, and a feeble Imitator of the the party, or was it a by-play into the
role of John KeMey in New York poli- hands of the Republicans?
tics—one of the rule or ruin sort.
We think that Virginia Democrats
Mahone's Co-op -ration with Grant.
understand their true relation to their
[Philadelphia Times.]
party in a National contest without reSume of the republican organs are
gard to Mahone and his "whippers-in." congratulating themselves on the fact
that the Virginia section of their party
has bad the honesty and ooumge to reMahone seems to be scheming to ject the prc-ffured alliance with the Repay the Republios.ns back for slam- pudiators, under the leadership of Genming the door in bis face. The out- eral Mahone. Toe fact that such an
givings are now that he will support alliance was theoffspiiug of an underbetween such controlling
the nominee of the Cincinnati Conven- standing
spirits in the party as Senators Camtion ; get up an electoral ticket of eron and Conkling on the one side and
his own, and then beat both the Re- Senator elect Mubone on the other is
publican and the regular Democratic conveniently ignored. One of the
delegates to the Staunton convention
organizations. Bully Mahone!
had in bis pocket a letter from Conkling advising the fusion, but tbought it
Whose plan will Parson Massoy now better not to read it. Moreover, it is
adopt to further the schemes of (he not well to whistle until fairly out of
Readjusters, since the Supreme Couit the woods- Nothing is mere certain
that without Mahone's co-opern—
of Virginia has decided that the State then
t'ou there is no hope of Virginia's givoupons must be received at their face ing her electoral vote to the Republi value for all taxes due the State ?
cans, and that being the case the fusion will bo brought about in some way
or other before three months sball pass.
Most any sort of on apology will do If
Grant is nominated, more than one
for a weak-kneed Democrat who is scuthern Stale must be carried
trying to get into the back-door of the to offset the northern States that
Republican party. The front door will vote against him, and if Qsn. Mawas closed at the Staunton Convention hone will deliver the goods be can
make pretty much any terms ho may
with a slam.
please with the party managers.
It does not look much like a "/under
trick," when five out of eight of the
delegates to Riebmoud, to the Democratic State Convention, elected in this
place on Saturday last, are Readjusters.
The old telegraphic correspoudent
of the Whig, from this point, came out
under a now name iu Monday morning's issue—that of Truth. "Oh shame,
where is thy blush ?"

A short time after General Mahone
was elee'ed United States Senator,
Colonel Popbara, in an interview with
our Washington correspondent, in
which the subject of the General's future political action was referred to,
said tbat Mubone would be for himself first, for his friends next and that
the fortuitous clevelopments cf time
alone would determine bis course after
these two leading objacts had been attained, or words to that effect.—Alexnndria Gazelle,

The Republicans seem to be getting
somewhat ohoioe iu their association,
siueo Democrats are required to outer
at thu back-door.
i

Mr. Lewis E. Harvie, of Amelia
couuty, a leading reudjustor, has written a letter auuouDoiug hie purpose to
support the uuuiiueesol the Cincinnati
cuimuticu.

All Can Agree on This liroad Platform.
Every man in Virginia, be he white
or black, Readjuster or Fonder, Republican or Democrat, nnything bat
an idiot or public enemy can and will
agree to support the great schemes of
internal improvement (bat now form
the tidal wave of progressive prosperity
in the Old Dominion. The great trials
and tribulations of our people for many
years were caused alone by the financial famine. Scarcity of money has
been the source of all our woes. Millions were withdrawn from oiroulation
and locked up in Government bonds.
The amount of money per capita was
reduced from fifty-four dollars to fourteen dollars. Every species of property became d-prcciated in val"'! in
propoition to tie co. tridicn I uuirency thousands and even millions of
people were in debt. Every man who
owed money and owned property was
ruined by forced sales. Thousands of
fine estates were knocked off by the
auctioneer's hammer at not more than
the interest on the price of their purchase. Thousands of families were
left homeless, mechanics and laborers
converted into tramps and outcasts,
commerce and manufactories paralyzed
and all the people of this country discouraged, impoverished and demoralized. No political principles or platforms can now save us from the wreck
of our past fortunes. The people must
look elsewhere for relief. New rulers
are only new foolers. One set of hungry demagogues are turned out of
office, and another set still more
hungry ond ravenous than the last,
turned in. Who will such a revolution
benefit save the office holders that get
good pay for little services? Will the
people who ate taxed to pay official
salaries benefit by the change? Let
the fate of the partisan be what it may,
the people must depend upon their
own resources for relief. Clear braiu
and stroog muscle con alone save ur.
We should take the tide that is now
beating down upon us ia a gigantic
wave of internal improvements at its
flow. Millions of foreign capital long
locked up in Government, bonds is now
seeking investment in Virginia railroads, lands and minerals. The great
Richmond and Soutberu Railway and
the U. S. Commercial Cimpany, stand
ready to pour untold wealth into the
lap of Virginia, if her people are only
wise enough to avail themselves of the
great opportunities before tbem.
Four buudred miles of double track
railroad cannot be built in Virginia
unless the builders expend the sum of
$12,000,009—$30,000 per mile is a
miderato calculation for such a road.
So large a sum thrown iuto Virginia at
this time would relieve the people
more than all the political parties of
the world could relieve tbem 'til time
ends and eternity begins.
Every man iu Virginia should give
all the aid and encouragement iu bis
power to the great capitalists of the
North and West that now propose to
develop our resources, repeople our
waste plains, divert the tide of intelligeut imnjigration from the great West
to our own State, give new impulse to
our waning industries, and prosperity
and contentment once more to our
people.—Manchester Courier,

name is a household word and will live as
long as there is a matron to teach it or a boy
to lisp It.
Vorbees made a fine speech. So did Pendleton to-night. But Gordon's speech was
The speech of the day.
No dlvisou on tbe Stale Debt or on any local issue can effect tbe Democracy of b rederick, Ciarko and Warren in this national
contest. Tbe batcbet is buried for tbe lima
being, and Rs-adjusters and Debt-payers are
to-night swearing fidslitr alike to the nominees of tba Cincinnati Convention.
X.

New Advertiscnicnts.

For

Dry

Goods!

Aocidemt to Gen. Wm. Mahone and
I am offering a large and attractive stock of Dry Goods, consisting of
J. A. Fraziek.—As we go to press tbe
report comes to us that Gen. Mahone
and Jas. A. Fiazier, Esq., met with a
very serious accident last evening
Goods, Dress Trimmings,
while going from Goshen to Lexington Dress
in a buggy. We were nqable to learn
tbe particulars, bat rumor says that
the horses beOams frightened, and ran
SHETLAND SHAWLS,
off, throwing both gentlemen out,
breaking the leg of Gen. Mahone -and
seriously hurting Mr. Frazier.—Staunton bpectator, May 3d.
COTTONADES,
Larcquo's AnU-Billious Bitters, manufsc. GASSIMERES,
tur.d by W. tT Thornton, Baltimore, Md.,
contain important tonic properties. They
will be found a prominent and effectual
cbolagogue, and Invaluable In malarial or
Parasols, Fans, Hosiery, Gloves,
bilidus climates, conjointly with their efficn
cy upon tbe Liver. Thus they have blended in their compobition two invaluable prop
erties—a certain, prompt anti -bilious and a
power I ul tonic principal. 35c. a package, or
$1.00 per bottle.
and many novelties which wc invite all to inspect.
K©8x>eotfw.Hy,

April 29tli, 1880, by Hot. J. Lootar Shipley, Algernon Butler nud Misr Settle Mo.Hick. 11' of this county.
April 22, 1880 by Rev. M. B. E. Kline. Wllllo f,
Srabb, (formorly of Michigan,) and Nauuio 8. Noff,
all of this county.
At St. Francis Cburob, Slannton, April 27lh, by
by Rev. Father McKeefry, John H. Houulhan to Ulss
Mary A. Qulnlin.

r». F. «OTJTIIWICK.
New Yorlc On© l»rloo Casli Htorc.

New Advertisements.
^IHESAPEAKE & OHIO RAILWAY.
I'ahbekocr Departmickt,
February 28th, 1880.
On an<l aftor Sunday, February 29, 1880, paeseuger
trains will run as follows;
EASTWARD.
Mall Train daily, except Sunday, Express daily.
Accommodation daily, except Sunday.

Leave Staunton
10 17
12 55
11 45
Ar Charlottesvlllo
12 10
A 3 00
U 10
" Gordon sviile
B 1 20
B 4 05
4 60
•41 Louisa
1 35
4 35
5 20
Junction
3 20
9 90
" Richmond
C 4 80 D 7 00
10 45
A. Connects with Vft. Midland Mail leaving Charlo.tesvillo HliS a. m. for Lynchburg and A. M. &
O. R. R. stations: also for Danville and the
South.
B. CJounects closely with Virginia Midland Trains
for Washington. Baltimore, Now York, Ac.
C. Conuectfl with Richmond A Danville Train leaving 10:35 p. m., and Richmond and Petersburg
train leaving 10:40 p. ra. for the South.
D. Connects with R. A D. Train leaving at 11:40 a.
ra., and R. A P. Train leaving at 11:56 a. ra., for
the South. Connects with the Old Dominion
St amers leaving at High Tide, «n Sunday. Tuesday and Friday for New .York. Connects with
Va. Steamboat leaving at 7:16 a. m.. on Monday,
Wednesday and Friday for Norfolk. Connects
with U. A P. K. E.. leaving at 6:00 p. m. for Norfolk.
westward.
Mail. Express. Accom.
Le. Staunton
2 30
5 25
ar. 7 25
Ar. Goshen
E 4 01 £ 6 45
10 55
" Millboro
4 22
11 62
7 02
A. M.
•• Williamson's
6 15
7 45
1 15
11
Oovlngton
8 20
C C8
•• White Sulphur
7 65
9 45
" Uiuton
11 30 11 30
A. M.
P M.
" Charleston
6 45
4 CO
" Hiiatiugtuu
9 15 F 0 80
" Portsmouth
G
" Cincinnati
H
R. Connects with Stages for Lexington.
F. Connects with C. B. 8. A P. P. Kteamers for CIn.
ciunati and all points on Ohio River.
G. C nnects with Scioto Valley R R. for the North
west
II. Connects with all lines diverging to the West,
Northwest and Southwest.
For tickets, information and tlmo tables, apply to
JNO. H. WOODWARD.
Ticket Aiient, Staunton, Va.
CON WAY It. HOWARD,
G. P. A Ticket Agent.
Important Decision—Virginia Coupons Re- W. M. S. Dunn,
Engineer
and
Superintendent,
ceivable for Tuxes.
inaj 6-tf
/~\ Fancy Cards, Ohvomo, Snowflake, Ac. No
The Virginia Supreme Court of ApB two alike, with name, 10 CENTS*
peals on Thursday last rendered a de- fjw
J. MINKLER A CO., Nassau, N. T.
cision declaring that the provision of
WAXTRI) for the best and fast-selling picthe act of 1879, known as the McCul- AOKNTS
torial Books and Bibles. Prlcos reduced 33 per
Iccb bill, exempting S'.ate obligations cent. National Publi hing Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
from taxation, was not unconstitutionIMP MSlJJu
A CrtlVT
Rent paid
tWo-and-a-q
u ar toorr
Jyl
years
buys one.
Beat Cabinet
w
al, bat valid, and that the State was
Parlor Orgau in the world; v lnAND
nors of highest distinction at
boucd to reseitte the coupons attached
A 1/FT TV? every world's fair for thirteen
, to the bonds issued under said act at TT
$51.upwards.
$67. $66.$84.
$108, to Prices
$500 and
Also
their face value in payment of the HAMLllM yta'B.
7"% M A Tvf fi ofor enBV PAyuieuts. $5 a mouth
taxes and ether demands of the St (e. A
U
rLlT
A.J\J
X
r
$0.38
a
quarter
and
upward.
W
M Catalognea free. Mason A UamAnother point decided was that tie IiINOnOAU
Co. 164 Tromont St., Boston; 40 East 14th
1 <w making said coupons receivable Lr St.. (Union Square) Now York; 26j Wabash Avenue,
myg-mm
taxes and other dues of the Stato was Chicago.
tcnstitutional and valid.
Judge Anderson delivered the opi- PIANOS]
■"PI■H AMflQ
I IB I !■ w factory
prices,Exhibiiion.
Hiomcsf Uonous
Cerilciiniai
MnthuScale lor Square Grand. Finest Uprlgrhtf) in
nion, Judges Christian and Burkecon- sek's
America.—12,000
in
use.
Culalouue
of
48 pages-^Irec.
onrring. Iu explaining why he did
Jubilee
Orgrana.
best$97—Circular
in the world.
organ only
$06; 13the
stops.
free. AnAll8
not sit in this case and had not sat iu Stop
Bent on 15 day's trial—/rev/ti free if Hnsatiafactoru*
others of similar import, Judge MonnPH
A MQ
Catalogue 01 3,000AUdress
choice w
Hal
11 m=%
111ww
c ire, president of the court, explained price.
piecessentfor3c.stamp.
"m^"
Menclelaaoha
Piano
Co.,
Box
205S.
N. Y.
that all his possessiocs consisted of
AGENTS WANTED to Sell the NEW BOOK,
State bonds, whioh he invested his
money in years ago. He did so beCABMUta FOB PROFIT
cause be believed that all the properly
of the Commonwealth and the honor
HOW
TO
^
Cultlvoto
allXCU.S
theCora
Farm
Crops
in the
Best Manner!
of every mm and woman within its
Breed-Feed
and
lor
StoelsiGrow
Fruit;
Farm Business; Make Happy Hemes, and Manage
limits was bound for her debts. He
JtlAK*: 1KONKV
THK KAItMt,
Every Farmer should have a cony 860 Pages.
did cot believe, be said, that his State
140 Illaatratlons. Send for circulars to
J. O. McCUUDY A CO., Philadelphia, Pa.
would ever repudiate her iadebtedness,
nor permit him to lose his money.
A UNIVERSAL
After the decision was pronounced,
Auditor Massey sent a letter to Attorney General Field, saying that he WEDDING PRESENT.
should regard it as settling the question involved, not only in the case before the court, but in all similar cases, FREE TO ALL BRIDES I
and conform to the instructions implied in the decision, and should so
is beteby given to all tho readers of
instruct collectors of State revenues. NOTICE
this paper, and all "their sistera and their cousins aud their uunts," throughout the United btatos
and Canada, ihat
CorreBpondenco of the Old Comm ouvrealtli.
THE HOUSEHOLD
FROM WINCHESTER.
will be sent one yoar
-A. IF^re© O-liTt 1
GORDON. PENDLETON AND VOORIIKES SPEAR to every newly married couple whose addrefls—and
AT "WINCHESTER—EVERYT11INQ ABLAZE— 10 cents to pay for postago—is sent to tho publisher
one year from the date of their marriage.
RADICALISM AND ITS ALLIES SqUELCUED within
Persobs Heading for this present are requested to
IN THE LOWER VALLBY.
send a copy of a paper containing a notice of their
marriage, or some other evidence that shall amount to
Winciiesteu, Va., May 8, 1880.
a reasonable proof that they are entitled to tho magaunder the above offer. Address
This has bsea a great day bere. Being zine
myfl 1ml THE HOUSEHOLD, Brattloboro, Vt.
bright and beautiful, an Immense crowd
frcm Frederick and the adjoiulug counties
greeted the distinguiabed speakers who bad Commissioner's Sale
been invited to address the Democracy of
the lower Valley.
It would be impossible in a brief note to
convey any idea of the character of the House & lot in Harrisonburg.
speeches tbat were made here lo-dsy and toPURSUANT to a decree of the Circuit Court of
night.
county, rendered at tbe January
Gordon was in fins trim, and being in- Term,Rockingham
1880, iu the chaucory cause of David Rodeffrr's
spired by tbe occasion and surroundings, adm'r against Alexander Bowman's adiu'r aud others,
made one of tbe most powerful and eloquent 1 shall,
speechee old Winchester—famous as tbe ON BATUBDAY, THE 5TH DAY OF JUNE NEXT,
place of great speeches—has ever beard.—
for sale at the front door of tho Court-House In
Old men, looking back to great nccasious in offer
Larrisoubnrg, the house and lot belongiug to the es
tbe history of tbe old parties, declared tbat taU of Alexander Bowman, dso'd, situated on the
corner of West Market and High streets in
tbe entbuslBem be aroused even surpaHsed Northeast
This is a very desirable residence.
tbat of tbe remarkable year of 1840. And this Harrisjnfcurg.
The house is large, rbomy and convenient. The lot
was not to be wondered at, (or then we bad is productive.
cash in band; the residue in
abstract questions between boneet parties ; oneTERMS.—One-third
two years, tho purchaaer giving bonds bearno w, it is a contest between free government ing aud
interest
troiu
the
day
of sale, with good personal
and constitutional liberty on tbe one bund, security; the title to be retained
as ultimate security.
CHARLES E. HAAS,
and a strong government and imperialism
Special Commissioner.
on tbe other, and one can imagine bow a may 0 is
great heart like Gordon's would fill while
recounting tbe wrongs and indignities tbat
Wanted, to Exchange
Radicalism bad heaped upon a frso people,
TOP AND OPEN BU00IE8. TWO AND
end bow tbe heart of a people, born acd /■^OOD
VP FOUR-PASSENGER CARRIAGES. SPRING
reared under a free government, would re- wagonB;
also, a stage coach, and a skcspond to tbe sentiments coming from such OND-HAND ROCKAWAY AND AN OPEN BUGGY,
BOTH
COMPARATIVELY
NEW. FOB
a heart. His appeal to bis old soldiers was
one of tbe grandest flights of oratory tbe
wind can conceive of, and it awakened every Yoitug- U or* n e
sensibility, however latent, of a soldier's
Call on
J. C. MOKlilHON,
nature.
Would that bis thrilling words could be I At his^CarrUge Mauqficiory, Harrisonburg, Va. i
heard tbrongbout this Valley, whore his '

HOTELS.
REVERE

REAL ESTATE.

ROUSE,

J

Imporlant To -A-ll

SKILLED ENGLISH LABOR

HARRISONBURO, VIRGINIA.
Mrs. M. f. LUPTOX,
PROPRIETRESS.
C. K. A J. R. Lupton, Mnnngors.
This IIoiiBe has becu thorrughly repaired and furnished throughout with new and tasty furniture. Is
oouveniently located to the telegraph office, banks aud
other buBinces houses.
IN EVKRY UESPECT FIRST-CLASS.
The table will always be supplied with the best tbe
town ** nd city markets afford. Attentive servants employed.
A BATH-HOUSE 1c connected with the House.
The Spotewood Hotel is also under our management. No bar-room is connected with the Revere or
Bpotswood Hotel.
|apr8 'SO-tf
FARMERS'

HOME;

Harrisonburg, April 29, 1880.
I desire to call tbe attention of the public to the
fact that 1 have leased and taken possesBion of tho
above well-known Hotel.
1 bave made many improvements, and my coBstant
aim shall be to moke it a

SKILLED ENGLISH LAB0R1
for all pirtlea In want o!
FARMERS,
FARM HANDS,
STOCKMEN,
DAIRY-HANDS),
HOUSE SERVANTS.
MINERS,
FACTORY HANDS*
MECHANICS.
RAILROAD HANDS,
A Fee of $5 for Eacb.
Applicanis must also give reference of ability to fiit^
fill contracts and state wages, conditions, etc; Btf
mlt by Registered letter
iiisivhy M. imicE,
AGENT OF ST. L. AND SAN FRANCISCO CCL,
RAILROAD LANDS,
Antloob. Vaa
CHARLES H. BRAN8COMBE,
ILate U. b. Consul^
Ekoland.
KS- Attention given to sale of IMPROVFD FARMS),
MINING LANDS. Feeol$10 to be deducted from
commiHsious on sales.
A pril 29 Commissioner's Sale
BY VIRTUE OF A DECREE rendered at the January Term 1880, of the Circuit Cou t of Rockingham couuty, iu the cause of Yancey,&c.,V8. T.ll. Weav-«
er.Ac., I will offer for tale at public auction, iu front cf
t'ie Court-house, in Harrisonburg, "Va.,
On Tlmrsaay, May
ISSO,
at 11 o'clock, a. m., the valuable Tract of l^ind in tho
kill mentioned, containing about 11^ ACIilSS,being
tho Tract purclmB^d by said Weaver of W. B. Yauccy.
The laud i* situated on the Rockingham Turnpike,
a few miles West of Conrad's Store, and near the lino
of tho BhenBudoah Valley Road. Hah on it a Dwelling-house and other outbuildings, and part Of it id
fin ly timbered.
TERMS.—One-third cash; the balance In 1 and 3
voara, with interest from dote, purchaser to glvo
bunds with approved soourity for deferred paymentsi
ED. S. CONRAD,
Tancey k Conrad, att'ya
Commissioner.
Bprl6-4th
IPuDlio

I WILL sell at public auction, in front of the
Court-house iu Harrisonburg.
for the traveling and resident public at moderate
rates.
On Saturday* May Stti* 1880,
t^'Givo me a trial.-S!
the property known as tbe the
John

KavanauA'h.
^^

LICENSE NOTICE I
UNDER RECENT INSTRUCTIONS from the Auditor of Public Accounts, the several Commissioners of the Revenue iu the county are required to
proceed
.A. T OUST O IB 1
to the assessniont of all Licouses against parties who
intend to continue or commence any buslnose or
calling for the year 1880, and to return the License
Certificates
TO THE TREASURER!
on or before tbe 1 t day of May for collection Notice
is hereby given to all persons who may be assessed
with a License to prosecute any bnelnoss or calling,
that tho same must be paid at my office, in the town
of Harrisonburg, on or before
THE 10TH DAY OF MAY, 1880.
All Licenses remaining unpaid at tbat date will be
placed In the hands of mv Deptttles for prompt and
immediate collection. No indulgence can be given. Mr
instruotiona ARE POSITIVE aud roust be complied
with.
SAMUEL R. STERLING,
april 29—
Treas'r Rockingham County,
SPBINB CLKAM.W UP!

Crawford
School House,
-I of
„ < the
il, „ old,1 and
„ .,/J well- known Gordon
CI 2 „ *fanm
Being a- part
There is one quarter acre of ground attached. The*
building is a good one and suitable for a dwelling*
house.
Terms made known at sale.
ftpr29-t8h
N. GORDON.
FOR SALE Oll RENT,
A DESIRABLE HOUSE AND LOT
IN IlA-rtKlSONBUWO.
THIS property is situated on tho corner of Gorman
Street and the Warm Springs Turnpike. The
house contains 12 rooms and a gocd cellar. There is
a good building lot on German Street, besides a good
garden, containing ^ of an acre, new stable, koz
This is one of the best located properties in the town
and there is a never failing well of excellent water in
the yard, also a variety of ffilit trees.
The property Will be sold on reasonable terms.
Apply to Chaa. P. MoQualdo, Harrison burg, Va.
apr.5 If
BLACK

UK

WK.

-I WILL. BUY GOODBLACK

OAK

BARK,

That is properly taken and eured according to
The season is at hand and 1 am ready to refnifiie
tbe following diresctlous, and
operations
lions in my old business of
^
^
Whitewashing
Itewashing and Kalsomiulng.
Kalsomiuing. PjJU C^gXi FOI It
I ami prepared to give satlsraction. No need to
|/
move furniture or carpets. I understand my buslbusitqis FATE OP
ness, will work at reasonable
reasouable prices and spare no
paiun to render satiBfuotiou.
satisfuotiou. 1I use only best materi- ■■■■■■■ ■wav m A va M
al In my work.
I refer to Mrs. L. H.
Ott, Mrs. W. B. Lurty, Mrs.
.. o,,.FIVE
DOLLARS perCORD
Dr. Hill, Mrs. F. L. Harris, and others, whore my
OF I28FEE11 MEAStBEMEXT,
work can be seen.
Those wishing KA LSOMINING done will find it td
their advantage to have it done before flys get nu- DELIVEKED AT MY MILLS IN WINmerous.
CHESTER.
Please drop a postal card in the post-office notifying me when and wLere to call, Respectfully,
and FOUR DOLLARS on cars at any point on the B.
m4-2m
O. A. JACKSON.
and O. Railroad from Hancock to Stafifiton; but the
cars must bo carefully ana closely piled and filled full
—all tbat can be gotten in tbem—iu order to aavei
freight aud cartage heie, whioh are so much per car#
whether tho car coutaius much or little.
HENRY SHACKLETT
ay When you ship bo sure to advise me of tho
NUMBER of your car, that I may know which ia
Would rcBpoctfally oall your attention to his large yours,
aud when tho Bark is unloaded I will send
and complete
you a Statement and Check for the amount. Don't
fail to give me your Post Office address in fall, and
shipping station.
STOCK
OF
GOODS.
DIRECTIONS:
They have been selected with great care, and having
Commence taking tho Bark as soon as it will peel
paid tbe cash for them, thereby securing the lowest well-run
be sure to take tho bark fronj
prices and getting the greatest discounts, he feels sat- the upper freely—aud
part of the tree and limbs, for tbe young
isfied that he will bo able to ofler Inducements that bark is more
fleshy
and
bettor than the old bark,
will commend them to hla oustomera.
which is mostly roas; the bark should not be broken
49* AH goods will be guaran4eed as represented,
up
too
mnch,
and
must
be
of average thloknes, an tho
ap 22
heavy butt bark by itself will not be bought at full
price.
SAMUEL H. RALSTON, The Outside of the Bark Must Always
Be Kept Up.
TEACHER OF MUSIC,
WA Good way is to real one end on tbe log. with
up, which will prevent ite GUBLINQ; also
AND PIANO TUNER, outside
protect tbe INSIDE from the weather, wbioh being
M&-Reapeotfuliy offers his services to the people the part used must be kept bright, akd not allowed
of Harrisonburg and of Rockingham county.
get wot or mould, which lujuree its atrengte and
Post-Office—Harritouburir, Va., where you will to
color, the all-Important parts.
pie use addreas him, especially if you have a Piano
ay
The Bark must not be brought in until it la
tbat needs tuning up. Prompt respouaos made. 42
cured enough to stack up closely, nor when wet or
damp, for it will not keep—as we have to pile It when
received.
FOXl. JSAXjIEI.
GERMAN SMITH.
f.bll
WINCHBBTEH. VA.
splendid
cow iv^ian.v^ru,:sK^o:.,f?-o,c,rttota*
FOB SALE CHEAP.
^ 8WITZEB k SOK.
WIH lull a funnel'. Iu uooil cuudlUon, For pot*
'
.———
ticul.ro lunntvo at
C^tlBSORIBE (or Tuo Old Couuoswiolib, sow t,
tP»
XU1« omuv.
O tun..
a

Old Commonwealth.

god of the Qcrmans and Scandinavians and
tho Anglo Saxon word "dag," a day.
Thursday.—This day Is so called from
Its being originally consecrated to Thor, the
god of thunder.
FRIDAY—BO called from Fria, tho goddess
of marriage and wife of Woden, and the
word "dag.*Satudat—from Saturn and "dag," a day.
Si'uino—from tho Latin, "ver.," Spring.
That season of tho year when plants begin
to vegetate and rise; the vernal season,
comprehending tho monlha of March, April
and May In the middle latitudes north of
the equator.
Summer—the season of the year In which
the Sun shines most directly upon any region ; the warmest period of the year, especially north ot the equator, the months of
June, July and Angust,
Autumn—from the Latin, "Augere," to
increase, to furnish abundantly. The
third season of the year, or the season
between Summer and Winter. Astronomically, it begins in the northern temperate
zone, at the Autumnal equinox, about September 23, and ends at tho Winter solstice
about December 23,but in popular language.
Autumn In America comprises September,
October and November.
Winter.—The cold season of the year; in
common usage in the northern hemisphere,
the period from the drst day of December to
the first day of March.

MAGAZINES.

FEDERAL OOUET,

DELEGATES TO THE STATE
YENTI0N.

LETTF.RS PROM THE PEOPLE.

TIKOIMA NEWS.

Nancy Singleton, a colored womatl
Editor of (Ac CommonurcaUA :
The U. S. Court, Hon. Alexander Uivss
of
died Inst week, Hgtd liO.
In
the
Spiril
of
the
Valley
ot
last
week
I
notice
an
'
Tho following gentlemen were on Satur- I1 article sigued "Beaver Crevk." comiueutlng lu a ver/ jSbeRicbmond,
,presiding, began its Spring term on TuseefeiARBISONBUHQ^JVA.
left
great
great-great-grandoliilway, on the prr.ccedings cf tbo Kunhvllle
,dsy mornipg, the 4th lost. Below we give day last elected dslegstes to ihe Democratic gentlemanly
diaonBAiou; and aa I happeued to be one in that meel- 1dren.
State
Convention
which
Bssemblrs
in
Riching, 1 ieel that sume reniai ks by way of rejoinder la
]proceedings up to hour of going to press ".
Thursday Mobkikq, May 6, 1880.
A nugget of pare gold weighing
duo to both "Beaver Creek" and tbe editor of that
Grand Jury sworn, with Charlee R. Uc- mond,on Wednesday, Mey lOlb, from
high-toned and would-be pojtular journal.
\
Cbrthai, District—Maj. A. Taylor, Dr.
In tbe first place, "Beaver Crook" la very ezploatva more than one ounce was found in
Daniel, of Bath county, aa foreman.
bin description of tbe llnsbvlllu ineetlug: stating Louisa county a few days since at tbe
j. K. SMITH. Editor and Publisher.
Petit Juries were iropannelled, and a spe- 8. 1H. Mnffett, Winfield Liggett, C. T. O'Fer- in
that tbe great multitude ot people from erery nook gold mines by one of the iniuers.
corner of tho oounty —men, women and children '
rnl ., Peter W. Heherd, Chas. E. Haas, Col. and
cial
jury,
composed
of
Messrs.
George
Cab
— were wending their way to the Town Hall in all
[Entered at tbe Po«t-offlca at Harrlaonburg, Va,. at
Mrs. General J. E B. Stuart, the reBecoud-claaa Mrtter.l
ell, G. W. McCutchen, 8. Brown Alien, James P. Ralston, D. A. Heutwole. Alter- manner of vehicles. Anyone withaeommou intellect who read the proceedmBe of that mevting oould cently elected Principal of the Virginia
C. D. Crawford, A. L. Lindsay, E. O. Pealo nates ! B. Keezle, Dr. J. 8. Curry, J. C- see
at a glance tbat no auob display could be iuferrod Female Institute, at Staunton, will take
the report. He (Hvaver Creek) then aaya the
Terms orSabscrlption :
John H. Dean, J. F. Larrlck, Julius Wax- Heltzel, T. T. Rohr, H. T. Wartmann, A. from
meetiug
watt called to order by one Dr. Biavk. 'J bis
STWO DOLLARS A YEAR; $1 FOR BIX MONTHS.
ton, C. H. O'Neale, J. C. Weaver, Abner K. Wise, S. J. Jones, Robert Lbkey.
is notoriously false; for the meeting waa called to charge on the 1st of Sept: mber.
order
by
Oeorne W. McFariand. Dr. Black waa
The monument to tbe Maryland dead
Ashby District—Dr. G. W. Dinges, Col. not there, Dr.
paper aent out of Roofcingliara county, uftFletcher, waa drawn to try the ejectment
nor do I know of eucb a person. Ho must in the Confederate Cemetery at Winlean paid for In advance. Tbe money muat acoompaA.
Shutters,
J.
W.
F.
Allemong,
Emanuel
be
one
of
"Beaver
Greek'a" friende, and, like htm,
suit of J. M. Bickle, &c., vs. Wm A. Sitllngny tbe order for the paper. All aubacrlptlona ou» of
afraid to show bin face. Tbe leading motive in writhe county will bo dlaoontlntred promptly at the exton and some fifteen other defendants. This Cromer, Dr. T. H. B Brown, B. M. Rice,Col. ting hie article must be apparent to all who may read chester, Va., is to be unfeiled on tbe
piration of the time paid for.
it. He offered no argument iu favor of bis aide of 7(b of June, tbe aunirereary of Gen.
T.
A.
Jackson,
M.
J.
Moyerhoeffsr,
J.
R.
suit Involves the title to about 100,000 acres
tbe qupation tbat eveu (be moet illiterate would ao
A.dvortlaliitf Katosj
of land in Bath, Allegfaany and Highland Bowman. Each delegate elected It he can- cept. All he did do waa to show himself iu a strain Ashby's death.
of
ridicule. He eaya "but for tbe unjust and uogeuThere ha*e been discoyered recently
1 iquare (tenlinea ofthlatype.)oneInaortiota, fl.CD
counties in Virginia, and Pocahontas county not attend the State Convention is author- tlemauly
attack made on all those who were oppoaed
1 •• each aubaft^uenl Inaertlon
10
to
tbe
office of vuperiuUndetit and have dared to crit- large and beautiful oaTerus ou "Erin,"
ized
to
select
an
Blternate.
in W. Va. A mass of documentary and
1 •« one year
^
some of tbo dulnge of tbe present incumbent,
1 •• alx montbn.
®"
We understand that no primary was held Jicise
chart testimony has been submitted to tho
ou never would hevo seen this article." Tbla looks the farm of Jesse A. McKay, Esq,
Yeajlt Advbhtiskmist. 110 for the Sr.t aijutre »i d
ike
be
would Ilka to rule the world; and it shoe a bia about half a mile from Niueveb, Warin
Liovtlls
District,
and
that
the
election
of
jury, and the case is likely to occupy severdomineering apirifc, the predominant feature of bia ren county, Va.
$5.00 for each additional aqnara per year
delegates
was
allowed
to
go
by
default.
organic
ayatem. He and hia kindred **Bpirit" love
al
days.
Ph iriisioxM. C/rnre $1.00 a line pet year. For lira
to niaguity their own popularity to tbo highest pitch,
Tbe Baptist General Association of
The Grand Jury has made a report at the This may have been tbe case in other dis- and to assume the authority of representing tbe aovUnaa or lean $B per year.
ereignn of the county. But tho grand and consoling Virginia will moet in tho First Baptime of our going to press, and has a large tricts In the county.
BtTffiMKaa Notices 1« cents per line. »Ach Insertion
thought la baaed upon tbe fact tbat these "mighty tist Cbnrob, Ricbmond, June 2d. Dr.
repreeentatives" do not set forth the sentimouta of
amount of business before it.
Alladrertlslngbills cluo tu advance. Yearly advortl
this section en matte. There are a vast number of T. S. Dunaway, of Fredericksbnrg, will
The
Revere
House
is
being
put
into
the
aera Jl icontlnulng before the close of the year. wl?d
The attendance of attorneys and witnesses
Ihe moat honorable and influebtial citizcna in tbe
lieohaTgedtranalcnt ratea.
county,
who coincide with no in behalf of tbo rtaolu- preach the iatroduotory sermon.
has very materialy decreased, in fact the bus- best possible trim for Summer business. tlou in question,
outside oi the great number of inSGyArt-lroin all leltera or other mil! raaiter to The
Dqyis A. Kayser has sold to tbe
Those
who
fall
into
the
hands
of
the
proiness
before
the
Court
is
decreasing
every
UUigent
tuaobere, and if Mr. Kd. of the Spirit with
<)li> Commonwealth> Harr'aenburg, Va.
"Beaver
Creek"
would
aside thuee magnifying
term.
prietress and managers at this superior hotel glasses of theirs, which put
makes everything, to them, Riohraond and Allegbany Railroad
look "mighty big," and would, with unprejudiced Company a pact of bis "Clifton Springs"
Among the attorneys In attendance,we re- will be well taken care of.
LOCAL AFPAIES.
eyes, scan the horizon of truth, they would cry to the property, near Clifton Forgo, Va., oono ignize Hon H. W. Bheffey, Messrs, T. C.
rocka and mouutaina to fall upon them and hide tbem
the scene. They would not, then, endeav- taining 500 acres, for $20,000 cash.
There was a meeting of the Directory of from
Elder. I. E. Guy, of Staunton ; Messrs. Wm.
or to find fault with Tom, Dick and Harry Just because
(Prepared for tho Old Commonwealth.]
At a late hour Sunday night a colSkeen, R. L. Parrlsh, of Covington; and tbe Valley Turnpike Company, held in this they do not bend to suit (heir pecnliar notions.
"Beaver Creek" also says * tbat a prominent gentle- ored woman—name not given—at
Interesting Infonnation for AIL
Messrs. J. Q. Newman and E. J. Armstrong, place, on Thursday evening last. Tbe busl man
For Sale or For Rent.—The following
of tbis section said to biiu, tbat some of those
nesa before tbe body hss not transpired, so lonchers wouM have to meet ihat iuBUlting reeolutton, Cbristianeburg, Montgomery county,
of Luray.
properties
will be found advetttsed in this
P
namely^ the fid at a time when they would rather Va., locked tbe door of ber house and
Several suitors in the various ejectment fat an we could learn.
not bear of it." This sounds a little like war I But
PBEPAKKD BY AN OLt) CONlItlPUTOR.
ppaper'.
it puts no change in the teachers referred to: and as set it ob fire, burning herself and five
suits, which are now pending before the
May 8 The property known as the Crawthe Spirit says "Beaver Creek" is able to Uko oar* of children to death. The building waa
that prominent gentleman should bear in
Court,
who
are
residents
ot
Northern
cities,
School House, by Dr. J. N. Gordon,
We hear intimations of an effort to start himself,
mind those teachers aro "ditto."
Vkab.—The period oicupied by the earth flford
are in attendance.
Those resolutions were not draflod for ihe pttrpose totally consumed.
May 13—112 acres of valuable land sita straight out Republican paper In this town.
In making its revolution around the sun. In uated on Shenandoah river, Ed. S. Conrad,
of Insulting any one, or to eppose the right to critiThe people of Petersburg have comThe Grand Jury presented indictments We wish it success, and if started It no cise
the aotioDd of any one, provided tuoh criticisms
Common usage the year consists of 365 days, | Commissioner.
"
wera presontud in a truthful and gentlemanly man- pleted their preparations for extending
against Samuel Carson for dealing in man- donbt will be.
ner. But as the shoe pinched too severely they their nsual hospitality to tbe delegates
and every foiirth year of 360 days, or to be j May 16—200 acres of land on Shenandoah
ufactured tobacco ; without license, ; and
must needs magnify the resolution into a universal
hioro particular, each year consists of 365 I River by J. 3- Harnsberger, Commissioner.
insult—affeuting everybody. Yet wo only hear of two to the Episcopal Council of tbe Diocese
against Wm. S. Sbifiiett and Hurdin Shifvaliant
tuldiers that wore pierced by the resdlution,
The
new
stone
wail
to
front
the
Soldiers'
days, 6 hours, 13 minutes and 48 seconds,
or, in other words, "by tbe sword of truth, which is of Virginia, wbich will hold its annna'
flett, for removing spirits illegally.
May 21—Seven acres of land in HarrisonCemetery has been commenced, and Mania mighty,
even to the pulling down of strong hohls."
except Leap year which consists of 806 ^burg by John E. Roller and W. B. Lurty,
in St, Paul's Oburcb, in tha
U. 8. vs. M. S. Shifflett, retailing spirits.
• Deaver Creek0 says, In concluding his article, session
W. Holmes, the contractor, is pushing it "that
days.
,Commissioners.
if
those teachers wish to argue tbe superintend city, begining on Wednesday, 19;.
TJ, S. vs. D. C.Foweli, illicit distilling.
along.
ent question, ond will do it in a fair and honorable
Lkap Year Is also called the Bissextile
May 21—372 acres of land and dwelling at
U. S. vs. D. C. Powell and M. S. Sbilfiet,
way, and not in denunciation of those who oppose it, May. Bishop Whittle will preside.
year ; this name Is taken from the ancient ^Linvilie depot by O. B. Roller, Commissioner
aure the columns of the Spirit of the Valley (or,
Tbe membership of tbe Preebyteriai
conspiring to defraud the U. S.
Liquor licenses were granted to six bars 1aaam
one of his constituency more properly remarked,
Komans and trausiafed means twice sixth,
"Tbe British Quarterly Review" for April,
the evil Spirit,) will be open for discussion." This church within tbe Lexingtion Presbj
May 21—Twelve acres of land and oneU. S. vs. D. C. Powell, retailing spirits.
and
three
merchants
in
this
place
this
looks like snotbor of ihonoforhed intlrwmenU, for had
because in every fourth year tbey counted ^tenth interest in a tract of 70 acres, near the just published by tbe Leonard Scott PubSpring. No one need say this is a dry he d< sired to moot us on fair and honest arounds, tery is 5,457, the addition of 610 bav
the 0th of the calends of March twice, so ^Shenandoah River, by O. B. Roller, Comm'r lishing CO , 41 Barclay St. N. Y., treats of
would ha not have been seen with his bundle of man- ing been made during tbe pest year—
town.
THE WEATHER OF THE WEEK,
uscripts or whatnot under his arms, wending his 371 on profession of faith, and 139 on
that every fourth year was tho twice sixth
way through that mighty throng which encompassed
May 21—Sixty acres and one rood of land a great variety of eubjects. Henry Larkln
the quiet hamlet on the banks of Dry River, as one of certifioates. During tbe past year
year, or in their language the Bissextile near Ottobine by O. B. Roller, Commissioner. gives a theory regarding tbe origin of tho
tlm great orators on tho anti-suporintendente' side T
100,000
pounds
of
Wool
wanted
for
cash,
year.
He was invited to attend and niomised to be there, $22,430 were paid for tbe support of
May 21—Two tracts of land near Pleasan earth and moon. Conceiving the possibility
by M. W. HazlboroVE, Billhimer building. yet
for some reason failed to put iu his appearance. pastors, and $10,000 for congregaThursday,
April
29—.Rain
commenced
Month.—One of the twelve portions into Valley Station by O. B. Roller, Comm'r.
of tbe earth having been thrown ofi from
Then,
if he could not meet us face to face ou honoraMay 0—4w
falling vety early this morning and contin- East Market Street.
which tho year is divided—the twelfth part
ble
grounds, could he conalstcntly do it through the tional expenses. In this Presbytery
tbe
sun,
he
suggests
that
the
moon
may
May 22—Valuable farm eight miles South
colunms
of the Spiril f Aud could wo who Advocate
of a year—corresponding nearly to the oast of Harrisonburg, by Chas A. Yancey have been in like manner, projected from ued throughout the day. Ground very wet,
opposite views of the subject expsct to have justice there are 50 ohurohes aod 39 minis
c
which
will
interfere
with
planting
for
a
through
such
a medium ? One of the resohUion* was
Q.
S.
Christie,
Merchant
Tailor,
left
cn
length of a revolution of the moon^ whence and J. S. Harnsberger, commissioners.
the earth, and supposing that this theory
request for the publication of the procesdings. The ters.
Monday last for Baltimore to purchase bis | aBndgewater
tbe name. In popular usage, four weeks 8 JuneS—House and lot in Harrisonbnrg were scientifically estahlishod, he is pre- few days.
Journal, the Register and Commonwealth
Col. Joseph Segar, of Virginia, drop
very kindly gave them s plnoe iu their colnmua.
Friday, April SO.—Morning bright and third spring supply of goods for this season. all
are called a month, being nearly the length by Charles E. Haas, commissioner,
pared to point out the spot whence it might
while the Spirit refused. Does that look like the col , ped dead on the steamer George Leary
pleasant; slightly cloudy. Afternoon cold
umns of that journal would be open for us T Mot Friday morning last, while on bis reof the lunar month.
A desirable house and lot in Harrisonburg have been upheaved.
any, Mr. "Beaver Creek." Instead af treating us as
Calendar Months.—"The months as ad.
Alex. H. Japp gives an accountof Wlnckel- and blustery, with considerable clouds.
Wo had tho pleasure of meeting Mr. and gentlemen, as did the other Journals, you raual cotae ( turn to Washington from Norfolk
Apply
to
Chas.
P.
1will be rented or sold.
in a tirade of abuse and bundle of contradictious;
Saturday,
May
1.—Nice
day
all
tbrongh.
justed in the common calendar or almanac— McQuaide.
Mrs. H. Hunter Spindle, of Waverlle, In out
maon's life and works, bis struggles with
for in one breath he aaye the roads were filled to Col. Segnr was in former years a wel
Sunday,
May
2
—Beautiful
day,
and
one
April, June. September and November, con- 1
ilieiT
utmost capacity, with met), women and children, known Virginia politician and belongtown
on
Wednesday
morning
last.
poverty and bis tragic death. Modern Archi
wending their way to the Town Hall of Unsbville, ed to tbe whig party. He was a
taining 30 days,and the rest 31, except Tdb- _THE DEATH OP THE MOPPETT BELL PUNCH ! lecture is severly handled in an endeavor seemingly set down in tbe calendar for tbe
and with the next breath that we were talking to
y benches. But. the "big crewd" like "Bea- Union man daring tbe war; was elected
kuary, which in common years has 28 and in
"to Inform onr readers of tho nature and exhibition of Spring suits, as it was tbe first
J. Wilton went to Baltimore on Monday, enipCreek
" did not get there.
really pretty Suuday for some time. Tbe He will return tbis week with a largely in- verBut
Leap year 29 Jays.
whether it was a large or small meeting, it ban, to tbe U- S. House of Representative',
profession
of
an
'architect.'
"
A
long
arEVENT TO BE CELEBRATED AT JOHN
most assuredly, put in motion the ball of flry indig- and only last year got $6,000 for conexbibitiou
was
very
fine,
and
the
turn-out
Lunar Month—the period of one revo-• THE
■
ticle on English Prisons, signed F. Arnold,
creased stock of hardware.
nation, and before "Beaver Creek" is aware he will
WALLACE'S
looked like the mutnal-admiration-society
lution of the moon. The period or meani
hear the artilery from all quarters sounding bis death testing a seat in the U. S. Senate. He
is
followed
by
a
description
of
political
parknell, and then, when too late to retract, will also was agent of tbe Spanish claims comBY PARTAKING OP TEN-CENT DRINKS 1
length from one new moon to the next is 29•
find that the rejection of the Rushville meetiug
ties in Russia, and of tho nature and mean- on dress parade.
The
ladies
of
tho
Presbyterian
Church
reached farther than Ira anticipated. He reminds us mission at tbe time of hie death, and
days, 12 hours, 44 minutes, 2.87 seconds.
Monday, May 3.—Warmest day of Spring
ing of Nihilism, by John Rae. There is al,
of
the little boy rettlralng from school; The boy was
will
hold
a
strawoerry
festival
on
Thursday,
Solar Month —is tho time in which the LARGE REDUCTION IN WHISKIES, BRANDIES, so "an examination of the nature and power to date. Clouding somewhat in the afteraeked what position he occupied in his spelling olnss. had a numerous acquaintance princiMay 20th.
_
Says
the boy"; "Next to head." and on being asked pally in Virginia.
auu passes through one sign of theaodiac, in
noon.
Night
clear.
WINES, ETC 1
how many were in his class,be replied: "Me and Bill
of circumstantial evidence and of the prinTuesday,
May
4.—Opened
finely
and
conJones."
And so it would bo with "Beaver Creek" If
mean length 30 days, 10 hours, 29 minutes
ciples upon which its cogency depends," and
The Republican Nationnl^Coureutlon.
lie was asked who the many tax-payers are who bo
tinued pleasant throughout.
4.1 seconds.
Thk Anti Third Term Movement.—
bitterly
oppose
us, his answer would be. "Me and
a
review
of
the
political
history
of
Lngland
Also the coolest and best BEER In llarriBill Jones (Ed. of Spirit)." And the £0. of Spirit Tbe various district clubs of tbe reJanuary.—The first month of the year,
.
Wednesday,
May
5
—About
the
same
as
for the past six years, besides the usual nohe would clinch whet "Beaver Crtek" said,
So many conflicting claims arc mad#i thought
twhich reminds
according to the present computation; the souburg,drawn through the finest Beer Ap- tices Dt new bonks.
yesterday, with more clouds.
us ot the old darkey Whose name was publican central anti-third term club
by tbe different bureaus in regard to1 "Jack,"
)
He was a ditferent "nigger" from that one primary elections on Monday night in
month derives its name from Janus, an old paratus in tho Valley.
—j
-♦•••*—
\
desrib-id
by
"Beaver
Creek." Jack was noted for his
The
periodicals
reprinted
by
The
Le
•
tbe preferences of dnlcgatos, tbat little 'great attachment for his
Pure Augusta County Whiskies by Pint,
master, and "Mart Jake," as the different assembly districts throughLatin deity, represented with two faces,
Entertainment—On Thursday evening, conbdence can bo placed on any esti-" .;Jack
i onahd Scott PuntrsntNG Co., (41 Barclay
was
wont
to
call
him, was noted for the "big
Quart
or
Qallon.
All
goods
warranted
pure
looking in opposite directions. His temple
yarus"
he 0could manufacture. On- one occasion out New York city and elected three
at
Masonic
Hal),
Messrs.
Woodson
&
Allen's
Street,
N.
Y..)
are
as
follows
:
"The
London
mate
of
tbe
streugtb
of
enndinates.
;
or
money
refunded.
"Mars
Jake
was
conversing
with some of hia noigh"Bt Rome was never dosed except in a time
and was telling an adveiitnre he had while out delegates and three alternates each to
tbtmtintf.
I still keep the celebrated Clemmer and Quarterly," "Edinburgh." "WeBlmlnister," Minstrels will give an entertainment (white Tbe following is not an estimate, buti bora,
•of universal peace, lie was the god of the
He
said
ha
kill:d
a
flue large deer aud that the ropablicaa na'ional uonventioa at
"British Quarterly Review," and "Clack- face) for the benefit of the Woodbine Society a statement bapsd upon the facts in jtha b*? jaascd through the deer's
right hind foot, onsun and year, to whom the month of Janu- Bumgardner Whiskies.
of
this
place.
This
is
a
kindness
upon
the
'
tered
tbe
right
ear.
passing
out
at the 1 ft. This was; Obicfigtt.
each case, from which the reader may iconsidered by tho party as one of
Call and see me when you come to liar, wood'o Magazine." Price $4 a year for any
tho
Among the delegalbs elected the foL
ary was sacred.
one, or only $15 for all, and the postage is part of these gentlemen which should be make his own estimate. The whole 'Bat Mars Jake said be could prove it impossibilities.
by old "uncle
[april 29—1m.
February.—In common years this month risonburg.
whereupon tho old daikey was called into| lowing are the most prominent; Gen.
highly appreciated by our people, and we number of delegates is 756. The uum- ,jack:"
•court and
prepaid
by
tbe
Publi&bers.
on being asked .if bis master had killed a' Francis C. Barlow, Cdl. Ethan Allen,
contains 28 days and in L"ap year 29 days
would earnestly bespeak for this talented ber required to elect is 379. States !doer, and if the ball bad taken the itack
track aS
ad described
Pnrsuant to orders issued by the Governor
Tho word is from the Latin word Febrnariby
his
master,
Undo Jack said "dat am a fac." Be-1 Prof. iTeliX Adler, (fhurloW Weed,
troupe a full bouse. The Indies are espec- have Chosen delegates as follows:—
jing asked to explain,
ho continued; "Gem'ineu, dat[ Sheriden Sbdok bnd A. J. Dittenhoe-i
■us, which they derived the word fehrum, of the State, uirectlng the commanders of ASHBT DISTEI0T DELEGATE ELE0- Uily invited to patronize this entertainment,
am eas'ly 'splaiued, fer ae deer was soratchin? dat
Arkansas—12 instructed for Grant. ,ar
ar
ear wif dat ar foot at de time mars Jake Shot him, fer. The primaries were well attendwhich in tho Sahino language originally the various militia companies of the Slate to
TI0N.
California—12
instructed
for
Elaine.
;
aieured
that
they
will
be
delighted
with
the
and
ob cose de ball had to go froo it all." Ahd the
meant a purgative, aud on the l5lh of this take inventories and report the number and
feiloUr chilckled id his pleeve \,o think how nicely! ed, in lUdbt of the districts by men who
Connecticut—12 not instructed; first old
performance, which will be first-class in
he
had
closed up the breecn niaae by bis master. Butt were onfto prominent in tbe regular
condition
of
the
arms
in
their
possessto
",
month the great feast'of expiation and puthe party was gone, Uncle Jack goes up to his
Pursuant to a call of the Democratic Ex- %Bvery respect. For particulars see pro- choice reported to be Elaine 6, BJ- when
master, and. says he, "Fore de Lord, Mara Jake,' repnblicab rahks.
rification was held, and is therefore derived the Harrisonburg Guards assembled in their ecutive Committee, a primary meeting of jgrammes Tickets at Ritenour's as usual. munds 4, Washburne 3.
wheu you tell a nudder one, pleasn don't tell him so
from the Latin word Februare, to purify, to a mory in full dress un'lirm on Saturday Ash by District was held at Mt.'Ciawford on
Gooigia—22 not instructed; first fer apart, it am awful hard to get him togedder agin."
lad,
Capt.
O.
B.
Roller
acted
as
inspecting
Affd now "Beaver C^oek." When yofi tell "k nfldder,"
VittQiNtA.—Tbe New York Herald baa
expiate.
Pot haVe it Hd Scattering; it looks bad; so bo caro- deputed
the lat inst. for the purpose of selecting doleTHe Virginian is the title of the new choice reported to be Grant 10, Elaine do
its Richmond correspondent,
March—tho third months from Mars,the *0 leer. The company presented a fine ap- gates
1U1 how you tell it.
8,
Sberwan
4,
to
the
State
Convention
to
bo
held
in
^
IP conclusion, wo would again say to the advocates Mr. Cutfibert, to ascertain by visiting
lienqjuBter paper at Woodstock Just issued.
pearance. Guns and accoutrements were
god of war.
Indiana—30,
of
whom
28
are
fot
of
our
side
of
this
quebtioh,
stand
tip.
in,
ybtfr
might.
Richmond, May 10,1880.
N. M. McCann; publisher ; Hon. U. H. Rid- Elaine, 2 for Sherman.
Tbe ball is in motibu, let it roll until it crusbos tbe every quarter of tbe State bow tbe pfio.
Al'Rll. - thro fourth month. The Romans found to be in splendid condition, refiectibg
lakt vestige of petty squabblers.aud every one tend'to
The meeting was organized by calling
■gave tbe name of this month Aprilis, from great credit upon tbe members of tbe com- Maj L. C. Wlillesearver to the chair and ap- dlebarger, editor. Frice $1.50 a year. It is
Iowa—22 instrnoted for Elaine.
Ihelr own affairs. But we must close, and beg you, pie of Virgiuia are affected towards the
la good looking paper, and is a creditable
pany.
Dress
parade
followed
the
inspection,
Aperire, to open, because it was the season
Kansas—10 instructed for Elaine; Mr. Editor of Commonwealtk, to pardon us for unpledged electoral ticket. Tbe Shenin wbich tbe accuracy and ease displnyed in pointing W. S. Slusser secretary. Thoob- ^production. In politibs It to Readjuster as two distriots have chosen 4 coateatiug tfespasfilng sb much upon your worthy Journal.
andoah Valley has seen Mr. Outhberb
bCBlBBLUV.
when the buds begin to open.
«
and reports him as follows:
May—the fifth month, so named by the evolutions and manual of arms meri ted and ject of the meeting was explained by tbe ,to State affairs, in National politics a nonde- delegates for Grant.
chairman, after which it proceeded to tho
HE JOINDER No.
"He is a reporter of more than aveKentucky—24 instructed for Grant.
Ancients in honor of Maia, the daughter of received the compliments of those present. elecdon of delegates, wbich resulted in the |script we presume. As a paper representing
rage
intelligence, and gives ilbpaftial
that
political
faith
it
is
the
best
we
know
of,
Editor
Commonwealth:
Maine—14
instructed
for
Elaine.
Atlas and mother of Mercury by Jupiter.
choice of the following gentlemen: Dr. Geo. (except the Bristol "News/1 and those who
W© were absent from home whed the iSsue of Ihe reports. His observation as to Lead—
MassachusettB—20, first choice Ed- ^pin'(
June—the sixth months named in honor
Competition among dealers is a good thing H.
^ Dinges, Aaron Shutters, M. J. Meyerof the Valley wis published contalhirig d "Kefor purchasers. This is noticeable in the ^hmfler, Jno. R. Bowman, Emanuel Cromer, want to read that sort of literature Will do munds 18, Grant 2, Two more are piy to the Assistant T- M.," and was. therelore. pre- j asters is that in State matters tbey are
■of the goddess J ano.
vented
from noticing it sooner. We would not do so still readjusteVs; in national politics,
well
to
subscrihe
for
the
"Virginian."
claimed
for
Grant.
July—the seventh month; so called from millinery, confectionery and grocery trade. ,B. M. Rice, Esq., J. W. F, Allemotig, Dr. T.
Bow did it not contain some grobs insinuations, but
—♦ * —
Missouri—30 instructed for Grant-. treat it with the silbul oontenqpt it so jnat'y deeerves, Damocrataj abd tbo majority will Vote
Julius the surname of Cains CaCsar, who But in tbe millineiy line tbe increased sales ^H. B. Brown, Ool. T A. Jackson.
to notice it is respecting "Joseph" Dark with for tbe Cindibnali t)?moeralio hotnifaee,
New York— 70 instructed for Grant; fdrgreater
On Tuesday eVenifig tbare was a deligbtwa. born in this month. Before that time of Mrs. Loeb, at the Ladies' Bazar, and of
degree of honor than his articlo merits, beTho following resolutions offered by W. ful entertainment at Masonic Hal) by Allen of these 20 are claimed for Elaine if acause
auy One with a thimble full of brains will sen despite Mahone5 or any other influence
this month was called Quintilla, or the fifth Mrs. A. H. Heller, make for each a larger ^S. Slusser were unanimously adopted;
upon
compdrisou
tbat it is no answer to ours. If
"Joseph'' will peruse our first rejoinder with care, to tbe Oonlravy '
& Woodson's Minstrels. The most fastid- tbe instruction is disregarded.
month, according to the old Roman calen- aggregate profit then usual. Tbe confecResolveD,
That
the
delegates
elected
at
ho
will
find
truths
in it which are incontrovertable,
North
Carolitaa—20
not
instructed)
ious
Vie'ed
ha'VB
ho
fear
of
Attending
their
dar in which March was the first month of tioners are doing a lively business, and Sig- ,this meeting are hereby empowered to select
and to buhsGrVo hid dwn convenience wa will tefrain
A large mass meeting of the demoUslflg either Greek or Latin, for we are assured
the year. The name was changed at the muud Wise, at tbe old confectionery stand itheir alternates, and also to fill all vacancies concerts, and as a minstrel troupe it is first- but reported to be 12 for Grant, 8 for from
tbat the English language is suffioient for the present crats of Frederick county, Va., held at
Elaine.
in
tbe
delegation.
suggestion of Antony.
cias's,
both
Messrs.
Woodsdh
and
Allen
becase.
Now
"Joseph,"
in
order
that
you
may
authenon Main street, has an unuaually large trade.
Ohio—44 instructed or requested to ticate yodr, assertioh, based upon "Report," and to Winchester on Mondayt elected deleResolved, That any delegate who will ing fine "burnt-cork" artists. On to-nigbt
AuOUbt—the eighth month ot tho year. Tbe "old stand" of Albert A. Wise always
defending of which you are applying yourself so
not pledge himself to support tbe nominee (Thursday) tbey give another eutertaiUthenl, vote for Sherman. The Elaine bureau the
Sssiduously. and trying to make others believe what gates to tbe democratio State converThe old Roman name was Sextilis, the sixth was tbe place for crowds, and people will of
tbe Cincionati Convention is hereby reyou
apparently do not yourself, judginig from the
when if you want a seat yoii must go early claims 8.
month from March, the month in which tho not doff a habit especially where the attrac quested not to accept tbe position.
tenor Of yodr .reply, wo make this proposition:—If tion. A resolution of adherence to
Oregon—6
instructed
for
Elaine,
the
P.
M., at Moyerheoffer's Btore^wlll allow you to demooratiO plrineiplee, urging unity ot
primitive Romans.as well as the Jews,began lions are maintained to keep It up,
or secure it at Ritenour's In advance.
Ou motion, the meeting adjourned.
his name in a declaration to jho effect that he action in the con,lug election, aid
Pennsylvania—58 instructed for use
received
a request from the Hon. John T. Harris to
the year. The name was changed to August
L. C. Wiiitescarvkr, Chairman.
Grant; tbe Elaine bureau claims 22, if send him a list bfnaifids from his office nxolusively deprecating State issues being injected
in honor of the emperor O. Augustus Cmaar
W. S. Slusser, Secretary.
of Funders, we wlU.crpdit what you say In regard to into tbe coming contest for President,
PERSONAL.—Tbe attendance of lAWyers tbe unit rule is not enforced.
ti. S. CottRT.—The United States CoUrt
thai post office, and not until then. In conclusion,
on account of his victories and his entering for the Western District of Virginia began
—
from a distance upon the tohssion of tbe
Rhode Island—8 reported for Elaine. we assure you, you are writing against a legitifiiQlo Vice-President and Congressmen, waa
on his first consulate that month.
post-master and one. too, who is ^biO tO deUnited
States
Court,
in
this
place,
Is
less
its Spring term here on Tuesday la st, 4th
South Carolina—14 intruoted for assistant
TO THE PHBLIOi
fend what he says by tbe mighty Strokefi of his long- unanimously adopted.
September—the ninth month of the year inst. Honorable Alexander Rives presiding-.
than usual. We note the following up to Grant.
used pen in the vindication of truth and justice. Our
to "Joseph" when he bda Answered our rejoinreckoning from January. Tho Romans call- We learn that the docket is a tolerably full
Texas—16, preference df the conven- reply
derjNo. 2 will fully couvifioe him that what wo have | We have made earnest inquiries
The ladies of Woodbine Society Wish to Wednesday morning: Thos. C. Elder, J. U.
ed it from the word Septem, seven, it being one and the term it is thought will last
saiffkre
the /ueff iq the Oaae, his "rtandpoint," which j
Guy,
Btaunton
(
Gen.
Wm.
flkeen,
Covings
tion expressed for Grant; first choice id ndt OUrs,
thank heaven, to ihe contrary, notwith- among our citizens, as well as those
correct the erroneous impression which prethe seventh month of the Roman year.
about a fortnight. The attendance at the vails that they control the prices fixed for ton; Judge Henry C. Alleb; Woodstock; of delegates reported 9 fob Grant, 7 for standing. Thanks. Mr. Editor, for ihe s^ace we have from tbe neighborhood who are called
oonsnmed.
Very Bespoctfully,
.
October—the tenth month reckoning Court does not seem to be as large as usual,
Maj. P. B. Borat, J. G. Newman and R. B. Elaine.
May 4, 1880.
An ARsistakt p. M.
here on busineas, and have not found
from January; derived from Octo, eight, it and the "colored brother" does not appear as grave digging in WnndblneCemetery. Their Parks, Luray j Judge Hugh Sheffej; StaunVermont—10, first choice Bdmnnds.
a single white man who is willing to
Superintendent only carries out in this mat- ton.
being the eighth month from March.
Virginia—22, instrnoted for Grant.
anxious as heretofore for Jury eervlce, for
vote for Mahoae's unpledged ticket.
November—the eleventh month; with we note a small attendance of the colored ter the regulations of the Board of Trustees,
fcAjjCTX-E MA.Kli.HIT.
Arizona—2, instrnoted for Elaine.
If there are any such, we will gladly
the primitive Romans it was the ninth American. Elsewhere will be found such which fixes the prices as follows: For a
Utah—2, instructed for Elaine'; thebe
publish their names if tbey will comOn
Wednesday,
May
26th,
tho
New
Mar=.
giave
six
feet
long
or
over,
$3.00;
five
feet,
month, from Novem nine.
[From the Baltimore BUn.]
proceedings aa we could gather at time of $5 00; four feot, $4.00; three feet or under, ket Endless Caverns will be grandly illumi- will be a contesting Gbaut delegation;
municate the fact to us.—Gordonsville
December—the twelfth and last month going to press.
Washington—2, instrnoted for
Monclnv, May ifl-d. 1880. Oazetle.
, m
nated, beginning at 11 o'clock. AS this will
m
$3.00.
These
rates
are
said
to
be
less
than
of the year; among the old Romans it Was
Bekf Cattlk.—TbtiuRU tbe wbrtleezle markotfl exbe the time of tbe commencement exercises Elaine.
those
charged
in
neighboring
towns,
ahd
hibited eome activity and Itniirovrment iu pricea
named from Deoem, ten, it being the tenth
District of Columbia—2J for Grant over
Tbe New York Evening Poel says, in
last week, none was aeon in tbe retail trade,
OoKit To Richmond.—Qeo. W. Wood, even if they were not, the ladies have no ot Uolytecbnic Institute; a favorable oppor- 1, Elaine 1>
month from March, tho beginning of their convicted
wbich
must
be
reported
elower
aud
pricea
a
ebada
off
regard
to tbe West Point case, that
tunity
will
be
presented
to
the
large
numof the murder of Jacob Lincoln authority to make a change.
lu inpet caaee, aa cornpal'ed with tbe rates ruling at
The States and Territories hero tha
credible reports from several indepentinib
of
our
report
lent
Monday.
Tho
quality
waa
ber
Of
persons
whb
Will
be
in
New
Market
in
February
last,
in
the
Uonnty
Court
of
By OrdeiI op Woodbine Bociety.
named elect 466 delegates; divided as of a hetldt atefage than last week, there being a large dent sonrces indicate tbat the handWeek —A period of seven days, usually
at that time to see this great subterranean follows:—
utinibor of very excellent Cattle atndng tbe dffaringa,
reckoned from one Sabbath or Sunday to this county week before last, and whose
conaiderably in exoeaa of last week. Frtcea ranged writing on six speoimens submitted to
Wonder.
punishment
was
fixed
at
18
years
in
the
aoZ.qeSS SJ, moet sales being Insda at A 75a tbe experts correspond, in the opiniwx
For Grant.:
.250 from
the next.
Tbe steam engine and eaw-miil advertised
sag..**#*.
40 per 100 Iba.
penitentiary,
departed
on
Tuesday
morning
For Elaine
125 $6MmcH
Day—derived from the Latin word dibs, a
Cowa^Thera la ft good demand, only for of these gentlemen, with that of the
in
this
paper
by
J.
F.
Fitisimons
has
been
Cows. We quota at iiOatiS per bead, as to mysterious note, and that they are la
■ 86 extra
Strawberry Festival.—The ladles of For Sherman
day, The interval between one night and by 8 o'clock train for Richmond. He was sold to a party in Augusta county, Mr. F.
quality.
• 32
Beez Cattle.—Prioee to-day ranged as follows:
the next; the period from sunrise to sunset, accompanied by W. A. Braithwnlte, chief of will now procure & larger engine with cor- Woodbine Society will have a Strawberry For Edmunds.
the bandwrittiug of Wbittaker.
$5.00 a $5 50
8 Boat Beovoe
or from dawn to darkness ; the period of the police of this place, and J. Hebkle, D. S., as responding machinery to work up a large Fest ival May 13th. Further particulars For Washburne.
Generally
rated
first
nrat
quality
$4
$1
00
a
$5
00
Or allowing to Elaine tbe votes Modlum
$3 60
Medium or Rood
good fair quality
SO a M
$t 00
earth's revolution on its axis, ordinarily guides, who will doubtless turu him over to contract for lumber Which he has underta- next week.
The seventh annual convention of
Ordinary tbill Steers,
Steara, Oxen and
aud Cowa,..
Cows...(2
62 a $3 $5
26
$2 fl'i
the care of Sam. Williams, who will see to
claimed
for
him
in
New
York,
Penni
Mrs.
A.
E.
HeneRerger,
Pres't.
divided in twenty-four hours.
Extreme
range
of
prioes
:...$9
fi'
2
a
$6
50
ken. He is energetic and pushing in his
rang© nrioea
62
60 the Independent Order of B'nai B'rith
It
that
Wood
does
his
duty
to
the
State
sylvania
and
Ohio,
wbich
be
will
probMost
of
tbe
Baloft
wore
frdth
$i
76
a
$5
Moat
sales
were
frdtb
$4
40
Mrs. L. H. Ott, Sec'y.
Sunday—because this flay was anciently
business, and a good, live citizen. Successi
recoipta for tha week 2004 bead fwduat 1026 met in Mobile, Ala., Sunday. In the
ably not receive on the first ballot, iaetTotal
dedicated to the Sun or its worship; the first faithfully. ■
to him and all his business enterprises.
wuuk, and 2184 bead aatne timo last year. Total evening the members went ou an ex^s
—- - ■ —
aalea for week 1066 hea4 aguiuat 083 last week, cursion to Point Clear. Last eight a
day of the week ; the Christian Sabbath ;
This la the season when the ptofeSsot of• Giant would still lead with 200 votes, aud
918 bead aaine time last year.
Another old Citizen Gone.—On Thurs- UEROBR a englk's celeurated rntLDEL— the whitewash brush is busy and happy. against 176 for Elaine.
Sw.ne.—Tho run of Hors. na to uumbera, la much performance by tbe amateurs of the
Sabbath, from the Hebrew word Sbabalh,
liiRbter
than laat week, but In (Juality the avurage la
J
Twenty-three
States
and
Territories
to rest from labor one day in seven ap- day evening last, 20th ult, our oldest citizen
The transformatiobs being effebtefi under
about tue aame, some yarda roportlug their atook not city was given the visiting delegates at
FUIA BOCK BEER j I
have
yet
to
be
beard
from,
wholly
or
quite
.tb
Rood, while lu dttiera it 16 said to be better tbe theatre.
breathsd
his
last
at
his
home
in
this
place.We
pointed for rest or worship, the observance
his manipulations are pleasing to tbe eye' in part, choosing 200 delegates. tbau it was
laat week. Prlooa are firm aud higher
of which waa enjoined upon the Jews in refer to Mr. Harrison Rohr, who waa in his
and improving to the general health.
thuu
tbey
then, under the lutluenco of a oomShould the same proportion hold good paratlvelywere
light run. At tbb pricea obtained tbe
the decalogue, and has been continued by 70th year at the time of his decease. He
The Philadelphia Inquirer says the
market
ia
cot
active,
moat of the dealers reporting a
For tbis delicious Summer dfiukj cell on
Grant will have a handsome majority
demand. We quote at
centa, with a oar Philadelphia delegation to Obioago intbe Christian church with a transferauce of was a quiet, unobtrusive man, and bad spent JOnab HklLer, East Market Street.
Celebration.—-The Decennial celebra- on the first ballot. To prevent tbis. fair
load
of
oboioe
at
6centa,
but
moat
aales
were
made
the day observed from the last to the Bret the greater part of his life in this town.
ahd near fl>; cents per lb net. Arrivals this week sists upon breaking away from the
tion of tbe Leo Literary Bociety of Poly- Mr. Hlaiue's forces are now concentra- al
^■e■^
4877 bead against 6196 last week, aud 7191 head aame unit rule, and will vote nearly solidly
day of the week ; called also Lord's Jay In Seventy-six years is a long time; and he had
technic Institute at New Market, will be ted in Grant's own State, where they time laat year.
We bare received tbe May number ot the celebrated on Tuesday evening, May SStb, oon fidently expect better Baocess than
Shkkp and Lambs.—Sheep have be^n very scarce,
commemoration of tho resurrection of Christ seen wonderful changes within that time.
Grant; also tbat Senator
with tbe demand for them very active, and pricea against
At last he rests in the "Old Graveyard." "Vlrgiuias." Tbis magazine is deatined to 1880. We return thanks for cards.
upon that day.
higher than last week, quality oonaidered. About Cameron is to be notified this week of
they
had
in
Ohio.
Should
they
suothreo-fourtba of the receipts were Latbba, the moat of
MONDAT--that is, Moonday, sacred to the freed from all the cares and tolls of a long do a great work in tbe development of tbe
ceed in taking Illinois out of the Grant which came in during last week, and there b^ing no tbis determination.
life. Peace to his ashes.
mineral weaHb of Virginia, and we note Us
Moon.
demand here they were reahipped East.
N. C. Smith, Esq., of Madison eottnty, Va., column, it will be an even contest in adequate
Tho limited number of the offeriURS of Sheep was
steady improvement wltb pleasure.
Tuesday—from the old German Ziewes,
On Saturday two men were fouud
(be
convention,
and
the
friends
of
othtbe
solo
cauae
of tbe activity, as if there bad been
for many years a resident of this town and
J. T. Logan, Esq., our excellent County
many more pricca would have receded. We quote bauging to a tree ueur the line of Denthe Mars of our ancestors, the god of war,
er
candidates
will
in
all
human
probacounty,
is
visiting
relatives
and
friends
here.
sheared
Sheep
at
4afi^
centa'
and
wool
do.
at
4J4a7
'Ibe first load of ice appealed On sale on
and Anglo Saxon "dog," a day. The Anglo Clerk, lias not been as well as usual for
bility be compelled to make the choice eta per lb. l-araba 6a8 oeuta per lb gro^a. Arrivula to county; Texas. It is supposed they
tbla week 4022 bead against 3469 laat week, and 9053 were horee-thicnes.
several days. He is again about, we are very tbe streets on Tuesday morning. Tbe mar- He is welcomed with pleasure after a long between them.
Baxon word is Tlwesdag.
bead aame time laat year.
absence.
He
is
looking
well.
k t opens at ouo cent a pound.
Wednesday—from Wodeu, the highest glad to see.
St. Nicholas for Mat opene with an Importent "Talk with Girls and their Mothers,"
by Washington Uladden, and contains tbe
first installment of Noah Brooks'snew serial
for boys—a baseball story, entitled "The
Falrport Nine," and finely Illustrated by
Red wood.
Of complete abort atorlea tboro are five,
all with pictures : "Topsyturvy's Dream," a
fanciful tale by Edgar Fawcett; "The Boy
and tho Giant," a Bible story retold by Susan Coolidge ; "Sally's Soldier," a Decoration-day story, with pictures by Eogbaum ;
••Two More of the Major's Big-talk Stories,"
being a sort of modern Munchausen adventures In the desert of Sahara, with comical
and spirited Illustrations ; and "A Term at
the District School," from a glrl-scUolar'e
point of view.
There are two Natural History articles:
"The Story of Llzbelh and the 'Baby,' " an
account of horned llzarde, with pictures from
life by F. 8. Church; and "Curious Facts
Concerning Ants," with five Illustrations.
Louisa M. Alcolt's ssrial, "Jack and Jill,"
describes how Frank andQusran away with
a locomotive engine, and whet fun the boys
aad girls had on Washington's Birthday,
with "tableaux vlvants," music, and a feast.
"Oriental Jugglery," an Illustrated paper, tells ot some wonderful tricks and
feasts by Hindoo jugglers. "A. D. 1695" ex
plains, with the aid of pictures, an interesting piece of history. "How to Care fiir the
Sick" is a practical article, giving young
folks clear and safe advice concerning nurs-.
log. how to act and what to do in a sick room.
There aro besides, an out door poem by
Lucy Larcom ; a humorom piece on "Ancient
History," by Margaret Vandegrift, with illustrations by E. B. Bensell ; some funny
•pictures by L. Hopkins; and two drawings by
by Addie Ledyard.
Tbe Departments provide stories and pictures for the very little folk, and pictures,
items, letters and puzzles for everybody.
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won
Wo would
^ Advise speoinl
npeoial search for
those insects as
ns the ininry
injury to tt
trees,
where they are unmolested would often
prove fatal, bosidrs the destruction of
the preueut growing crop.
J. Fitz.
Kenorck Depot, Alb, Co., Fa.

MISCELLANEOUS.

FURNITURE.

MEDICAL.
T.

PERRY

DAVIS'
VECETAyLE

«

DRUGS, &C.

P. HUMPHREYS, 185G. established isso,
MAN UFACTU HER AXD DKA1.KR IN
III
I I Flk I I A TT T
i'?*'
k-U I HtK ill U I 1
DRUGGIST,
NEW LARGE DRUO BU1LDINO, MAIN ST.,

CLOTHING.

THE FARM AND HOME
CO UN BREAD.
Two cups Indian, one cup wboat.
One cup sour milk; one cup nweot; jf QSISSB
One good egg tliat yon will beat,
IlnU a cup of iuo1h880h too,
HnK cup sugar add thereto;
With one apoon of butter new,
B«dt and aoda each a spoon;
MU up quickly and bake It soon;
Then you will have corn bread complete.
Host of all corn bread you meet,
It will mako your boy's oyos sbine.
If be ia like thai boy of mine;
If you have a docen boyp.
To increase your bousebold Joya,
Double then this I should,
And you'll have two corn CAkes good. *
When you've nothing nice lo.* tea,
This is the very thing will bo:
All tbo men that I haw seen
Hay It in, of all cakes, queen;
Good enough for any king
That a husband homo can bring.
Warming up the hum in stove,
Cheortug up the hearts you love;
And only Tyndall can explain
The links between corn broad and brain.
Qct a buarnud what ho likes,
* And save a hundred household strikes.

NEW SPRING CLOTHING
AT
Tic Grail Ccitral Clotllm How!!
D. M, SWITZER & SON
F.xperlencv more than ordinary pleasure In offering to
the Inspection of their.many customors and ihe pubHe generally the tuperb attck of
Spring Clothing
Jnat to Html. To enumerate in flotnil wouM take too
much volunbl'j lime and perplex tho render. Wo
therefore invite one and all to come and eee ub. guarnntf eln,' that tho equal of our etock of goode, In
atyle, qaality and price, caur.ot be found lu Rock*
iughuu. This le no Idle boast ; we moan just what
wo siy. Come to sec uh, when you want Spring Suits,
Coata. Pants or V<eta. Spring OverocalB, Ulsters,
Hats Gent's Furuishlng Goods and Notions, including
Glove a and Hosiery. We have them iu variety.
Do not forget our admonition and invitation to
all, for we feel euro we can save you money and can
luruish you tho best goode in market at tho same thne.
RcapectfuHy.
apr81880.
D. M. SWITZER & SON.
IN NEW QUARTERS
With New Spring Goods!

GEO. S CHRISTIE,
Tie
1 Old Relialle Mercian! Tailor and Clotller!
Respectfully reminds the public generally that ho has
to Wilton's new building, next door to WilFor years ws have pressed the peo- "jremoved
ton's Hardware Store, and h*s just opeucd a choice
pie of Virginia to use every ecre not estock of
suited to profitable cultivation for
sheep. Virginia might, with a little
capital and nush he a great wool pro- M Spring Goods,
ducing State. All her cheap land tto which he invites ntteniion. His ntock embraces
piece goods and clothing, also Qent'a FurniBhing
might thus be made profitable We JGoods,
of Istost Htylos and suited to the season. He i
scl) at short profits aud invites a call frcm all iu ;
copy an article from the American *will
want
of
anythlug in his line.
Merchant, showing that the demand for 1 He coutimios tho Tailoring business as heretofore, 1
and
employs
t olasB workmen. In cut and finish
wool will be steady and its production f"Excelsior" isfirhis
motto, and he will use his best exprofitable. The Merchant says of tlo ,ertions to mniutain it.
Don't
fail
to
give
me a osll nt my new place of buslwool trade and its outlook:
,ncss, and I pledge my
best efforts to render satisfacBespectfvlly.
"At the begining of 1879 the wool tion.
t
apr81880
G. S. CUrtiRTIK.
trade was not promising. The previous five years, and especially 1878,
LEGAL.
have been those of reverses, and dealers hud become unusually disheartenTO WIT:—IN THE CLERK'S OFFICE
ed and timid. There was little hope of \7"IRGIN1A,
y of the Cirmit Court of nockiugham County, on
0th day of April, A. D., 1880.
nny increased demand at home, and ,<the
1
G. Sprinkel,
Plaintiff,
the opinion began to prevail that we John
vs.
Defendant.
should need to go abroad to seek a A.
. S. Rutherford,...
ArrAcnMEj.x JN DKBT.
market for our Ameiioau wool. As a
of this suit is to attach a certain fund
coneequecce, prices were extremely coming
, The object
to tbe defendant in the hands ol parties In
Rockingham county, snd subject it to tho payment of
low. The general outlook was that of the
plaintiff's
duniund of $88, with interest tiioreon
general disouuraeement—to add to Ihe ,from tho 13th clay
of October. 1865, till paid; subject
a credit of $40 as of November 2. 1866
gloominess of the situation there were 1to And
affidavit being made that tbe Defendant, A. S.
disastrous failures during the early ;Rutherford, is a non-resident of the State of Virginia,
it| is or dered that he do appear here within one month
part of the year.
after due publication of this Order, and answer the
demand ox* do what is uocesRary to pro"The cheapness of the woolen goods, Plaintiff's
bis interest, and that a copy of this Order be
however, at length brought increased 'tect
published once a week for four successive weeks
the Old Commonwealth, a nnwepapor pub'orders,' and early in May a better dc- lu
jlished
in Harrisonhurg, Va , and another copy theretuand for the raw material began to be of
. posted at the front door of the Court House ot this
county,
tbe first day of the next term of tho Counrecognized. The improvement when \ty Courton
of said county. Toste:
fairly ccmmenoad soon becime rapid,
J. H bHUE, C. C. C. R. O.
Haas, p. q.-aprl5 4\v
and in less than sixty days wool adOoinnilfeBSioiier's Notloo.
vanced frcm twenty to twenty-five per
ROLLER
cent. A reaction followed, and there JOHN BROWN
va.
was a decline of five to ten per cent.—
PETER ROLLER'3 FX'R.
the result chiefly of the speculative IN CRAVCBBT IN TI1K CIRCUIT COTTRT OF ItOCKINOltAM.
Extract from Decree of March 20th, 1879 —"This
movements among the leading opera- cause
is referred to one of the Commissioners of this
tors. This was, however, temporary, Court to bike an account of all the claims ag dnst tho
estate
of Fctcr Ro'ler, deo'd—whether by judgements
and by the first of August prices again or otherwise—aud
their priori lies. Also an account
advanced, and the general market be- of ail the personal and real estate which has or may
come
into
the
bands
of John A. Sw'tzer, executor ol
came one of extraordinary activity, said Peter Roller, dee'd,
for ndministration, and to
bis account as executor of said estate."
continuing until the close of the season. settle
Notice
is
hereby
given
to all parties to this
"The wool production ia the United suit, and to all others interested
in tho taking of
the
foregoing
accounts,
that
1
haye fixed on Saturday,
States in 1879 was very large, the in- the 13th day of May. 1880, at my
office in Harrisoucrease being not far from twenty mill- burg. as the time and place of taking said accounts,
which said time and place they are required to ap- j
ions of pounds. This increase, how- at
pear and do what la necessary to protect thoir respectever, failed to supply the enlarged de- ive interests in the premises.
Given under my bund this 2lBt day of April, 1880.
mand for home consumption, and
J. R. JONES, Comm'r Ch y.
O'Ferrall & Patterson, p. q.—apr22-4w
dealers sant their orders abroad in all
directions. At last thirty millions of
pounds were imported. Nice millions
of pounds of medium wools (in which
grade the demand was greatest) were
imported from England alone. Immense quantities were obtained also
from South America and from the East
Indies.
"Rut what of the future ? The present magnitude of the demand in this
country, coupled with the fact that for
u long lime to come our manufactories
are likely to La (axed to their utmost
Highly recommended
to the public for all dlsIRON BITTERS,
in supplying the want throughout the
eases requiring n tertal n
A Great Tonic. and efficient TOXIC/
country caused by six or eeven years
especially in Imlif/e**tion, Oyspep&ia,
of extraordinary ecouon.y in the millIntevMitt&nt
vcrs.
Want of Ap *
IRON BITTERS,
ions of homes of our people, must an■petite, Tone of
A
Sure
Appetizer.
Htrength,
I^aek
of
swer the qnestiou. There may be no
MEnergy, etc.
It enimmediate great advance in the pres
riches the blood,
strengthens the musent price list, but there is eure to bo a
IRON BITTERS,
cles, and gives new life
to the nerves. To the
A
Com
pit;
to
StreogtheDcr.
firm and hopeful market."
aped, ladles, and children
requiring recuper^
—
ation, this valuable
remedy can not be too
(For the Jetfersonlau Republican.]
IRON BlTTERS,
recommended.
A Valuable Medicine. highly
It nets
like n chatm
the ten r Caterpillar.
on
the digestive
organs.
A tcnspoonfhl before
meals will remove all
This is caterpillar year, and, in con- IRON BTlTERS,
dyspeptic aymptoma.
Not Sold m a Beverage.
TRY IT.
eequeuce of the mild winter all injarious insects have survived in unusually
Sold by all Druggists,
large numbers. Farmers should see to
IRON BITTEBS,
THE BROWB CHEMICAL CO.
For Delicate Fcmatoa.
their orchards at once, for, probably
BALTIMORE, Md.
there is or will be one or more colonies
or tents of caterpillars in every tree.
Habits of the insect.—They generally
take two meals a day if the weather ia
NEWGOODS.
clear and warm, one about the middle
of the forenoon the other about the
I have just received a full line of
middle, of the afternoon. It is said
each grown oaterpiller will consume at LADIES' MISSES' AND CHILDRENS'
least two leaves a day, and as each uest
contains about three hundred caterHats and Bonnets,
pillars, there would be six hundred
leaves destroyel each day by the in- tientS) Ladies, aud Misses Shoes,
habitants of a single teat, a drain
OF THE
which no tree can sustain for any conXj^toist
Stylo®.
siderable length of time without injury;
and, when there are several tents upon tSf^- Call aud sec before buying goods elsewhere, at
the same tree the injury is so much
more increased.
A. H. Heller's
After the caterpillors have attained IT AT ANO BlIOS fciTOIlE.
OIlSB
their full growth, they loose their social habits, and wander off to
JOHN C. MORRISON,
find suitable places in which to spin
Manufacturer aud dealer in
their cocoons.
Boggles, Carriages, Rockaways, Trade Wagoos,
liemedies.—There are several moans
coAcmcs, &c.
by which these insects are destroyed.
Shop
at
tlic
old stand on German St.,
As soon as the tents are observed in
JUKRISPNBURG. YA.
tbe orchard, or in other trees, by means
Orders from any quarter will receive prompt atof a ladder ascend the tree and with tent
ion.
Work of all kinds conatautly ou hand for sale.
tbe band, protected by a woolen glove,
Workmanship
guaranUed to be first-class aud work
seize the tent and crush it with the en- warrautod to stand
hard usage.
Now is tho lime. Call to see me. Mauy new aud
tire contents, and clear the debris from atlraclive
features just to band.
tbe tree. This may seem rather unWork of the Best.
desirable work, and it must be ac- Prices Low.
Jfij*" Call to ®eo me.
knowledged that one feels better after
J. 0. MORRISON
it is done then while doing it, yet this
is the most efiectnul and convenient
DENT Ali NOTICE.
means of their destruction.
They
may be twisted out, tent and nil, by fllHIS IS TO NOTIFY you that I have given up
J my appuintmenia at NEW MARKET aud MT.
using a long slender pole, or by a polo JACKSON,
to my aaslstant, Dr. JoBeub S. Hurtinau.
with a woolen mop saturated with ker- I run be found
at all times in my office. 1 offer you
iho
advantage
of a long experience in an exteneivo
ovene oil or some other strong liquid practice, aud guarantee
all metal filling ten yours.—
fatal to iaseots.
1 opiug to have your support In the future as iu the
past,
I
remain,
Very
Respectfully,
The work of examination should conFRANK L. HARRIS. Dentist,
jffjf
Office
Main
Street,
near Kpiscopul Church, and
timie up to nine o'clock each day, as three doors South of (ho "Revere
Uouse."
alter that hour they are not at home.
ich ao-tx.
INCREASE TOUR SHEEP.

Bridgewater, V a
1 Uk© this opportunity of thanking ray nnmnrous
customors for their liberal support during the past
year, aud hopo to merit a ooutinuance of the same.
To tho people of Harrisonhurg aud Rocktngham
county, I would say thai when lu need of anything in
my line, I would he pleased to have you examine my
stock of goods before deciding to purrhase elsowliers.
becauac I think yon will And it to your interest to
make selectioiiM of nome of my beautiful modern deal ma. rioasn examine iho very extreme low prices
annexed;

PAIN KILLER
a penrxT vegetarle remedy
FOR INTERNAL AND (ITERNAl USE,
Is a mro rnrr- for oil Iho dlseftsco for which It Is ircoTtimCDdod,
tool Is always PEUl'ECTL.Y SAKE la tho hands
of even tho most Inexperienced persona.
Tt Is n on re and qulolc remedy for COUGHS, SORE
THROAT, CII 11.1.8, and similar troubles; affords Instant
relief In tho most mollguont forms of DIPHTHERIA, snd
Is tho best known remedy for Ilhrnmntlam and hieurnl^la.
Th® Oldest, Best, and Most Widely Known
It 11'lf
'
» if ^
Family Medicine In the World.
It fins l>eei. used svllh suc.li wnutlrrftil success In all
parts of the world for CRAMPS, CHOX.KHA, DIAURIKEA,
DYSENTERY, and all BOWED COMl'T.AINTS that It ia
111(
considered an unCalllug euro for thorn diseases.
Has stood tho test of Forty Years* Constant
Use in all Countries and Climates.
It ts RECOMMENDED by I'Uyslelnns, Missionaries,
Ministers, Managers of Plantations, Work-Shops, and
Eaetorles, Nurses In llospllnls—In short ty Everybody,
Everywhere, who has ever given It a trial.
IT IS WITHOUT A RIVAL A3 A LINIMENT.
It should always be used for Palu lu the Rack and Side,
and brings speedy and permanent relief In all eases of Bruises,
Cuts, Sprains, Severe Bums, Scalds, etc.
No family run safely bo without It. It will annually
I ravo many times its cost iu doctors' bills, and Its price brings It
Wtlbln tbo reach of nil. It Is sold ot USe., OOc., and $1 pel
bottle, and can bo obtained from all druggists.
PERRY DAVIS & SON, Providence, R. I.
Proprietors.

CATARRH
Aathmn,
nmlownRronchltLi
ciirt-d
at your
home hr
INIIALENFiDoVONE'8
henlinp
vnpor
taken
diroot
OlhodlBcasp. A rcllnl.le
restment.
Satisfaotlon
gunrTreatment
ent inteed.
oarefunded
trial,Homo
to ifbereturoed
snd
money
not
fiottsfuotory.
For
full
Informstlon
ad-.
dresi BOMB MEDKMNB CO
S.W.Cor. loth & Arch, Phil's. Pu.
t llcCio '80
READ!

READ. I

READ! 1

A. H. WILSON,
£$a<IclIo and llanic^H—3Talccr9
HARRISONDURG. VA.,
DEY GOODS,
DRY GOODS. HAS Just received from Baltimore and Now York
the largest and best assortment of
SADDLES. COLLARS, HAnNESS.
and Saddlers' Trimmings, ever brought to this roar- ,
ket and which he will soil lower than any dealer iu
the Valley. SA DPLES from $4.00 up; BUGGY IIARNESS from $8 00 to $50.00, aud all other goods in
proportion.
jOrj-Ciill and examine for yourself and compare my
prices with those of others. 1 will WHOLESALE to
tho country Saddle and Harness Makers at city wholeP.
F.
Southwick
sulo prices which wll? leave them a fair profit. I keep
on hand everything in their lino, with a full stock ot
Saddlers' Hardware and Trimmings,
Will open during tbs next few days a large and attractive stock of
at lowest prices, fify I,ivorymon and the public will
find in my stock Lap Robes, Blaukots. Whips, etc., of
all qualities, at bottom prices.
ft^Tlisnkful to tU for past patronage, I respectfully ask a coutineauce, being determined to keep a supply to meet any and every demand, both of home and
nmnutactnre, and invite all to call where
DRESS
GOODS,
CASSIMERES, northern
they can have their choice.
firir Hem ember the old stand, nearly opposite the
Lutheran Church, Main btrcet, Uarrisouburg. Va.
novl
A. H. WILSON.
Parasols, Fans, Notions, Ac., Ac.

'
1

ICcsi»eot IXilly,
P.

WOOL I

F.

Southwick.

WOOL!

WOOL!

I wlsli to tmy OiNE TlXOtJSA.XX> X*OUXU9 OF WOOE EOIt
CuVSli.
i*.

LEMUEL VAWTER
Would respectfully inform the citixens of
TcflP liurrisouburg that ho has opened
||L Shop on East Market St.,
lor the manufacture of BOOTS and SHOES in all their
varied branches. Will keep constantly on hand a
supply of the host material. Having had a p* oc leal
exporieuee in the business of over thirty yeais, with
a (loterminatioii to keep pace with the time?, he thinks
he can give entire BA'tsfaction to all who may favor
him with a call. To his old patrons iu various parts
of the county, he rcturus thanks for past favors aud
solicits a continuance,
it®- Repairing done with no 'tness and dispatch.
A®- Special attention paid to form of foot. Fits,
tight or loose, just an desired, guaranteed. Address
orders to mo at Uarrisouburg.
aprl61880-6m
TrvSSfc

CASH!

CASH!

ssotiTiiwicK:.

IF YOU want to sell yenr Wheat,Corn, Oats, Seeds,
Bacon, Flour, etc., etc., for the HIGHEST price
iu CASH go to
W. M. Hatzlegrove.
If
you
want good, fresh GROCERIES, Cheap for
Is F
Cash, go to
IIAZL EG ROVE'S
Has opererl his R|irine: Stock of Goods, to which he invites special nttpntion,
If you want good TOBACCO aud CIGARS, Low fox ,
guarautoMne In his ciHtoiners the latest stales aud the lowest pr ces. He of- Cash, go to
fers a spluiulid ussoitiueut uf
W. M. HAZLEGROVE'S,
BILLHIMER BUILDING,
feb 20- EAST MARKET ST.. UAttltlSCINUUKQ. VA
Dress

Cools,

o!

all grades

and Prices,

Watches and Clocks, Gh,
^X^JCieiAX^TlILH.

of lafost rlesiprn nnd snitpd lo Mvc spnson. Also ALL WOOL BUNTINGS, all
colors; Biocatels, Poplins, Boipo, L'istrss.Ai mures, Anstra'iaii Crepe, Cashmere,
W. H. R1TENOUB
Lawns, Peica'os, Suitings, Cambrics, Dress Linens, also Ladies' Readv-innde Calls attention to his large. New ftock. just to hand,
Suits, Ladies' Underwear si ecialties. A complete assortment of Notions, ot Fashionable Goods iu his line. Jmineuse stock of
Ruchings, La Co Ties, Kid and Lilsle Thread Gloves, Corsets, Fancy Hosiery,
Watclies, Clocks, Jewelry.
Parasols, etc.
.SII.VEU WAKE, SPECTACLES, Ac.
Ladies' and Cliildren's Shoes and Slippers,
and every thing in the D.y Goods Una thatLidies want, can be had at lowest
prices at
Woolf's Fashion

Emporium,

SIBEST BUILDING, HARRISCNBUEG,
op r 22,2880

YA.

NICHOLS3SHEPARD&CO.BattleCree^Micli.7
^
J
k E«t»blUhed
ia $548. i ORIGINAL
in in ■ | AND
■■ umONLY
i _GENUINE
Xhreshius Machinery and Portable
and Traction Engines.
TIFEWorld.
RT ANDAKD of oxccllencc throughout the GrainJtai-ittg
MATCHLESS
Grain-Paving,
Pcrfecl
Clcaniug.
Jinpid and frrThorough
Work. ofTlmc-Saving,
ihCOMI'.VSbAHLU
in yuntity
Jfatcrial.Fluiih,
Perfection
of
Piirls,
Thorough
WorkiuaubUip,
J/ligant
aud
JJcauiy of Modi I.
jtlAKTEX.GUS
fjr
vaetty
superior
work
In
n'l
kinds
univcrsaUg
ktiovrn
asalltheother
onlyScedd.
Micci-asful Thresherol
- -!*■ ::r-e rc.'w inGrain,
Flav,unit
Timothy,
Clovir.
amihall
1
A'
TONl'
HIXGI.Y
RTT?APT."!
!
""'i
trondcrOi'fy
s'mplt,
u-lng
l'
««
one
i!»o
iiMual
gtars and belts.
DOUTAHLE.
TH
VOTiON.
kh I ffTH.VW.BDK.XING
STEAM-ENGIXES.
vlth Ouihin
Rpeulal f.^iurcof
Tower,
PlirnhllUy,
Snfet<
llcuiinnty,
nnd
h-aiiiy
cniirolr
uiikuown
In
other
make*.
Sliam-rowrr
and Horoc-rowcra.
Steam-Power
Svparit'iirf. a fiwcinlt/ F«iur ulyes of Si.ni'arator*. frotn ("> to 11 liorsc-power: also ? strtej Improved Xounicd
•5ol*
nml fur
Cunliniiotia
HaainciMi
hy ihU house,
lOttUt.
fu.-nMiiM a IV./anvroiM
str-mx guaranroo
mptrlur good#
and houorablo
dualiitg.wiibuut i.uanbc of uamt, 'ouatiou, or mauagof*
&
imfilBSI
^adorfol
Mi-fiosa
and
popularity
of
W'riW otoli the t 5;I:onrliciifo
ViuRATon.Maolilnerr
iia>now
drlrnn
other
i/iuthlufM
vnrion#aud
maker,
arc
attemptin* nt hiithl
nnd jialu oa" inferior
utougrol
iuiitatioai
of
NOT
DECEIVED
hv rnohBE
oxpertraentnl
nnd worthless
mai-hlncry. If von hnr ' \i 1 f
J nl!. Ret tko "OIOlGINAL** and tho "CZ.VUJNE"
C J*f .rForMlii-.iratcd
BiJl partt'iroularv,
icnlara which
rail onwoourmaildealer#,
write
to im
fno. orAddrctis
HXCH0L6, EHEPAXiD & CO., Battla Creek, Mich. ..—I'rT&iS

Tlopa.li*! n ST T*ro m pt ly X>oiie. •
Satisfaction assured aud charges moderate. oc30
WANTED!
WANTED!
ON EAST-MARKET STREET.
CHOICE EXTRA AND SUPER
Bacon, Lard, Butter, Eggs, Chickens, Turkeys, Ac., &c.
JNO. G,, EmNGER, Agt.
mil.2m
baRBEE ROUSE
I ■"-^■XV"D ^ ^
^ $3X4,
Urielgewa-ter# "Va.
rilHlS PLEASANT AND POPULAR HOUSE IS
i situat d iu tho delightful towu of Bridgewator,
Va., where the wenry aud heavy laden traveler, as
well as permanent boarders, always find a pleasant
and we'eorne home. No one ever leaves Urldgewater
dissatisfied with the accommodations that itfuvuishes,
nor forget th i of tlir charming sc- nca of the surrounding country. Hu dep rts with pleasant memories of
the cool and winning ahades of Bridgewater aud its
ever hospitable people. Very few persons visiting
Bridgewater ever leave without expressiug auxlety to
return ngaiu.
Terms at the Barbee House always reasonable

HARRISONBURG. YA.
RESPECTFULLY informr the public,and espoclallF
tbe Medical profenaion. that be has in store,
and is constantly receiving large addiiiona to bi8
superior stock of
DRUGS, MEDICINES, CHEMICALS,
PATENT MEDICINES.

BEDSTEADS, DRESSIKG CASES, BUREAUS, &C
Wlite Leal Painters' Colors. Oils lor Painting
Wnlnnt Bedsteads from
•..«•••.$ 5i 00 to SM)
$r.O 00
P&rlnr and Oak Bedateadii from
31 00 to 7 00
LVBRtCATIItO AUD TAMHXM' OIL,,
Rlngle BedsteadR from
3i 00 to 8 00
Dressing Oases, with marble top and
wood top......
00 to 60 00 VARNISHES, DYES, PTITTY, SPIOES,
Drossing Dnrenus
, 00 to 26 00
Plain four draw* r Bureaus
1 00 to 12 00
W1NDO GLASS,
i no to 20 oo
Washstnuds
Towel Racks, all kinds, from
(K) to 2 00
i 00 to 35 00 Kotion#, fancy Article# Ac., Ac.
Wardrobes, from
TJLULEB, AC.
1 offer for sale a largo and well selected assortment
a varied stock, all warranted of tbe boat
$ 4 00 to $20 00 I embracing
Parlor Tables
quality.
Fall-loaf Tables, walnut, from
6 00 to 8 00
I
am
prepared
to furnish physicians and others
Extension Table, walnut aud ash, per
articles In my line at as reasonable rates as any
foot
1 Of to 1 26 with
other
establishment
in tho Valley.
Tea Tables of all styles.;
2 (K to 3 76
Special attention paid to the compounding Of Fhy#
China Presses, walnut, from
14 0( to 18 00 sicians'
PreBcriptions.
to
10
00
Safos of every description from
4 OC
Public patronage respectfully solicited.
Whatnots, ali styles, from
4 0C to 6 GO
L. fi. OTT.
Hat Racks and Hall Stands from
7£ to 26 CO oct7
Olmlrcs IVom ISO oteu to S3 en. oil.
Ac.
BREAST PUMPS,
Lounges of all styles
•...$ 7 00 to $ 11 00 each
Rofas of all styles from
14 00 to 25 00 each Nipple Shields and Nipple Glasses,
Parlor Butts, good stylo and
quality
40 00 to 125 00 each
NURSING BOTTLES, TUBES,
MCTUIiE MOTULXkllVO, Ac.
3
A full line of Mouldings kept In stock, and Picture Iufctxits' I O "VST d & X",
Frames fitted up to order lu a tew moments. Also
COMBS AND BRUSHES, &C.,
Parlor Hruckeis. &c., &o.
For Snlo A.t
Sash, Doors, and Blinds.
HAHII.
AVIS' DRUG STORE.
Sash, 8x10 glass, nt
6 cents per light
Sasli, 8x12 glass, at
cents per light Ur-cJic3
IPow<iei*s»
Sash, 10x12 glass, at
fl?4 cents per light
Sash, 9x14 glass, at
0^ cents per light j For baking Ligbt Bread, Biscuit, Cakes snd all kinds^
Ail other Sash not mentioned above Will be fur- of
Pastry. These preparations are carefully prenished at proportionately low figures.
pared exprepsly for fnrullj use, aud are free from tho
impurities usually in common yeast, and are theremore convenient. For
Panel Doora, with two panels
75 to $2 76 each fore more healthy as well as AVIS'
DRUG STORE,
Panel Doors, witli four panels.... $2 30 to 3 00 each sale at
The above prices are confined to sizes 2 feet 10
Inches iu width and under. Any size door can be
furnished on short notice.
COB LIVER OIL.
Ovitsldo Slut Window XJllnd. Mollor's, Fongora'a, Bnrnctt'e, Sharp k Dobme'a.
Peck's,
Eranlaion, and other brands, all
Blinds, 17 light windows, 8x10 glass. .$1 50 per pair fresh andCamm'a
pure, and for sale at the lowest prices, at
Blinds, 1*2 light wlniows, 9x1*2 glass..$1 60 per pair
AVIS' DRUG STORE.
Blinds, 12 light windows, 9x14 glass.. $2 20 per pair
Blinds, 1*2 light windows, 10x1*2 glass..$2 25 per pair
Blinds, 12 light windows, 10x14 glass..$2 50 per pair
Blinds, 12 light windows, 10x15 glass..$2 60 per pair
Blinds, 12 light windows, 10x16 glass.. $2 75 per pair For clennBing and poliablng Olass. Tin, Silver, Gold,
Blinds, 12 light windows, 12x14 glass..$2 90 per pair or any metal. Ear Bale at
Blinds, 12 light windows. 12x16 glass..$J 40 per pair
AVIS' DltflO STORE.
Also, Moulding, Brackets, aud a full line of Scroll
Work at very low figures.
TJ TV 13 EI1T AK TTV O.
BABBITT'S SOAP,
I keep constantly on band a full stock of Coffins and
Burial Oases, from infant sizes up to 6^ feet long. Potash, Sal Soda, IzldigrL Starch, Blfiing, &c., kot
I can trim an outfit for any size Coffin or Case within For sale at
AVIS' DRUG STOKE.
one hour after being notified. A No. I HEARSE always in attondanco.
nvtotaLToniDs.
Kjf All work warranted and satlsfncliou guaranteed. If not, money refunded when work proves to
be anything short ol first-class. Respectfully,
SWIFT ft COURTNEY'S Uarlof Mattfhea in tortn d
wood bofes are the best and cheapest matches in
T. P. HUMPHREYS.
use. Each box is warranted to contain all wholo
ihatcbes,
wi'h pieces of sticks.
4^-All filcx'clinntublc Produce Talcen In For sale atand are not made up
AVIS' DRtQ STORE.
Kxclinugc for Furniture or Work.-®$
sppll-l.v
GARDEN
SEEDS,
.
Alam Oc If0o ^
1
ri
A
great
variety,
embracing
everything
needed in a
moO
^ ***,*_
garden, all warranted fresh aud genuino. For sale at
AVIS' DRUG STORE/ .
ti
smm
mmm-11A vtm
k

.

Vj:;- r.
T1HOSE who contemplate painwill find It fcf
their interest to call and examine into tho mer*
its of the strictly pure mixed pa ufs/ For sale at
AVIS' DRUG STORE.

p Mpr
Hu i

AND SHE BID IT.

TO TEiili I CrXVE HEALTH.
Adapted in chronicdiarrhcea. constipation and scrofula.—i/y Latham, M. D., l*rex't Va. Medical Socxe'y,
Succosslully used iu dyspepsia, chronic diarrhaea
and scrofula.—Prof. S. Jackson, Univ. Pa.
Ffficieut in Rummia; excellent appetizer and blood
phrifier.— //. Fisher, M. D., Ga,
Valuable iu nervous prostration. Indigestion and
chlorosis.—G E. Mathcws, M. D., iV. C,
A fine ton c and alterative, very valuable in diseases peculiar to females, chronic fevir aud ague.
bronchitiH and diseases ol Iho aigestlvo organs.—J F.
Ilnughtnn. M. D., Ala.
Very ben< ficial iu strengthening and improving a
reduced system.—IPv Jno IF. lieckwith, Bishop of Ga.
invaluable as a nervous tonic.- Hon. /. C Fowler,
Tenn.
Recommended ns a prophylactic .in malarial districts.—D R. Fatrer M. D., N. O., La.
Restores debilitated systems to health.—T. C. Mercer, M. D . Ind.
Used with great benefit in malarial fever and diptl.orla.—5". F. Dufiov, M. D., Ga.
Of great curative virtue.—T. F. Rumhold M. D., St.
Louis, Mn.
done ficial in uterine derangement and malarious
conditions.—G. M. Vail, M. D.. Ohio.
Best remedy over used iu diseases of the throat.—
P. A. Si(f'erd, M. I).. N C.
Tonic j alterative, diuretia; ore of nature's greatest
remedies.—Asxociattnn of Lynchhurq, Va.
Adapted in certain affections of the k.'dneya and
bladder; dyspepsia, lupus, cldorosis, scrofulous nnd
cuta* eons affections.—I^rof. J J. Moorman, M.D., Va,
Relieves headaelio promptlj*—both sick and nervous.—Ner. E. C. Dodson. Va.
Sample supply sent free to any Physician desiring to
tei-t. Pamphlets sent free. Analysis with each package. Water as It comes from the Springs $4 ^ case
of 6 gals, iu glass—$2 50 for 6 gals., $4 for 10 gals ,
$7 lor 20 pals. In casks. Mass 50 cts. and $1. $2.50
nnd $5 for half doz. Pills, pure sugar coated. 25 cts.,
fit) cts. and $1 package; $1.25. $2 30 aud $5 half doz.
Sent post-paid anywhere. This Mass and Pills contains in reduced space nil the curative powers of the
water, nnd is convenient, paatablo and soluble.
Springs open for visitors Juno lat. Board $30 per
month. Special rates to families and parties. Carriages meet visitors at Forest anil Lawyer's depot,
oach four miles from Springs, upon ndvlco of arrival.
Address
A. M. DAVII 8, Pres't of Ihe Co.,
72 Main Street, Lynchburg, Va.
BOLD DY

~
WM. M. BOWRON,
Fellow of the Hoy a I Chrtnieal Society,
LoikIou, Knglautl,
mhU Gm XFarrlAon'burB* "Va.
IS NOW CONDUCTING THE
Laboratory Shen. Iron Works,
BEST IN THE WORLD I.
PAGE COUNTY, VIRGINIA.
By agreement with the Hon. Wm. MiiKes, Jr., It
enabled to offer to tho general public all classes of
Chemical Analysis, Mineral Water, Fertlllzors, Ores,
Minerals, Coal, Articles of Food, and all other substar O'^s, at tbo lowest rates to suit tlm times. Terms
roaio iablo. Correspondence solicited.
del8
Fresh Garden Seeds.

1HAVF. JUST RECEIVED A LARGE SUPPLY OF
AN UNHEARD OF BARGAIN, ^iffl
Fresh Onrdcn Seeds from D. Landreth k Sons
and D. M. Ferry k Co. You will find it to your adto call early and make your selections. Tho
I will Hell (Iui-Iiik Hie montlk of Murcli, at G. W. Tubb's Warelkouse, 5300 Tons vantage
Ladies will find all kinds of Flower Seed at my atoro,
of like best liluc kimillk's Coal at &3.00 Per Ton.
L. H. OTT.
XIio "Siirpi'leo" liny rtalces. S^lP.oo ; restular price. HSO.OO.
«or
-wvnts?,
Vmpnre Bl-Carb Soda la of tt
..iltu.i, dirty
uir.v white
avuiiB color.
coior. It
ai mar
inn,
allghtlT
Liuulicr, WOotl, Cemcut, Stove Coal, Salt aufl Farmers' Implements
appear
white, examined hy 146
JO-IF YOU ARE LOOKING
■elf,
",!!™
CofapAIuio'N
v/lTIt
80I.U AT A VKHY 8A.1GI1T ADVANCE! FUOA1 COST, AND FOll CASH ONL.Y.
(11111(11 & CO.'S " Aim AND
FOR cheap GROCERIES,
HAni.TIKK" BBAND WlU .bow
QUEENSWARE,
AND
ALL
tlio dllTereuco.
Brlievine I can muko It for your latcre.t to <1e»l vrltli me, I solicit your exumi.
See that ronr Baklnc Soda 1.
GOODS
IN
THE
GROCERY
nutlou of my atock, wltk tlinnks for pant patronage.
Ueapcctfully,
White and PCBB.ae should be A 1.1.
LINE, CALL ON ME ON
BliaiI.AR
SVUSrANCBS used for
food.
1^, P*.
O UrAIi WICJ K.
A eimpla bat Mtera teat of tho oomparativ.
rolue oi different branda of Boda ia to dlaaolTe a
P. R.~I KEEP "V HAND A FULL ASSORTMENT OF CLARK'S O, N, T. SPOOL COTTON,
ffeaaert apoonful of oach bind with about a pint
of water (hot preferred) In clear Rloaaea, atirring
AT WHOLUSHI K ONLY. PRICES ALWAYS GUARANTEED THE SAME AS CITY JOBBERS, HENCE
until
all n tharoughly diaaolved. The deleteC3L-. AX.
c*3 Oo.,
SAVING FREIGHT.
rioua iniolubla matter in the inferior Bods wUl
Wan tko.—ia pounds puke live duck feathers, well cured, at oiTce.
MANUKACXUKKB8 OF
be tliown after eettling eome twenty minutes ox
aooner, by tho milky appenrance of the Klutioa
nnd tbe quantity of floating hooky matter acI». F. ©OUXHWIOK.
cording to quality.
AMD DEALERS IN
Be sure and oak for Church & Co.'s Boda and
Bee that their name ia on the package and you
will get tho purest and whitest made. The uso
DON'T BELIEVE YOU ARE GETTING THE MOST AND BEST Smoklng and Chewing Tobaccos, &c
of thui with sour milk, in pretereuco to Baking
Bep25 No. 6 MAIN HT., RTAl'NION, YA.
Towder, savea twenty timed ita coat,
t gee one pound package for valuable inform**
jbc eg -«j
» si*,
(ion and read carefully.
A MONTH guaranteed. $12 a day si
y
11/
IIII
homo
made
by
the
Industrious.
CapiFOB YOUR MONEY, UNTIL YOU SEND A TRIAL ORDER TO \ tJSBI tal not required; we will shirt you.
SHOW THIS TO YOUR OROCERJi || 111 Men, women, boys and girls make
yjil al|
III money faster at work for us than any" CHEAP AND FINE^
ROBERT HILL, Jr.,
" v
thing else. The work is light aud
pleasant,
nnd
such
as
anyone
can
go
right
at.
Those
who are wise who see this notice will »eud us their
TVo. 11
HT. Hrr^LUJ>TrXX>TV,VA. uddrcsM
at once and see for them helves. Costly Outfit and terms free. Now Is the time. Those alroudy
at
work
are
laying up Urge huius uf mouoy. Addrebs froinpily done at this office. Rntcs low; Terms cash.
Orders filled C. O. D. to any point.
X'xtUL & CU., AugUbU, Maine.
S^icuueus aud culimatcb ou appllcaliuu.

"A Fewing Machine I'll have, I VOW,
1 will no longer wait,
I'll go right off to CONRAD'S NOW
For fear I'll be too late.
I hear he has ALL KINDS for sale,
Tbe CHEAPEST aud the BEST;
The CASH, I know, can never foil.
And"—you may GUESS tho rest.
Guess I Guess I no use to Guess about it,
"You bet" that woman went aud bought it;
And is b7ppy to-day, as she ought to have been
Long, long ago, with her Sewing Machine.
Aud there is a few more left just as good at
GEO. 0. CONRAD'S,
On East Market Street,
janl-tf
HARRISONBURG. VA.
STAPLES, GRATTAN A CO.,
REAL ESTATE
-A-IVO-

AGENTS.
Parties desiring to sell or purchase Farms, Mills,
Hotels, Factories and Mineral Lands, will do well to
call ou us early, as wo are now advertising iu 93 Pennsylvania papers aud tho Counlry Gentleman of New
York, and will soon get out our new Journal.
We bavo thirteen lota iu tho Zirkle Addition to
Harrisonhurg, and fiftten lots near tho Depot for
sale cheap, besides nice properties in the most dsslrable part of the city.
iau29
|
SEEDS!
SEEDS!
Warranted true to natne. The BEST nnd LARGEST
variety ever offered iu this market.
PEAS,
BEANS,
CABBAGE,
Tomato, &c. Cabbage seed Warranted froo of greea
worm. For sale by
JOHN S. LEWIS,
No. 1, Bank Row.
ORDERS BY MAIL, PROMPTLY FILLED*
/H j i* n n To t"000 A vear' or *o to t-o»
y| M I I 11 I day iu your own locality. No risk.
vL I r^l || I Women do as well Its men.
||\||||||| Many make more than the amount
III IM U W "tatud above. No one can fail to
^
make money fast. Any ono can do
the work. You can make from 50 cts, to $2 an hour
by devoting your cveningb and spare time to tbo
busiucBs. It coBts nothing to try the business.
Nothing like it for money making ever offered before.
Buslneaa pleasant and strictlv honorable. Reader, if
yuu want to know all about tho best paying businesa
before the public, send us your address and we will
Hond you full particulars aud private terms free;
samples worth $5 also free; you can then make np
your mind lor yourself. Address GEORGE 8T1N«
SON k CO., Portland. Maine
The Harrisoaburg Iron Foundry.
wu
. x a a a Tv -w V -W r
I • HR AD LEY4
....
Manufacturer of Livringa. , n m
■
ton PlowMf Hill-side Plows,WwoUJlaatta
Straw Cutters. Cane-Mills, Rood-Sera-■ayg^^SI
pers. Horse-power and Thresher
pairs. Iron Kettles, Polished Wagon-CVLattHaaai
Boxes, Circular Saw-Mills, Com and Plaster Crashers,
Fire Grateg, Andirous, Ac. Also, a superior article of
Thimble Skeins, aud all kinds of MILL GEARING, Ac. #9-Finishing of every dcscripUon,
done promptly, at reasonable prices. Address,
may2'78 y
P. BRADLEY, Harrlsonburg.Va.
aj
A WEEK in your own town, and no oapl( 11 || I tal risked. You can give the businesa •
V h* I* trial without expense. The beat opportu■ 11 11 I uity ever offered for those willing to work,
A 11111 You shoiild try nothing else until you seo
tor yourself what you can do at the business we offer. No room to explain here. You can
devote all your time or only your spare time to the
buiuess, and make great pay for every hour that you
work. Women make as much as men. Bend for
special privtle terms aud particulars, which we mail
free. $6 Outfit tree. Dou't complain of hard tlmoa
while you have such a chance. Address H. HALLETT
k CO.. Portland, Maine.
IF you wish to ace tbe choicest stock of Oentfa
FurnUhliiK CAooda in the market, call on
D. M. SWITZER A SON.
IF you want to buy your Kprliia Cloflhlng
Without pui iuu (bo advance price of goods, vail ou
D- M. BWIlZfiK A BLW

SUPPLEMENT.
J. K. SMITH, Publisher.
Castles in the Air.
*
I am fair with the flash of girlhood,
My heart is as light as air,
Uy fntnre Is brilliant with promise
Of days which will hold no care.
I am clothed in silks and satins,
The belle of the ball-room I,
While envlons eyes are watching
As hanghtily I pass by.
I am traTelllng in far-off coon tries,
IdHng 'neath Italy's skies,
Enchanted with scenes that delight me
Where'er I may tmn my eyes,
I hare suitors—yea, by the dozen—
kneeling so low at my feet,
While pride in my heart runs riot,
And the sense of trinmpb is sweet.
I am qneen in a lordly castle,
With sSfrants at my command,
And ease and oomtort and pleasnre
Oloee within retch of my hand.
—Lol the Are is burned to embers,
The room is chilly and dark,
There's a well-known step at the doorway,
For John is coming; and, hark!
The coo of my own dear baby,
Lying awake In her nest.
And we welcome papa together,
I and the child on my breast;
For though my castles have fallen,
And grandenr has vanished away,
No queen oonld be {irouder or richer
Than I with my dear ones to-day.

THREE

TIMES.

" Come, Helen, dear, go with us to
the meadows to come home with
brother John—do!"
And Lilly Leslie's voice grew pleading as she watched the sober face of the
girl who stood in the door looking down
across the cool green lawn that sloped
away from the house toward the river.
" I wish school was not done. Is this
what makes you so sober to day P" questioned Amy in a whisper, as Lilly stood
looking wistfully toward the meadows.
Before the young governess could
answer Lilly called •
"Will you come, dear Miss Helen,
and meet brother JohnP There he is."
Helen Arnold shook her head, and
the two girls ran down to meet the tall,
sturdy yosng man, who seemed to bring
with him the scent of the hay that lay
freshly cut in the meadows. The beauty
and brightness of the summer seemed
doubled as he came up across the lawn,
listening eagerly to the clear, happy
voices of the girls.
Helen Arnold stood in the front doorway, waiting with a trembling yearning to unsay the hasty words ol yesterday, but he gave her no opportunity,
passing in at the side door and seeming
not to notice her.
All day, as Helen Arnold bad toiled in
the little schoolroom she bad thought
of John Leslie, and wished (oh, how
earnestly!) that she bad waited before
saying that "No,"which she did not
mean- She began to feel how lonely
life could be even among the pleasant
sights and sounds of the country, and
that her buoyancy and brightness ol
spirit during the long happy summer
bad not been all on account of pleasant
and healthy surroundings. She went
into the house and up to her room to
hide her face as she brooded over unpleasant thoughts. One of life's golden
opportunities had been offered her, and
she had cast it aside, and now it was
gone forever. This was the last day of
her engagement as governess, and she
would soon be at home, and be would
soon forget her. But perhaps he might
give her a.oliance yet to return a different answer. A blush mantled her pale
cheek, and the blue eyes grew strangely
dark and bright, as she went to the
mirror to arrange the gold brown hair
that fell over her neck in graceful curls.
She smiled as she saw reflected the
faultless picture, and with a new hope
went diwn to join the iamily at the
evening meal.
John sat in his accustomed seat, very
quiet as usual, but bis eager eye drank
in the exquisite loveliness of the young
girl% face and figure as she came gfund
to her place. Verhaps he read in her
downcast, tender eyes, the change that
had come over her, but he gave her no
intimation of it, and after supper, when
the children' romped about her and
called brother John toj place a wreath
of wild flowers on her head, he showed
no signs of embarrassment or emotion,
bnt talked to her coolly as it she too
had been bis sister. Helen was a little
angry. Is it a wonder P for she thought
be had been trifling, and that she could
not bear. A fire blazed up in her deep
blue eyes, and burned brightly on her
soft cheeks. John watched her beautiful face and varying color, and gloried
in his triumph; but, oh,when was glory
not bought too dearly P He leaned over
her, and touched lightly her soft hand.
"Did you not mean yesP 1 know
yon love me. We shall be very happy."
" Impudent! Do I not know my own
mind P Love you P"
Anger prompted the words, and as
soon as they were uttered she wished
they were unsaid; but John Leslie
could not know it; and if be had, perhaps he would not have forgiven her.
His face grew very pale, and he turned
away without a word.3

$2.00 a Year in Advance.
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Years passed away, and fortune favored John Leslie. He became a successful merchant, and therefore was a
mark for matrimonial speculation; but
still he troubled not his head about
marriage. At last the pleasant, insinuating mammas, who talked to him so
sweetly and affectionately about the
dear girls who were their greatest treasures, got to saying unkind thing8>bout
the "cross old bachelor" Ibeuind his
back. Of what use was it, to be sure, to
always behave so prettily to such a reserved old fellow P He seemed to care
nothing at all for ladies.
Lilly thought surely at her wedding
with Dr.Mavnard, brother John would
come out of bis retirement and make
some of the marriageable ladies of her
acquaintance happy thereby, and he
did; but it was a short-lived happiness,
for it was a long time before he again
left his business.
The truth was bnt the young ladies
did not seem to know it—If John Leslie
had wanted to marry any one of them,
or all of them together, be would have
asked them. Being well satisfied to let
things take their course he did not
trouble himself much about what was
passing outside of his business, but
plodded steadily onward. Now, when
be went out to Dr! Maynard's, he had
the little Lilian to caress and talk to, as
well as her proud and happy mamma,
and he went oftener than before the
baby came. One day while baby sat on
her uncle's knee, Mrs. Maynard said:
" My old friend Helen Arnold is coming to stay awhile with us, John, and 1
want you to run'out as often as you can,
for she is so very quiet and reserved
that I want to stir her up a little. Tou
need not be afraid of her talking too
much. She never does that."
John tossed the baby, and the baby's
mother was so pleased to see the little
one's delight, that she forgot her brother
did not reply. However, it was several
weeks before be ventured to visit Dr.
Maynard's again. Then it was oniy
after an an urgent entreaty from Lilian.
" We are so lonely," she wrote. *' The
doctor is away, and though Helen is the
best friend in the world, and baby loves
her so dearly; I want you to come out.
I miss my dear old brother John. Do
come by the next train. I will send to
meet you.
Lilian."
Helen Arnold sat at the piano, singing softly, and touching the keys lightly;
and Lilian played with the baby, and
laughed at her cunning ways one
minute—the next looked out of the window and fretted at John's delay.
" Dear me, 1 don't see why he doesn't
come!" and she went to the window for
the fiftieth time and had almost began
to imagine something dreadful had
happened, when she suddenly whirled
round with a cry of delight.
"I was looking at a beautiful picture," said John, in the doorway; and
as she sprang forward ho caught her in
his arms and gave a return for the
caresses she showered upon him. Before she had time to think of Helen,
baby set up a cry of delight too, of
course. She was such a knowing child;
and her frightened mamma took her up,
and talking sweet baby talk to her, carried her up to the uursery. After she
was quieted and petted a little, she was
left with Susan, and Lilian ran down
to the drawing-room to see "dear old
John," wondering all the time if he
would be polite to Helen.
"Good gracious!" This was all she
said, as she opened the door aghast.
What do you suppose she saw P There
was John, brown, handsome John,
sitting on the sofa, smiling, and apparently very happy; and Helen Arnold, with a crimson face, sat quietly
in the shelter of his arms.
Come in, Lilian darling, I want to
tell you about it. I have proposed,"
said John.
"Proposed!" said his sister.
"Yes." said John. "This is the
third time."
Lilian laughed, and as she came up to
her brother the drew her down beside
them. Then be told her all about it,
and added:
"This time she has not said no; and
we will have a happy home, too, will
we not, dear Helen P"
And be turned his beaming face from
his sister to look at the lovely one upon
his shoulder, grown thinner and paler
than when he saw her last, but now
most eweet and womanly, as he drew
the encircling arm closer about her.
He did not seem to think there was
any danger of a " No," nor did she, judging by the confiding look she gave him,
at the same time saying, softly:
" I always thought you would ask mo
again, so I waited."
John's face was but the reflection of
the happiness within, as be answered:
" It seems a foolish thing to do, but
yet I am not sorry that I proposed three
times."
Lilian laughed, and ran upstairs to
see the baby.
A report to the annual conference of
the Mormons says that the Mormon
population of Utah is 111,820, that the
Ohurob in that Territory has lost 600
members and gained 1,600 in a year, and
that the Ohurob receipts in that period
were over $1,000.

Selling a Girl.
"Grandfather" Aokley, of the village
of Watkins, N. Y., had rather a novel
experience recently while "crying off" a
venue in the town of Hector, near Reynoldsville. After disposing of the articles
on the sale list there was a lull in business, and the crowd was getting impatient for "Grandfather" to "come
down," or rather announce the close of
the sale, when a pretty, plump, rosy
girl asked him to offer her to the highest
bidder. "Grandfather," being of a
modest, retiring disposition, seemed reluctant, bnt the girl insisted, so he proceeded to "cry" her off. The first bid
was offered by a timid young man, with
a pianissimo voice, who weakly offered
$76. A bald headed man "went him
fifty better," and the bidding went along
lively until $2,000 was offered. At this
junoture the girl's father "went a thousand better," and "Grandfather" closed
the bid to thaj gentleman. "Grandfather" looked the crowd of young men
over, and, raising himself up in a dignified way, proceeded to address them in
the following manner: "Gentlemen, I
am surprised; nay, more, deeply morti
fled, to think that you should let such a
prize slip through your hands for such
a paltry sum. Why, do you know that
this young lady would, if married, get
up in the morning and make a Are without jarring the floor enough to wake her
lord and master up; and, furthermore, if
I was as young as some of you, I would
swim the whole length of Beneca Lake,
climb a liberty.pole, throw the pole away
and climb up fifty feet farther rather
than lose the opportunity you fellows
have." It is needless to say the assemblage roared with laughter.
Position of Women In China.
Moung Edwin, a Burmese, who has
been educated in this country with the
view of sending him as a Baptist missionary to Burmab, lectured lately in
Baltimore. Speaking of the deplorable
condition of woman in the East, owing
mainly to peculiar religions teachings,
he says: "Girls in Ohina are believed
to have no souls, and to kill them is not
murder, and therefore not to be punished. Where parents are too poor to
support the girl children, they are
disposed of in the following way : At
regular intervals an appointed officer
goes through a village and collects from
poor parents all the girl children they
cannot care for, when they are about
eight days old. He has two large
baskets attached to the ends of a bamboo pole and slung over his shoulder.
Six infants are placed in each basket,
and he carries them to some neighboring village and exposes them for sale.
Mothers who desire to raise wives for
their sous buy such as they may select.
The others are taken to the government
asylum, of which there are many all
through the country. If there is room
there they are taken in, if not they are
drowned.

"Ifobody Will Ever See It."
A short time ago we oalled upon a
certain party in business in Tallejo, and
asked him why he did not advertise in
the Chronicle,
"Oh, beoause," he answered, "what's
the use? Nobody will ever see it"
"You're mistaken," said we; "every
page in our paper is read,"
"Nonsense!" he replied; even if they
did read my ad., people would never
think of it again. I don't won't to advertise."
"But-"
'
"No buts at all. I don't want to advertise, and don't bother me any more;
I'm busy."
And he walked back into his store and
strangled a poor little fly that was helping itself from a barrel of sugar.
Time passed and we never again intimated "advertisement" to him, although meeting him daily. Yesterday
the eentlemau oalled at our sanctum,
looking a little uncertain as to how he
would be received. We cherished no
hard feelings, and motioned him to a
chair.
"I suppose yon heard of that little
affair of mine below!"
"Oh, yes," said we, "that little escapade on Kearney street night before
last? Yes, we've got all the particulars—"
"Hush! Not so loud, please," said he,
"Of course yon are going to say nothing
in the paper about it?"
"And why not? It's a matter of interest to your friends and the people generally."
"Heavens! Why it would ruin me!"
"Oh, no, guess not. Nobody will
ever see it."
"Yes they will! And it will ruin me
as sure as I'm sitting here. I'll be the
laughing stock of the town. They will
see it!"
We rose and touched him impressively
on the shoulder.
"Well, we will admit that the people
will see it; but then yon know, they
will never think of it again!"
His words came back to him like a
flash, and he trembled so violently that
his eyeballs fairly jingled; and he was
snob an object of commiseration that we
promised to keep mum. This little moral
is drawn from the above, which is applicable the world over. Ask a man to advertise, and he will immediately say, in
the majority of oases, that "Nobody will
ever see it," but advertise gratis some
little indiscretion be may commit, and
he immediately grows indignant ever
the certainty that the whole world will
know it.

Advice to Girls.
The lady who fills the chair of Professor of Domestic Bsienoe in the Illinois
Industrial University has been giving
sensible "Advice to Girls" in a lecture
at St. Louis. She called women the
world's home-makers, insisted that
reform in women's education was the
urgent need of the times, and emphasized the fact that intelligent cooks,
educated housekeepers and enlightened
mothers were beginning to be appreciated. Women were not instinctively
good housekeepers any more than men
were good mechanics or good farmers.
It was on error to suppose that in matters pertaining to the home instruction
was not needed. It was said that common sense alone was necessary, but
common sense and proper sense differed.
Despite their general nnpreparedness
ninety-nine out of a hundred' girls
would still persist in getting married.
This last assertion, which would be true
if there were men enough, possibly supplies the key to a remedy. Letitbeenacted that no girl shall get married until she
can pass an examination in domestic

A Doctor on Girls' Dresses.
The great surgeon Oline, when once
consulted by an anxious mother as to
what she should do to pre vent a girl
from becoming deformed, answered:
"Let her have no stays and let her run
about like the boys." He would indorse this wise rule and would add, * 'Let
the mothers of England clothe the girls
precisely as they would the boys, permitting Kniokerbookers if they like,
and let them add the one distinguishing
mark of light, loose flowing gown, and
the girls will grow into women as vigorous, as healthy and as well-formed in
body as their companions of the sterner
sex." The necessity of especial care in
adapting clothing to season was illnstrated from the physiological rule first
discovered by the late Mr. Milner, that
the body, independently of any will of
its own, underwent two pounds of waste
and of increase of weight, the waste
commencing toward the close of September, and the increase in the first
weeks of April. Warm clothing ought
to begin in September or early in October, and ought not to be left off until
the close of April. For underclothing
next the akin he strongly recommended
silk, and with that light, fleecy flannel.
Thick, heavy flannel, and every material that absorbed and held the watery
excretions from the skin, were at all
times bad. Heavy clothes were bad,
and really no necessary connection with
warmth,

Mrs. Soott-Siddons was reading to a
fashionable audience at Columbia, B. O.
In the midst of a selection from "King
John," at the point where the Prince is
sentenced to be blinded, she stopped
abruptly, said it was impossible to proceed, and walked off the stage. The
people thought that she was overcome
by emotion, aroused by the passage
which she was reading, and so they
applauded her tor the supposed display
of womanly feeling. Bnt they were mistaken. A party of young men in a box
had annoyed her by conversation and
inattention, and she returned to explain
that unless they behaved better ah
would read no more. They were quiet
thereafter.

In the recent election in England
some ladies took part in the canvass. At
Hereford, Lady Elizabeth Biddulph addressed an immense audience as follows:
"Gentlemen, these are election times,
and uncommon times, and we are at
present allowed to do things we don't do
at other times; so I will moke that my
excuse for addressing you, and will nuke
you a little speech. Mr. Biddulph cannot be here to-day, bnt I am here as his
wife and representative, and I ask yon
to put him at the head of the poll, and
make him a happy man and me a happy
woman. He has your interest j at heart,
and nobody loves the country more than
Mr. Biddulph, I declare to yon." Her
ladjphip sat down amid vociferous cheering.

Profits of Cotton Culture.
A South Carolina correspondent of
the New York Bulletin, a planter himself, has been inquiring amongst bis
neighbors in regard to their acreage in
cotton for this year as compared with
1879. He says that he finds that they
are planting nearly 60 per cent, more
in 1880 than was grown last year, and
adds that "from the beet information
obtained I am disposed to piece the increase in South Carolina at not leas than
86 per cent, over that ol 1879, and the
increase is more likely to exceed this
percentage than fall below it." The
same causes which operate in South
Carolina are at work all over the south
to foster the increase in the surface
planted in cotton, and this increase is in
addition to the taking up of new lands
and the natural extension of cultivation
in the southwest. Thus it is fair to infer
that the cotton crop for 1880 will be very
large. The secret of this renewed stimulus to the growth of the great staple is
that cotton cultivation is more profitable
than ever, even at present prices. It is
the only cash product of the country,
and practically all the crop made is sold.
It costs to raise, gin, bale and deliver
the crop at the railroad about $11 per
acre, and the average yield of the South
is 191 pounds per acre, that is to say,
the cost of raising cotton is 6} cents per
pound. The planters have received an
average of about 111 cents per pound
for.it delivered at the railroads, thus
making a profit of about 6| cents per
pound on at least 6,000,000 bales ol A60
pounds each—2,260,000,000 pounds—or
$124,000,000 clear profit. This is a very
good business, and it suffices to explain
the constant and rapid recuperation of
the South under its influence and operation. Yet the exhibit seems rather
rosy.
Assisting the Deaf.
Dr. C. H. Thomas, of Philadelphia,
has been making a study of the various
new devices for helping the deaf to hear.
All of them, he says, depend for their
action upon the principle of aoooustios
that solids vibrate in unison with the
sound waves produced in the air near
them. In these instruments the vibrations are of sufficient force to be audible when conveyed to the internal ear
through the medium of the teeth and
cranial bones, independently of the ordinary channel of hearing, fie says that
a simple and excellent instrument for
the purpose "consists simply of a rod of
hard wood about two feet long and a
quarter of an inch thick, one end of
which is placed against the teeth of the
speaker, the other resting against or
between the teeth of the person bard of
bearing If the speaker articulates in a
natural tone of voice, the vocalibrations will be transmitted in great volume
through the teeth and thence to the ear,
of the deaf person. It will also convey
the voice distinctly when placed against
the forehead or other portions of the
skull of the hearer. It will also convey
perfectly audible speech from the skull
of one to that of the other, or such
sounds may be conveyed by simply
bringing the heads themselves in oontach Again, instead of the speaker
holding it against bis teeth, he may
place it against the upper part of his
chest, when, upon using his voice, the
sound will be conveyed as before, of
course independently of the teeth of
either person,"
England's New Premier.
The aooession of Gladstone to the
premiership of England is a remarkable
exhibition of the victorious force of
personal character. It was the fashion
in society to pooh-pooh Gladstone and
to refer to him as a weight upon the
Liberal party. The elections demonstrated that he was the real leader of
the Liberal party, and that without him
it bad not strength to carry on the government of the country. Much against
her will, the Queen was forced to send
for him, and, in the seventy-first year
of his age, he assumes the weighty burdens of two great offices—First Lord of
the Treasury and Ohancellor of the
Exchequer. Instead of the trifling, insincere and sbort-sighted policy of
Beaeonsfleld, be will give England an
administration whose moral earnestness
will make it a vast and beneficial force
in European politics.
But four months have scarcely elapsed,
and yet a Philadelphia girl is already
disgusted with leap year. The other
evening as she began. "Will you"— her
young man, without waiting to ascertain
whether or not she was going to propose,
sprang from the sofa, rushed off, and
has carefully avoided the house eve
since. And yet, aware that she possessed a very large month, she was
merely about to ask, "Will yon please
shut your eyes while 1 gape ?"

ITEMS OF GENERAL INTEREST.
J. B. Morwin, editor of the American
Journal of Education, says: "It is easy
to show that money paid for schools
becomes an investment at compound interest."
In the struggle to capture a party of
colonists bound for Kansas by two rival
railroad passenger agents at Boohester,
the fare was reduced from $30.61 to $6,
one agent selling ninety-three tickets
and the other forty four.
The Australians do not take kindly to
the polygamio idea One of the Salt
Lake priests who has just returned from
a proselyting visit to the big island, says
that four attempts were made there to
murder him, and the Salt Lake Tribune
is abusing the Australians for thoir poor
marksmanship.
Eastern people who have a general
idea of the size of Colorado may yet be
surprised by the statement of the Denver Newt that it is the fourth state in
the Union in this respect, and is larger
than Now Hampshire, Vermont, Massacbusetts, Oonneotiout, Bhode Island,
New York, New Jersey, Delaware and
Maryland combined.
In many portions of Missouri the cane
sugar industry is being vigorously
worked up, end several syrup and sugar
factories, some of them on a large scale,
are being prepared for work in the fall.
A great many farmers will plant the best
varieties of sorghum, intending to raise
their own sweetening hereafter.
A new railroad between Oinoinnatti
and Baltimore is projected, and an act
incorporating the company which proposes to build it has passed the Ohio
Senate. It is said that English capitalists will furnish the money. It will run
along the north bank of the Ohio river
to Oallipolis, and thence through West
Virginia and Maryland to Baltimore.
The report of the commissioner of
statistics for Minnesota now tells us that
"the crop of spring wheat for 1879 will
not be more than 25,000.000 bushels,
and the yield per acre not more than
nine bushels." For weeks during the
growing season of 1879 the St. Paul
newspapers considered their state insulted if the figures "45,000,000" bushels
were doubted for a moment,
A new and curious case of death from
poisoning hae occurred in Philadelphia.
A young woman who wore colored stockings and shoes with copper nails, had
her heel punctured by one of the latter.
Inflammatiou immediately set in, and in^
a few days she died. Pbysioiaas do not'
know wl ether to attribute the poisoning to the stocking or to the nail, or to
both.
Thomas F. Kelly, ol Philadelphia,
deemed himself on uncommonly wicked
sinner. By way of penance he sold his
house for $700, gave the money to the
poor, and started barefooted for the
Roman Oatholio monastery at Loretto,
Pa. He is begging his food and lodging
on the way, and his feet ate terribly
swollen from bard usage and cold. He
intends to spend the rest of his life as
a monk.
The project of on international bullion
bank is now discussed in Paris, its purpose being to secure the disuse ol remittances in gold coin, and substitute
lor it bullion. By this arrangement it
will be possible to save the expenses ol
exchange and the danger attending the
transportation of gold coin. This bank
is to be opened in Paris and London,
and branches are to be established in
large cities all over the world.
Bluff Ben Wade was always partion
lar about money matters. He could not
bear to owe any man a cent, and to feel
that he was pecuniarily under the
slightest obligation to any one annoyed
him excessively. His wife had a small
income, but old Ben would never tonob
a penny of it. Once be said to bis son,
"What your wife has is her own, and
what you have is your wife's," This waa
Wade's cbivnlrons idea of the treatment
of a wife, and right royally did he praonioe it in hisowu household.
In regard to strikes the Boston Bulle
tin eaya; "Arbitration alone is the key
to the situation. Let master and man
both listen to reasoning. Let the wants
of each be freely expressed to the other.
Let each understand the other, and very
often the difficulty can be easily settled.
But if employers are stipgy and workmeu are unreasonable, then let committees of arbitration settle the dispute, H
there oonld be a board of labor oommissiouers authorized by the legislature of
every state, with the power to settle
labor questions, rates of wages, hours,
etc., a vast deal of trouble would be
saved."

Just the One.
Joit fair enough to be pretty,
Jnet gentle enough to be iweet,
Just eeuoy enough to be witty,
Jut dainty enough to be neat.
Jut tall enough to be graoeful,
Jut alight enough for a fay,
Juat dreaay enough to be taatefnl,
Jut merry enough to be gay.
Jut teara enough to be tender,
Jut alghs enough to be aad,
Jut eoft enough to remember,
You heart through the oadenoe made glad.
Jut meek enough for anbmiaalon,
Jut bold enough to be brave,
Jut pride enough for ambition,
Jut thoughtful enough to be graTe.
A tongne that oan talk without harming,
Juat miaobief enough to teaae,
Manners pleasant enough to be charming,
That put yon at onoe at your ease.
Oeneroua enough, and kind hearted,
Pure as the angels above;
Oh, from her may 1 never be parted,
For such is the maiden I love.
Horace Hreoley and the Two Robinsons.
The New York corrospontlence of the
Sacramento (Cal.) Union gives this
reminiscence ol Horace Grceley: The
annoyance caused by the sameness or
similarity of names was largely shared
by the late Horace Greeley, in respect
to two politicians named Robinson, if 1
remember aright. They were both from
this State, both members of Congress;
one a Republican from the Buffalo district, the other a Democrat from the
Brooklyn district- They were frequently
confounded by the public and press.
Even the Tribune, which then had a
night editor but slightly acquainted
with politics, intermingled them frequently. This provoked the wrath and
disgust of the chief, who believed any
journalist not possessed of every political fact included in" the history of the
country for at least forty years to be totally disqualified for his position.
Again and again the night editor presented the M. C.'s in delightful bewilderment. He would have the Republican
voting for a Democratic measure, and
the Democrat making a Republican
speech, not once only but repeatedly. In
fact.herarely failed to make a mess of the
Washington dispatches,so far as the Robinsons were concerned. The effect ol
these continued blunders on Greeley's
mind may be imagined by those who
knew him, though they can scarcely be
conceived|by persons unacquainted with
him. They worried him exceedingly;
to use his pet expression, they crucified
him, and it is said that they aroused
him at times to a degree of mild, perhaps justifiable profanity. He undertook to instruct the obtuse night editor
in the respective politics of the Robinsons, and frequently thought that he
had been successful in imparting a ray
to the Arctic night of his mind. He
would say to somebody in the office:
"Well, I guess I've made
see at
last that no sane man can be a sincere
Republican and a violent Democrat at
the same time. I hope he's got it
through his thick skull that there may
he two distinct Robinsons in the United
States," and when'he had begun to congratulate himself on his conquest ol
dense ignorance, he would again see in
Ids cherished Tribune the Republican
Robinson voting among the ayes on a
strictly Democratic vote and the Democratic Robiuson offering a thoroughly
Republican resolution. Then Mr. Greeley would groan; declare that if he had
hair enough to pull he would tear it out;
and tell (he managing editor that they
must get rid of that illustrious nincompoop; that idiots might answer on the
staff generally, bet that to keep so incurable an idiot for a night editor was
ruinous. And then, in the na.ive kindness of his heart, he would refrain from
discharging the man, knowing that he
would find it hard to get another situation. One morning, Greeley who had
been off lecturing somewhere, returned
to town, and, unable to buy a 2Vihune on the cars, got another paper
and discovered that the Democratic
Robinson was dead. "I am glad of
that," he said to an acquaintance beside
him. "That fool of a night editor can't
get the two Robinsons mixed up any
more. It was absolutely necessary for
my peace and for the existence of the
Tribune that one of those men should
die, and I'd a little rather it would be
theDemocrat." Very soon he found a
copy of the Tribune and opened it to
read the obituary of the Democrat.
Fancy his dismay and distress when he
read there the obituary ol the living Republican, written by order of that illustrious nincompoop and idiot-in-chief, as
H. G. put it,of the New York Tribune.
He groaned more deeply than ever, but
was silent. Words were nowerless.
A President's Good Adylec.
The Indianapolis Journal published a
letter from President Harrison to his
young grandson, then at school. He
says:
Although learning is a great advantage, there is something still better, that
is, to be good. I had much rather that
you should want learning and be a good
man, than to have all the learning in the
world and be a bad man. You must,
therefore, never do a bad act. Never
tell a falsehood even if it be to shield
yourself. If you do anything that is
wrong, do not hesitate to confess it at
onoe. I will cease to love you if I
tnat you are In the Habit of telltng fibs.
One of the English election phrases for
which there is no equivalent in the
United States is "plumping." Where
ever a constituency returns two members, each voter can give one vote each
to any two candidates, but he cannot
give his two votes to any one candidate.
If he chooses h( can give one vote to only
one candidate, and this is termed
"plumping,"

FOR THE FAIR SEX.
Faahlon IVotea.
Bonnet ties are fastened at the back in
a double bow with two ends.
Suits of blue ohambray, in stripes and
plain stuff, are exceedingly pretty.
Paris satin looks like old-fashioned
glossy poplin and is very handsome.
Yellow pearls are used on the Tuscan
straw bonnets instead of white ones.
Steel embroidery is imitated on black
silk by trimmings of slate-colon d beads.
Eighty-one yards of silver braid is
not considtred too much to trim a new*
gown.
Newest of all dolmans is that wmcn
hbs the sleeve form rep laced by lace embroidered in jet.
Silk threads are woven into fine Florence straws in imitation of the colored
strands in straw braids.
New petticoats have lace flonnces alternating! with jaconet in sections embroidered in bright oolora.
Cashmere lace when wrought with
gold thread, makes an exceedingly pretty
trimming lor a black satin dress.
Polka dotted bunting and polka dotted
camel's hair are new stuffs that are pronounced prettier than cashmere.
Velvet brocaded grenadines in heliotrope color combine the attractions of a
fashionable tint and an elegant material.
Pretty colored cambrics with white
polka dots are made up for young girls.
The proper trimming is Russian braid or
Smyrna lace.
Handkerchiefs will be worn over the
shoulders this summer, but tbey willuot
be ol gingham like those of fishermen's
wives, but of foulard.
Electricity in Flour Makilng.
In olden times it was " nothing like
White hats faced with blaok velvet
leather." Now it seems to be nothing nnd trimmed with the same material
like electricity. Electricity is rapidly mixed with while grenadine, and bright—it does everything rapidly—becoming ened by a very little bright plumage,
a most useful servant. The latest thing are considered elegant.
it has been asked to do is to prepare our
Linen and foulard with polka dots embread for us. In most colleges there is broidered in gold and silver chain stitch
an experiment done before the stu- is one of the coming fashions for women
dents to show one of the manifesta- who live only for fashion. It costs more
tions of electricity. A couple of than a good plain silk.
books are laid on the table a foot or
Last summer was cool in Paris, and,
so apart. They are to support a pane ol therefore, the French manufacturers
glass two or three inches from the table. think that this summer will be hot.
On the table, under the glass, is This is the reason for the immense numsprinkled some bran. The glass is ber of new wash goods sent out this
heated, and on being rubbed vigor- jcar.
ously on the upper side with a piece 01
Wasted Ixlvea*
flannel the bran dances up and down on
Some
time
since
the whole nation was
the table, the lighter particles adhering
to the electrified glass. Perhaps it was startled by a terrible tragedy. Three
this experiment that induced a Yale maiden ladies, who were sisters and
junior to think of making electricity do lived together in Chicago, resolved to
the work of middlings purifier in a flour put an end to their lives. They delibmill. Instead of the bran being sep- erately talked the matter over, and
arated from the middlings and fine flour made arrangements to accomplish their
by an air blast, electricity is employed. obiect, and to avoid intrusion. When
The bolting cloth is of wire, and over it the hour came that bad been set apart
are several hard rubber cylinders which for the fatal deed, the heart of the
revolve slowly. As they revolve they youngest failed her. She sat above
rub against pieces of sheepskin and gen- shivering and moaning, while her two
erate electricity. The bolting cloth sisterscarried out their insane resolution,
has a vibratory motion which causes the and by their own act passed from this
to their final account.
bran to work to the top of the mass ol world
These women belonged to a respectground wheat as it flows over the cloth. able family. They were people of eduThe rubber rollers attract the bran. cation, and refinement of habit and
When a sufflcient quai.tity of the bran tastes. They had lost no friends, 'sufhas been attracted it falls off the rollers fered from no disease. Their only
into receiving troughs, and is-carried grievance in life was that they had reaway. The bolted flours pours out cently lost a lawsuit which deprived
from another part of the machine, and them of their income.
the " tailings " opposite. Under the
There was no earthly reason why, like
new process there is no dust raised, and thousands of other women, they should
when the terrific explosion of milling not have gone heartily to work to earn
dust at the Washburn mills, in Minne- their own living honestly. But it apapolis, a few months ago, is remem- pears that they had been taught when
bered, this will be seen to be no small children that the object of life was to
advantage. The invention is now being make a display in the fashionable soapplied to a Minnesota mill.—Defrdtf ciety of their town. When they failed in
Free Press.
this, so morbid was their ambition that
sooner than go to work, and so lose
caste in the eyes of their foolish, feshionThe St. Gothard Tunnel.
A Vienna correspondent writing abic acquaintances, tbey pieferred
about the St. Gothard tunnel says; death.
fibi^ extreme cose will, no doubt,
Those who went into the tunnel before
many a mother and young girl
It was entirely pierced all tell of their shock
whose actions and aims in life ore every
delight in having got out of it again whit as foolish and false. In order to
unscathed. It seems that the heat, the wear a certain trimming, or cut of gown,
bad smell, the mud and the noise of the or to visit in some petty clique in their
machines were simply unbearable. Of town or village, they sacrifice all the
the work-people one-third were always great and real uses of life.
on the sickbed, and great numbers ol
We have seen a girl disappointed in
the horses fell a sacrifice to the difficul- not marrying a rich man whose wealth
ties that had to be contended with. A would have given her these paltry social
great deal, it is true, still remains to be distinctions, as she grew older, settle
done, but from the moment the open- down into a bitter, selfish, wretched
ing was made by dynamite air be- woman. Was not this, too, self-murgan to pass through the tunnel, ier, and that of the eoyilt—Okioage
and although it may not yet be the Ledaer.
most healthy place, still it will bp supTwo GaUant Girls.
portable. The calculations of the
Mary Belle Loy, daughter of Robert
engineers were right to two meters, the Loy, who is engaged in raising sheep in
length of the tunnel being 14,918 meters Kansas, discovered a foll-gtown wolf
instead of 14,930 as tbey bad calculated. of the oayote species, and an uncomWhen the opening was made every one monly large one, stealthily approachirg
stood awe-struck, and an Italian, Angelo her father's flock a few days since, when
Chiesa, was the first who passed to the she put her horse to his speed, and
Other side. The trains will take n little finally run down the cayote. She unmore than half an hour to pass through buckled her bridle rein, and with the
ring at the end, and this only, made
the tunnel.
good her position as mistress of the
situation, and without alighting from
Saw Through the Meat.
the saddle, she had soon disabled hei
Madam C
, dressmaker, has a loe. Then she started out for the neargreat deal of trouble with sewing girls. est neighbor to the battle-ground, two
The other day one of them came to her miles distant, for assistance, but found
to say:
no one at home who could assi; t her,
" Madam, I fear that I will not beable save another girl, who mounted anto wort much longer. I think I am other pony and, armed with only a dull
getting blind."
knife, these two young girls were soor
" Why, bow is thisP Youseemtoget galloping over the prairie to save the
along pretty well with your work."
scalp, lor which the county pays s
"Yes, but I oan no longer see any " royalty" when presented to the propci
meat on my plate at dinner."
officer. When they returned the cayoU
Madam C
understood, and the was moving off. At this juncture hi
next day the young ladies were served was again invited to remain, while om
with very large but very thin pieces of girl threw him down and the other promeat.
- ,
ceeded to administer WestemJuBtioebj
"What happiness!" exclaimed our searching for bis jugular vein with thi
miss. "My sight has come back. lean knife. Such instances of feminim
now see better than ever."
bravery are extremely rare, even oil
" How is that, mademoisellef"
the frontier, and when a young girl per
"Why, at this moment, I can see the forms such an act as this it is certainlj
plate through the meat t"
worthy of commendation-

Peruvian Temples of the Sun.
Of the early history of the Pernviam
we have but little knowledge, owing to
that barbarian policy exercised bytht
followers of Cortezand Fisarro, indeatroying everything belonging to the
tribes which they conquered. Like the
Mexicans, the Peruvians had advanced
in art, science and learnihg, under the
administration of successive wise rulers,
and their state archives contained histories of their country, from the dawn
of civilization among them, to the period
of the conquest. But the superstltloun
Spaniards committed these works to the
flames, because of their heathen origin,
and we are obliged to depend almost exclusively on the truth of tradition foi
the knowledge wo possess of the history
of this people during the Inca dynasty.
The most magnificent of all the Peruvian temples was lhat ol the sun at
Cuzzo. The mode of worship in this
emple was similar to that of Heliopolia
n Egypt, where this great luminary
was adored. His golden image occupied a large portion of one side of the interior of the temple, and before this the
worshipers prostrated themselves with
rich offerings in their hands, which
were received by the attendant priests,
r.wo or three virgins, selected from the
first families in their kingdom, were in
constant attendance, whose duty it was
to make oblations of wine to the deity,
and chant hymns of praise to the great
Father of Light. Like other aborigines of this continent, the Peruvians
were nomadic tribes and gained a subsistenco by hunting and fishing. Superstitious in the extreme, their objects of
worship'were as numerous as those of
he Egyptians.

The Royal Gorge in Colorado.
Grand as is the view of this remarkable canon when seen from the window
ol the rushing train, its powerof inspiring awe can beet be tested by the tourist, contented to make his way thither
on horseback or in the "schooners ol
the prairie." In approaching the gorge
it is observed that the pinion growth is
rank and dense; just beyond, grcatbleak
ridges of bare, cold rock contrast
strongly with the profusion of loiiage
hiding everything benokth from sight,
while away in the dim distance the
snow-crowned peaks of the continental
divide are outlined sharp nnd clear
against the solid blue of the morning sky.
if the tourist is imoctuous, his ardor
will be checked by the guide, for
after leaving wagon or horse a few steps
will bring him to the edge of the precipice. Shuddtring, he will peer down
the awful slopes; fascinated, he will
steal a little nearcrjto oircumvefit a very
mountain that has rolled into the chasm,
and at last the eye reaches down the
sharp incline 3.000 feet to the bed of the
river, the impetuous Arkansas, forty to
sixty feet in width, yet to him a mere
ribbon of molten silver. Though surging madly against its rocky sides, leapingwildly pver gigantic masses of rock,
and hoarsely murmuring against its
prison bars, nothing is heard of its fury.
The solemn stillness of death pervades
the scene; the waters as vie wed, are as if
polished, nnd as stationary as the mighty
walls that look dc wn on them from such
fearful height.
If the first experience upon the brink
of the Grand Canon was startling, that
of the Royal Gorge is absolutely terrifying, and the bravest at the one point
become most abject of cowards in comparison at the other. At the first point
of observation, the walls, though frightfully steep, are nevertheless sloping to
more or less extent; hero at the Royal
Gorge they are sheer precipices, as perpendicular as the tallest bouse, as
straight as if built by line. So narrow
is the gorge that one would think the
throwing of a stone from side to side the
easiest of accomplishments, yet no living man has ever done it, or succeeded
in thi owing any object so that it would
fall into the water below. Many tourists are content with the appalling view
from the main walls, hut others more
venturesome work their way 000 to
1,000 feet down the ragged edges of a
mountain that has parted and actually
slid into the chasm. The gorge is 2,008
feet sheer depth, and most precipitous
and sublime in its proportions of any
chasm on the continent.
»
Among all the thousands who have
visited the Grand Canon and the Royal
Gorge, harm has befallen none, for,
despite the seeming horror of the situation, the appalling depths and rugged
paths, the fascination ol the danger appears to give birth to greatest caution.
The canon, except in the dead of winter,
is approached only from the top, the
walls below being so precipitous and
the river such a torrent as to defy all
access. When frozen, as the waters are
for brief periods during the coldest
months, the way up the canon may be
accomplished, but only at the risk of
personal comfort and not a little danger.

The Little People.
"Oh, pa !w cried a little fellow upon
seeing a trout for the first time, "it's
pot the measles, hasn't it P"
When a Quincy little girl noticed the
thunder for the first time, she innocently asked her mother what made
God growl so I
A boy of four, taken to church for the
first time, listened to the organ for a
lew moments and then said: "When
will the organ man let the monkey
out P"
It was a little fellow who had to live
and learn who asked his mother if beet
had srlinlers in their tails when his
bare feet came down upon a yellow
hornet.
Ada (aged four), who was doing
something, nnd was told to desist by
her mother. Mother—", Ada, am I to
speak to you again P" Ada—"Yes,
ma, you may if you like."
A little girl went into a drug store
the other day and said to the proprietor
ina half whisper; " If a little girl hain't
got no money, how much chewing-gum
do you give her for nothing P"
A little girl, aged three, went to
church lately to see a christening.
When, on her return, she was asked
what she thought of the baby, she replied: "It was a good baby; it did not
cry when the gentleman washed its
head."
"Well, Ethel, dear," said an uncle to
his little five-year-old n'ece, "if you
like your new toy, come and put your
arms around my neck and give me a
kiss." The little maiden complied, but
as she did so, she remarked : " Oh,
uncle, how I do spoil you!''
A lecturer was explaining to a little
girl how a lobster cast his shell when he
had outgrown it. Said he: " What do
you do when you have outgrown your
clothes? You cast them aside, do you
not?" "Oh, no," replied the little girl,
" we let out the tucks."
A little girl went timidly into a store
at Bellaire, Ohio, the other morning,
and asked the clerk how many shoestrings she could get for five cents"How long do you want themP" he
asked. "I want them to keep," was
the answer, in a tone of slight surprise.
A pretty anecdote is told of a little
girl to whom the unseen world is very
real, "Whore does God live, mammaP"
she asked one evening after saying her
prayers. "He lives in heaven, my dear,
in the celestial city, whose streets are
paved with gold." "-Oh, yes, I know
that, mamma," she said with great solemnity, ," but what's his numberP"—
Harper's Young People.
A little girl was drawing from a card
a pattern too difficult for her, consequently was making sad work of it and
getting very tired. Her mother told her
she had better lay that aside and take a
more simple one. She turned with great
earnestness and said: "Mamma, didn't
God, when he created the world, finish
one thing before he commenced on another?" She was told that he did.
"Well," she said, "then I'm going to."
A little boy, four years old, having
often been told it was wrong to ask for
anything at the table, was down at dessert. After patiently waiting for some
time without being noticed he exclaimed : "Mamma,please may I have
an orange If I don't ask for itP" "Yes,
dear," was the reply. But alter a considerable interval the little fellow, not
getting his orange, again addressed his
mother with; " Please, mamma, I'm
not asking for an orange." This time
he was duly rewarded.

An Interesting Visitor,
Says the Bodie (Cal.) News: William
McDonald and family, consisting of wife
and two boys, living in a cabin in Fine
Nut valley, were suddenly startled a few
nights since, about midnight, by the
sudden crashing in of the roof and a large
pile of dirt that commenced falling on
their bed. The old man jumped up and
lit his candle to investigate, and found
Stanley's African Expedition.
two huge, shaggy limbs astraddle
The Rev. Father Carrie, superior of
one of the rafters. Having no gun he
seized a sharp axe, and, getting his the Roman Catholie mission to the
family away from the bed, with a single Cougo, writing from Landana, gives
blow at each he severed them from some information respecting Mr. Stanthe body, the animal in the mean- ley's Congo expedition: The personnel
time roaring with rage and pain and of Mr. Stanley, he writes, is very
unable to extricate himself from numerous. Beside Mr. Stanley there
the logs and poles that held him are a superintendent, an engineer, a
several mechanics, carnenters,
a close prisoner, but scattering the captain,
in all twenty whites, of different
dirt covering of the roof, and making etc.,
nations—Belgians, Americans, English,
general havoc of the cabin. In his strug- Italians,
Danes. The expedition has
gle one of the rafters broke, and the recently been joined by a French naturfamily made quick work getting outside alist, M. Protche. Many of the Euroof the house; a rifle standing at the door peans had already succumbed to fever
the old man grabbed as they went out; and the hardships of the work involved.
this happened to be loaded. They con- The following of blacks consisted of
cluded to build a big fire, aud when about one hundred men—Arabs or nafairly burning, the glare and heat at- tives of Sierra Leone and the Congo.
tracted the animal to the door, that There are five small steamers and sevproved to be a monster cinnamon bear. eral other boats, with carts and other
Hie growls and groans were fright- machinery for land transportation,
ful, and the old man finally raised wooden houses ready to be set up, etc.
The first station of Mr. Stanley's exhis rifle within ten feet of hie bead and
fired, and the huge brute was dead. pedition is named Vivi. It is on the
Going Lack into the cabin a fire was right bunk of the river about 150 miles
eoon made in the fireplace, and the work from the const, and four or five miles
of cleaning up the debris soon com- below the the first of the Gellala catarmenced. At daylight the bear had been acts. When Mr. Carrie reached it.
skinned and quartered, the cabin cleared Stanley was away among the mountains
up, and the work of repairing the roof in the direction of the great village of
commenced.
Vivi.; It appears that Stanley sets out
on his excursions and returns without
Poisoned by Corned Beef.
giving notice to anyone. While awaitThe Metal Worker eaye that a family ing the end of the rainy season Mr.
living at Gerusbach, Germany, sus- Stanley is solidly establishing himself
tained injury to health by using Ameri- in his first station, which is to be the
can canned corned beef. It was conse- ■lasis of all future operations, nnd maquently analyzed and found to be per- turing his plans for overcoming the
fectly pure. The tin used was also quite
pure, but the soldering contained fifty- difficulties ahead. These difficulties are
six per cent, of lead, hence a slight but so great lhat Father Carrie thinks it
distinctly traceable admixture of lend will take years before the termination
had penetrated into the outer layers of of the terrible chain of mountains can
the canned meat, and this admixture he reached, and the second station eswas enough to produce serious Injury to tablished at Stanley's Pool, 900 miles
the stomach. The local board of health distant. Mr. Stanley's intention is to
advised every one who wished to use ascend the Congo to the Lualaba,where
meat to remove the outermost layers be hopes to find bis Arab friend Xibu
which bad come in contact with the Tib. Then he will explore the western
metal inclosure. Dealers wre warned part of the Congo as well as the country
that should injury bo caused to bealtli on its two banks, attempting at the
the vender would be liable to prosecu- same lime to attract the ivory trade to
Won.
Mhoma.

VABIETIEH.
The brocade most usea lor millinery
has agate cloudings of two colors.
"These are my palmy days," as the
urchin remarked when his mother
boxed his oars.—Boston Courier.
There ere at present in Europe 719
princes and princesses, each having a
'lalm more or less remote to a crown.
A rich manufacturer at G Jam S.Switzerland, solemnizes the anniversary ol
his wife's death by distributing $3,000
among his workmen.
Ira Curtis, an oysterman, of New
Haven, Conn., has taken more than
sixty drowned nnd drowning persons
from the water. He makes a careful
study of currents and eddies for th'e
uuroose ol seeking bodies.
How noble to the innocent young girl
seems the smart young man who has
won her heart, how good, how kind,
how gentle, how over so much nicer
than mother. It is different, however,
when she gets him; she does so everlastingly awfully want mother then.—
New York: Commercial.
Pr jfetsor Nordenskjold, the successful Arctic explorer, has profited by his
jou.ney to Japan to buy a collection of
valuable Japanese books. These works
number 1,03B, but as every volume does
not contain more than 100 pager, according to the Japanese style, each
work comprises many volumes, nnd the
whole collection embraces over 100,0M
separate volumes. Of these works 176
nr.! ol a historical character; 161 relate
to Buddhism and education; one,printed
in 1715, to the Cbriftian religion; thlrtyibree are devoted to manners and customs, and so on.
It seems a tind Oi' Satire to give the
name of Greenland to a country covered
with snow nnd ice; which is indeed one
huge glacier. But geological investigations prove tha the dim .te of Greenlsnd
was once milder than that of New England at tire present time. Remains were
found in abundance of pines, oaks, grapevines, larches, pop'ais, and even the
beautiful magnolia, now native only in
the South. Traces were seen also cf
former lakes and rivers. Possibly at
some future day a new change may take
place, and Greenland become the home
of a great and popular nation.
The directors of the Brighton (England) aqcarium have received advice
that a pair of young sea-elephants axe
on their way from Port Chalmers to the
aquarium. This remarkable member of
the phocydse has never yet been seen In
Europe, nor are there any skeletons or
stuffed examples of it in England. It
grows to an enormous size in three
years, attaining a length of from eighteen
or twenty-five feet, and its bulk and fatness are prodigious. The males have an
enlongated probiscus which extends to
a foot in length, and is flexible. Suitable
quar ters for the reception of the strangers
are being prprared.
A very worthy enterprise is the
Kitchen Garden association, of New
York, which aims to solve the two difficult problems of teaching housework to
young girls and providing trained servanls. The association, which under
another name has been pursuing this
work since 1876, has now six hundred
girls studying housework under seventy
teachers. Those who have been under its
care are eagerly sought by housekeepers,
and applications for admission from poor
families are numerous. Thesame work
is in progress in Boston and Philadelphia, and, with a praiseworthy desire
to fit the raw material for emigration,
at Belfast, Ireland.
The growth of the nails is more rapid
in children than in adults, and slowes
in the aged; goes on faster in summer
than in winter, so that the same nail
which is renewed in 132 days in winter
requires only 116 in summer. The increase of the nails of the right hand is
more rapid than those of the left; moreover, it differs lor the different fingers,
and in order corresponds with the length
of the finger, consequently it is the fastest in the middle finger, nearly equal in
the two on either side of this, slower in
the little finger, and slowest in the
thumb. The growth of all the nails on
the left hand requires elghty-tw.) days
more than those ol the right.
The death is announced at Gljon, in
Northern Spain, of a very old gentleman indeed, who had completed his
113th year only a few days before he
quite unexpectedly paid the debt of nature. Unlike Mr. Weller, senior, this
reverend Iberian was no means the
" wiotim of connubinlity," for ho successfully withstood the wear and tear ol
five successive marriages during his
long life. His last wedding day was
also the eighty-ninth anniversary of his
birth, upon which occasion he espoused
i comely maiden of "sweet seventeen,"
whose union with him resulted in the
addition of two sturdy boys to his
already numerous family of six-andtwenty sons, the fiuits of bis previous
matrimonial alliances.
M. de Lesseps, projector of the
Panama canal, believes in the power ot
will. His rapid journey through this
country did not tiro him, be said, and
the reason may be found in the resolution which he mentioned in Boston.
" On leaving my home in Paris J said
to fatigue, ' Just lie quietly in my bed
till my proposed enterprise is fairly
under way, and then, if you desire to
trouble my old frame, you oan do so.'"
He has a particular liking for the people of this country. " On the brow of
every true American," he says,'' I oan
see plainly stomped the word' Onward I'
I like them more than ever for this.
There is a close affinity between the
American disposition and my own; for
by this time everybody knows that my
pass-word is ' En avant ' also."

RELIGIOUS NEWS AffD NOTES.
Joe Parsons' Adventure.
A Sncccssful Female Detective.
stiff, and goooy. A man must be gay for the superhuman efforts of Allen
and dashing, brave and chivalrous to Trevor, who, bearing each man in his
For the past three months Nellie McJoe Parsons was a Baltimore boy and
There are eighty-two Mormon
win my esteem. I'm in earnest, I as- strong arms to where the rope was Fhearson, who has for some time been a little rough, but withal a good-hearted churches in England and Ireland.
sure yon, and I shall never marry » waiting, proposed to fasten It !o their in the employ of the St. Joseph detec- fellow, and a brave soldier. He got
It is said that there is not a single inman who has not proved his worthiness bodies, and so they would be rescued.
tive agency, hao traveled through the badly wounded at Antietam, and thus
by some deed of daring—something to
I cannot tell you In detail of that West and Northwest on business con- laoonioolly described the ooeurrenoe, fidel work in the Welsh language.
The total preaching power of the Engestablish his claim to the title of man- heroic deed. One after another of the nected with the agency here, and her
hood. In short, he must be a hero, and miners was brought to the surface, success as a " spotter " shows her to be and what followed, to some people who lish Methodist churohes amOunta to
38,000 preachers, the great majority of
accomplish something noble before 1 some bruised and bleeding, and some a remarkably shrewd woman. She is visited the hospital;
■ 'What is your namef" ' 'Joe Parsons." whom are laymen.
could care a picayune for him. Did dying. All were received by our party, about thirty-two years old, tall and
There are twenty Christian churches In
Allen Trevor over Co a brave deed! and kindly and tenderly ministered to. slender, with dark hair, piercing black "What is the matter?" "Blind as a bat,
At last there came a moment—if eyes nnd altogether very stylish and sir; both eyes shot out." "At what bat- Antananarivo, Madagasoar, a city of
If so, the world has kept" very silent concerning it, or his noble actions must Nellie should live to see the next cen- attractive. Her latest exploit termin- tle?" "Antietam." "How did it hap- 100,000 population. Borne of them hold
have been performed in darkness, and tennial she will never forget that mo- ated in Chicago, a dAy or two ago,when pen?" "I was hit and knocked down, more than 1,000 persons, and on Sunday
have never yet been illuminated, 01 ment—when the last man was safely she succeeded in getting the clinchers and had to lie all night on the battle- all ape filled.
landed, and the rope came up alone. At
eliminated, either.
Within the last ten years the Methothat instant a low, rumbiing sound was on one of the deepest-dyed villains in field. The flght was renewed next day,
She paused to draw a long breath, and plainly audible; Nellie bowed her head. the West, and the leader and aocomplice and I was under fixe. I oonld stand the dists in Cleveland, Ohio, and its neighborhood, have built more than twenty
restore the old woman'scap to its legiti"Oh, my God. what shall I do?" she of a gang of counterfeiters which have pain, but oonld not see. 1 wanted to
mate resting-place. Had she not been wailed, then, with sudden desperation, infested this section for the past two see or get out of the fire. I waited and church edifices, at a cost of something
thus preoccupied, her quick eyes might she sprang forward. " Lower the rope years.
listened, and preeently heard a man over $300,000.
In Kansas the average increase in
Some months since the managers of groan near me. "Hello!" says I, Hello
have caught a glimpse through th< once more!" she cried. In her heart
Topeka and,Santa Fe.'thc yourself," says he. Who be you?" says Presbyterian churches during the past
wide-open window of a tall form and » she iiaa oeterminca "ii ne aoes noi thet Atchison,
-r* - T_1 J J T» w
XBUm
one "a month.
dark, handsome face, whose owner hat! come up this lime, I shall go down Chicago, Bock Island and Pacific, the I. "Who beyou?" says be. "A Yankee." twenty years has been """
"Since° la
last
October it
it has
has been
been one
one aa
there
myself.
At
least
we
can
die
toChicago
and
Northern railroads become says I. "Well, I'm a Reb.-.saye he. S,nc
paused to light a cigar, and had over« ^tober
Eight years
years ago
ago this
this denominadenominaweek
cognizant of the fact that a great many
heard every word the little witch had gether."
the matter," says L "My leg's (week.
- Eight
With deferential glances at the young bogus local tickets had been set afloat "What's
....
, .-a
luot? tion secured its first loothold In
in Texas
uttered.
smashed,"
says
he.
"Can
you
walk?
^
^
and
it has thirty-seven churches, 900
and it
-seven
Allen Trevor smiled to himself— girl, the men obeyed her mandate, along their lines, and on application
To bear anothor'a weakness,
queer little smile it was, too, and mcanl while the others stood near, awed and Detective Murray, of Chicago was au- says I. "No.' says he. "0|m you see?" 001nmunicant8
communicants and
and 2i(W
2,000o Sunday-school
Sunday-school
To soothe another's pain,
says
I.
"Yes,"
says
he.
"Well,"
says
silent.
teacher8
volumes—nnd,
puffing
leisurely
at
hi!
teachers.
thorized to work up the job, and. if posTo cheer the heart repentant,
Sinsing
upon
her
knees,
Nellie
waited
I, "you're a rebel; but I'll do you a lit.
members within
Fortjr.nine members
cigar, strolled away.
Forty-nine
within aa year
year
And to lorgive again;
In awful suspens for that wt ich was sible, bring the guilty parties to justice. tlofavor," "Whatsthat?' sayshe, "My bave
been
added
to
aa Cbristiau
church
A few days afterward a party set oul to
To commune with the thuughtinl,
have
been
added
to
Christian
church
He
reported
from
time
to
time
that
no
come.
The
rope
descended;
it
of Shia
from Huntley Place for the purpose ol dangled loosely for a time, then there satisfaotory trail of the counterfeiters eyes are shot ont," says I, "and if yon'U iin
n tbe
To guide the young and gay;
the Chinese
Chinese village
village of
Shia Chia
Chia
passing the day among some old ruins, came a feeble pull. With loud clioera could be struck, and finally Nellie Mc- Show me the way 111 carry you ont," Tang.
To profit all in season—
Tang. A
A heathen
heathen temple
temple in
in that
that village
village
■which were considered picturesque, and
This is my work to-day.
Phearson was delegated to assist him in says I. "All right," says he "Crawl was
was converted into a church about a
quite the thing for excursionists "to of encouragement, the men above drew the work. From the outset she was over here," says I, and he did, "Now, year ago.
it
slowly
.upward.
Oh,
the
agony
to
I think not ol to-morrow,
do." They were going on horseback,
The oldest minister in the church of
the waiting heart, which now for the suspicious of the detective himself, and old Butternut," says I, "get on my
Its trials or its task;
and a merry time was anticipated.
for three months she watched him like back," and he did. "Go ahead," says Scotland is the Rev. Walter Home, of
ol
first
time
was
unvailcd,
for
Nellie
knew,
But still, with childlike spirit,
They reached the ancient ruins, found beyond doubting, that she loved Allen a hawk, though pretending to fall desFor present mercies ask.
he. "Pint the way," says I, "for I Polwarth, Berwickshire, who was orthem "all that fancy painted them," Trevor.
perately in love with him, and more oan't see a blessed thing." "Straight daincd
dained in 1823, and succeeded bis father
With each returning morning
strolled around the garden connected
At last—ar last—the end of the rope, than anxious that they should succeed ahead," says be, "The balls were fly in' as the minister of the church at that
I oast old things away;
with the old buildings, played croquet and
fastened to it, pallid and nearly lifeLife's journey lies before me—
nnd flirted, and finally sat down to din- loss, the form ot the brave man who in their undertaking, in order that they all ronnd, and I trotted off and wae soon place.
My prayer is lor to-day.
In the city and neighborhood of Edinner, about as contented a party as one had so nobly risked his life. Risked it might raise a " stake," get married and ont of range," "Bully for you," says
settle down. Sharp as he was the wo- he, "but you've shook my leg almost burg six churches are in course of
would wish to see.
in behalf of the rough and uncouth
During the whole day Nellie's father men, who, as the death-white face of man. fooled him. Last week the two off," "Take a drink," says he, holding erection by the United Presbyterian
had endeavored to bring the young their preservcr-appeared above the awful spent several days in St- Joseph, and np his canteen, and 1 took a nip. "Now church. In other denominations church
NELLIE'S HERO.
couple together, an intention which the chasm, rushed forward, and wounded while Murray was " working " certain let ns go on again," says he, "kind o' building at Edinburg is also very acyoung lady immediately divined and un- and bleeding as they were, lifted him in parts of the city, or pretending to be slowly," and I took him np, and he did tive.
derstood, and straightway Mr. Huntley their arms, and bare him away triumph- rather, Nellie was closeted in the offick the navigation and I did the walkin'.
Bishop Hare, of the Protestant Epis" It was talked about wneu you were had his hands full.
ant. They would not lose sight of him. of her employers reporting progress, After I had carried him nearly a mile, copal church, confirmed 120 Indians last
in your cradles, dear, and even llirr
" When a woman will, she will, you
hovered around and waited for which to say the least was anything and was almost dead, he said: "Here we year.
there was a jesting argument that whet, may depend on it." And every unat- They
his eyes to open, that they might grasp but favorable to the "detective"—her are; let me down." Jnst then a voice
The Methodists are increasing rapidly
you two grew up you should be married. preciated and apparently innocent effort his hands, and pour forth their wild and pretended lover, Mr. Murray. From
in
Sweden. During the past few
And surely you might do worse thar on the part of Mr. Huntley only made incoherent gratitude.
St- Joseph they went to Chicago, where said; "Hello Billy, where did you get months revival meetings have been held,
marry Mr. Allen Trevor."
the demure maiden shun Mr. Trevor the
Last of all came a white-faced girl, a few days' secret investigation placed that Yank?" "Where are we?" says I,
Nurse Gleason, who was just like n ' more.
agitated and worn with suffering. She hoi in possession of a perfect whirlwind "In the rebel oamp, of oonrse," says he; generally with large results. In one
mother to motherless Nellie Huntley
As I was saying, the party were sit- knelt by the side of the brave man, and of evidence, and convinced her that "and d^-m my buttons if that rebel place sixty new members have been
finished pouring the jelly she was mak ting at dinner, an improvised table laid both her hnmis in his. And so " Detective " Murray was the very man hadn't ridden me a mile straight into received.
Southern Methodism is strong in
ing into a gorgeous mold, untied her laden with good things. In the midst Nellie found her hero after all.
who had set afloat the bogus: railroad the rebel oamp. Next day MoClellan's Texas. It reports 80,499 members; 766
white cap-stiinga, nnd taking off hei of merry laughter and gay badinage, a
tickets- Then she set the trap, gave army advanoed an took ne both in,'and local preachers; 637 churches, and 3fl5
Committing Arson for Lore.
low rumbling noise fell upon their ears,
spectacles rubhetl them energetically.
the detective an official surprise in his then we shook hands and made it up;
A
curious
case
recently
came
befoie
followed
by
a
loud
crash.
"And now, Miss Nellie, do get dowi
room at the hotel, and as a result he bnt it was a mean trick ot him, don't pastors. The total amount promised
ihe
court
at
Versailles,
in
France.
Dur
pastors was, last year, $138,244, of which
All sprang to their feet In an Instant,
from that table—there's a dearchlld—
.ng many weeks the newspapers f now plays checkers with his nose in a you think so?"
$50,887 was not paid.
and go dress for the company. Youi the ladies pale and trembling—the men Paris
Chicago
jail.—SIJn.teph
(Mo-)
Newsgave information of repeated
An English paper reports that an archfather will be waiting, and right angry somewhat startled.
Bres in the commune of Anvers. They
What the Next Census will Show.
bishop and two bishops of the sect
"What is itP"
The Queen's Daughters.
he'll l?e, too. Come, dearie."
were
evidently
the
work
of
incendiaries,
The Detroi^FVee fress tninxs rai« tno
Nellie's face was pallid as she asked weroeviuenuy
tue
Of the five daughters of Queen Yio- known as "Old Believers," have been
"No, I won't!"
x
Without a word Allen ind
^As-V P°h«s AH
^
Wt
din Iig^
Jor result of the census will show that the toria, the Prinoess Beatrice, the young- confined in a Russian fortress for periods
The diminutive figure, perched upon the question.
nrrv-Mka
m
l
n
a
i
nPl
work to find the criminals. Their
the kitchen table, swung its little slip- Trevor sprang upon his horse and rode search resulted finally in the arrest of a United States has a population ol 49,- est, will soon have remained the longest ranging from seventeen to twenty-six
000,000. It says that " unless the uniaway
in
the
direction
of
the
sound,
folpered feet back and forth, and pushint
young girl of sixteen, Clemence Bios- form tendency of diminution in the nnmarried. The Crown Princess of yeai-s, their onjly offense being that they
lowed
by
a
number
of
the
gentlemen.
Germany married at 18 ; the late Prin- celebrated religious services according
a ciond of yellow hair from a rosy face,
natural increase of population has been
In a short time a horseman was seen sier, a sewing girl ot Auvers.
looked up into the honest countenance returning, galloping like mad toward
The motive which led her to this wan- arrested since 1870, there is little likeli- oeas Alice of Hesee was married when to the rites of their own faith,
The Moravian prints detailed statistics
of the old woman with a pair of mis- them. It was Mr. Huntley. He threw ton destruction of pronerty Is one that hood that the increase independent of she was 19 ; the Prinoess Helena marevery
one
will
recognize
as
a
particularly
ried
at
20
;
the
Princess
Louise,
who
f
the northern and southern districts of
chievous eyes.
0
emigration
during
the
current
decade
himself from bis panting horse, and hurInflammable one—love. It seems that will exceed twenty per cent. This bad until that time remained longest the American province. There are in
"No, nurse—that's a darling—don't ried forward, pale and agitated.
make me go. I've been shut up in that
"It is in the coal mine over there!" he this girl of sixteen was madly in love would mean an addition of 7,717,674 to single, when she married the Marquis the northern district 8,212 communihorrid boarding-school for two years— cried, hurriedly. "There has been an with a youth ol her own age named Al- the 38,588,871 of population which the of Lome was about the same age that cants, 1,588 non-communicants over
now that I'm home for good, don'tmake explosion: a portion of the shaft has bert Romavn, a laborer in a neighboring country had in 1870, and would bring her young sister is—that is, 23. It is thirteen years of age, and 4,508 children;
a martyr of me. I can't bear it—indeed fallen in, and nobody knows how many- village. The girl's parents had forbid- the total up to 46,206,045. When to this natural enough that tUere should be in the southern district 1,279 communiden her to see her lover, and the two is added the total emigration between gossip and rnmors about the wedded
I can't. And I won't!" she added, sottn are buried alive there."
cants. Thetotalof communicants, nongreat difficulty even in managing 'a June 30, 1870, and June 30, 1880—in
voce.
A scene of excitement followed the had
fate of the last of the quintet. Romance communicants and children is 16,280.
nlandcstine
correspondence.
It
was
this
round numbers 2,800,000—a grand total has not been absent from the stories The number of persons dropped last
"But, Miss Nellie," continued the dreadful announcement. Some ot the
good woman, a smile beginning to creep ladies fainted—all were terrified,but Nel- obstruction to the course of love that of 49,000,000 is reached. This will not told about her, bnt the truth eeems to year was very large, amounting to 782,
around the corners of her mouth in lie Huntley stood quiet and outwardly gave the girl the extraordinary idea of be much exceeded unless, as we have be that the Prinoess has chosen, np to caused chiefly by revision of the church
spite of her efforts to look grave, " you calm, When her father had finished, setting fire to farm houses and haystacks. intimated, the tendency to diminution this time, to be the ooufldante and oom- books. The number dropped in 1876
The alarm was given, bells rang, neigh- in natural increase has been arrested.
forget that you're a young lady now— she laid one small hand on his arm.
bors ran to the scene. Albert Romarn Upon this point the State censuses which panion ol her mother, the Queen, rather was 262; in 1877,331; in 1878, 563.
seventeen, remember—and since your
" Get my horse, please, papa,"she said.
The "Congregational Year Book" for
poor dear mother died, you, as the only " I want to go there. I may be of some ran too, met the young girl in the throng have been taken since 1870 furnish pretty than to leave Windsor, Balmoral, and
and fled away with her to a neighboring conclusive evidence; and without pre- Osbome without any of the duaghters 1880 states that seventy-four miuisters
child, are expected to fill her place, and assistance."
forest,
where
they
passed
hours
together
assist your papa in his hospitality. So
senting the facts which support the of the widowed monaroh.
died in 1879 of the average age of sixty"Are you crazy, child? You
while fire worked its ravages. Six statement,it may be said in general terma
many nice gentlemen, too, dear, and net think of such a thing."
eight years, the seven theological semiin six weeks the lovers fled to the that the results of the State censuses
Mr. Allen Trevor among the rest."
naries had 298 students, and there were
" Yes, I know all that, papa, I'm not times
What
to
Write
for
the
Press.
"I hate him. Bah! Let old Miss going to think about it—I'm going right little woods, and the farmers of the also indicate that 49,000,000 vrill repreThe following bints and suggestions S,674 churches—an increase of fifty-four
Renshawe take my place. She's my at once. Miss Renshawe and some of commupe paid for lighting their love- sent very nearly the full population of from
an exchange are commended to —of which 898 have pastors, 1,893 acting
making
a
sum
of
30,000
francs.
But
ohaperone, and it's her duty. Besides, the ladies will accompany me, I am
the country as shown by the oensns of the careful coosideration of looal corre- pastors, 200 are regularly and 683 irregufinally,
one
fine
night,
just
as
Clemence
I'm sick, and don't feel like going near sure."
next June."
spondents. They will answer very well larly supplied. There are 3,585 ministhrusting lighted matches into the
the drawing room to-^ay. It's a heap
for any latitude.
Who would have believed it of those was
Accidents ■— When, where and to ters and 389,920 members, the net gain
Words ot Wisdom.
nicer down here with you, nursie, than gay ladies of fashion and frivolity? haystack of one of the neighbors, n
for the year being 7,266. Of the total or
to be acting prim and s'iff upstairs; Not one forsook our little maiden in het strong hand was laid upon her shoulder, i Never speak much of your own per- whom.
Amusements and" excursions—When members 249,349 are females and 128,22not allowed for a moment to forget humane errand. The borsea were has- and she was led away a prisoner. She formances.
and where; character of amusements.
confessed all immediately, and bos been
position, family, and all that stuff, tily saddled and they set off at once.
.
Burglary—When, where, by whom; males. The Sunday-schools have 437,Faithfulness
and
sincerity
are
the
condemned
to
ten
years
hard
labor.
flee here!"
what
amount stolen; arrest made; dis- 505 scholars. The benevolent contribu-.
Arriving at the spot the.y found a terhighest things.
position
of prisoner. Same with regard tions amounted to $1,098,691, and the
She sprang lightly from her high and rible scene ot excitement. A crowd
The Sea Scavenger.
He who blackens others does notI to crime of any kind.
undignified scat, and began pacing up had collected around the shaft. There
ordinary expenditures $2,594,228.
Changeofbusinessfirm—When; name
This fish is a species of mussel, the whiten himself.
and down the wide old kitchen—so were women crying and wringing their
of parties; where outgoing members are
cool and beautifully clean—her lovely hands; women on their knees beseech- Mytilus lithophagus. It works much
The vices we sooff at in others laugh> going, etc.
Horrible Bungling.
head held alott with mock dignity, a ing Heaven for mercy on the dear ones mischief on the hulls of ships, and on at us within ourselves.
Crops—Present condition and future
Serious inconveniences that attend
prospects.
simpering smile on her face, and a shut out from their eyes by that awful this account it is regarded by ship ownThe fullest and best ears of com hang•
(Jhurches—Change of pastor; revivals, the gibbeting of a man where the punmimicking gait that was very ridicu- bank of earth. There were men stand- ers as an enemy, yet a Westminster re- lowest toward the ground.
ishment of death is not regularly in
election
of church officers, etc.
viewer,
quoted
by
Professor
Simmons,
lous.
Deaths—Who. when, where, age; if u force are being felt in no little degree in
The greatest truths are the simplest;I
She paused in front of a mold of jelly ing sullen and gloomy, with arms folded points out another action of this fish
prominent citizen, a brief obituary.
Russia now, where, capital punishment
—clear and transparent—and, arming on their breasts, an d in their faces grim more than equivalent on the side of ad and so are the greatest men.
Discoveries—Of curiosities, antiqui having been abolished for many years,
lespair,
while
the
very
air
seemed
vantage.
"Were
the
fragments
of
herself with a spoon, confiscated a
Human life is every where a state inn ties, or anything new or valuable.
heavy with groans, and sobs, and wrecks and masses of stray timber, that which much is to be endured.
Fires—Whose property, when, where, the machinery of the .hangman has got
generous portion.
ejaculations.
cause, amount of insurance, names ol out of gear. Wladetsky, who shot at
would choke harbors and clog the
" Queen in the kitchen, eating bread
x
A sweet temper is to the household companies insured in.
Count Loris Melikoff, was executed after
As our party approached, a lull fell on waves, permitted to remain undestroyed,
and honey!" she sang, gayly.
Facts and figures — Concerning any an extremely rough-and-ready fashion,
the tempest of grief—something going the loss of life and injury to property what sunshine is to trees and flowers.
The sunshine of life is made up o,i product raised in the vicinity, amounts a common packing case having been
She turned suddenly as she spoke, on—a group had gathered around a tall that would result would soon far ex- very
i sold, profits, etc.
from under him at a given si :and with a dexterous movement flirted form, and were begging and expostulat- ceed all the damage done and dangers time.little beams that are blight all the
Festivals—Held by whom, for what kicked
pal—an arrangement which Kept the
the white cap from the decorous old ing. It was Allen Trevor. Nellie's caused by the teredo. This active shell
object, amount realized, etc.
Those who excel in strength are notf
Improvements—By whom, where and wretched man struggling several minwoman's head, and perched it lightly heart stood still as she heard his words, fish is one of the police of Neptune—a
utes more than was necessary. The
if ascertained.
upon her own. Then seizing the spec- in a firm, clear tone:
scavenger and cleanser of the sea. Il most likely to show contempt for weak-- cost,
Lectures—Past and to come, when, clumsiness of this hanging reminds one
ness.
tacles, she placed them upon her own
attacks
every
stray
mass
of
floating
and
where, by whom, subject, object.
"Do not try to dissuade me. I am
the horrible accident that took place
straight and rather dim! nutive nose, and convinced that there ii hope, and if you sunken timber with which it comes in
Innocence is a flower which withers8
Murders—Who, when, where, by of
at the execution of the conspirators at
then, deaf to Nurse Gleason's remon- assist me I may save some life. There contract, and soon reduces it to harm- when touched, but blooms not again,• whom, cause, circumstances.
Marriages—Who, when, where, by the commencement of Nicholas' reign.
strances, she folded her arms sedately
an opening sufllciently large for one lessneas and dust. For one ship sunk though watered with tears. t
On this occasion the ropes broke when
whom.
upon her bosom and walked toward is
by
it,
a
hundred
are
really
saved;
and
No one ought to enjoy what is too^
to descend with a rope."
New-comers—Their business, where the signal was given, and the criminals
the door, just as it opened from with- man
while we deprecate themisohiefand dis- good lor him; he ought to make himself■ located, where from, etc.
Before
Nellie
could
approach
him,
he
precipitated into n deep ditch
out and a tall form stood upon the
New manufactories and new business were
bad hastened to the pit, the necessary tress of which it has been the uncon- worthy of it, and rise to its level.
round
the glacis of the fortress of St.
threshold—Mr. Allen Trevor!
,
ofanykind—In
prospect,
when,
where
was made, and he had dis- scious cause, we are bound to aoknowlPoliteness is the imitation of a mutual' and by whom established, kind, etc.
Peter
and
St. Paul, on the edge of which
"I beg your pardon," he began, preparation
from sight in the bowels of edge that, without its operation, there good-will among men; this good-will,■
Newbuildings—Tobebuilt, by whom, the gibbet whs set up. Two of the men
hastily. " Like Paul Pry, ' I hope 1 appeared
would
be
infinitely
more
treasure
buried
the earth. With a horrible feeling at
therefore, exists somewhere, for with-• for what purpose, cost, etc.
were found to have their legs broken,
don't intrudeP'"
Price of staplejjommodities—In mar- and resigned themselyes tamely enough
heart, Nellie sank upon her knees. in the abysses of the deep, and more out a model there would be no copy.
" No," responded Nellie, saucily, and her
venturous mariners doomed to watery
ket.
prospects
for
the
future.
She
dared
not
pray.
She
knew
that
at
Men's happiness springs mainly fromII
a trifle coolly, " not any more than he
Parties leaving town—Who, where to be replaced under the gibbet. But
any moment the bank ol earth, stayed craves."
moderate troubles, which afford the6 going, when, business going into.
the third, who was Colonel Pestel, the
did."
in its progress, might easily become deA correspondent shows that the MorSales of real estate—By whom, to author and soul of the conspiracy, preA flush shot across the clear, dark tached (the slightest jar would do mons in Utih, by an ingenious and de- mind a healthful stimulus, and are fol-a whom,
who will occupy, amount paid. served his consciousness, and cried out,
lowed by a reaction whiob produces a
cheeks of the intruder.
it), and would bury the mouth of ceptive system of township entries, cheerful flow of spirits.
Shows, exhibitions and fairs—Where, as he was being pinioned again, with a
He replaced the hat which be had the shaft from view. This was the have managed to grab every acre of
when, who gave them, character of en- voice that was heard above tlie beating
An ambition to excel in petty things$ terlainment.
doffed, and, with a low bow, disap- awful fear that filled the hearts of all arable land. Thus, one township is inSchools—Facts and figures concern- of the drums, " Whata miserable counthe progress to nobler alms.i.
peared.
gathered there.
corporated with municipal control of obstructs
The aspiring spirit, like the winged(j ing them, change of teachers, improve- try, where they do not even know how
"MissNellie Huntley, I've a mind to
It seemed hours—ages—that she knelt I gyer forty square miles of land
ments needed, etc.
to bang a maul"
be downright angry with you!" ex- there mutely imploring heaven's mercy. . population holding this large tract is eagle, should keep its gaze steadily fixe
Secret societies—Election of officers,
on
the
sun
toward
which
it
soars.
prosperity and condition of society.
claimed Nurse Gleason, as the doot At last a wild shout pealed upon the less than 1,000 in number. Other townAn animated controversy lias of late
Sueeestions of improvements needed
If the show oi anything be good for,r
closed. "The very nicest young man air, the rope was pulled from below, as ships, with a smaller population, hold
.
—When,
where
by
whom,
cost,
etc.
been
carried on in the French military
anything,
I
am
sure
sincerity
is
better;
in the country, and the one your papa though a weight was attached to itc thirty-six, thirty-eight and even forty
Surgical operations—By whom per- papers respecting the relative value ol
wishes you to be especially gracious Slowly they drew it up, and so one man square miles. The policy of the Mor- for why does Any man dissemble or seema' formed,
what
character,
condition
oi
the drum and bugle, some writers mainto-"
was saved. In a few wn-ds be explained mons is to keep control of this vast ter- to be that which he is not, but because6 patient.
Sickness—Who sick, cause; health ol taiulng that the former, others that the
"That's just it, nursie; I don't like the case. The mineis were all disabled, ritory, to the exclusion ol Gentile em- he thinks it good to have such a qualityy
latter, instrument should be abolished.
community.
as he pretends to?
nice young men. They are so prim and and must certainly have perished but igrants.
To-Day.
The hours of rest are over,
The hours ot toil begin;
The stars above beve faded,
The moon has ceased to shine;
The earth puts on her beauty
Beneath the sun's red ray;
And I must rise to labor,
What is the work to-day T
To searoh (or truth nnd wisdom.
To live for good alone,
To run my race unburdened,
The goal my Father's throne;
To view by lakh the promise,
While earthly hopes decay,
To serve the Lor with gladness—
This is my work lo-day.
To keep my tinlh' unshaken,
Though otheis may dcoeive.
To give With willing pleasure,
Or still with joy receive;
To bring the monrner comfort,
To wipe sad tears away;
To help the tiir.id doubter—
This is my work to-day.

f

Where.
la the wind the soul of nature !
Look how the wild leavoa blow.
Eostless as human creatures
They flutter to and fro.
There ii moaning in the pine-tree.
And whispering in the oak,
And a wailing at the window
As il a spirit spoke.
Is the sun the soul ol nature ?
Look how the buds awake
And spread their tender iietals
When the day begins to break;
How brooks rejoice and glitter,
The slow, broad fivers smile
And iorest-tops light np and ngh
For many a leafy mile.
Is the sea the soul of nature T
Hear how it raves and sighs.
Sometimes with breast of gleaming glass,
It mirror's heaven's sweet eyes;
Sometimes with storm and thunder
Its milk-white surt it pours
In splendid crests of eager rage
Along the shrinking shores.
Oh I cold and mighty mother,
Where is the soul we seek 7
Thou hast no weeping lor our woe
No ear for song or shriek,
Thy heart is seamless granite;
Thou canst not help or save.
Thou givest to the baby flowers,
And unto man—a grave.
—fiose Terry Cooke. in Independent.
FAHJB. UAUUISN AND HOUSKUOLD.
Household Hints.
Burns.—An applioatioa of oold, wet
oommon whitening, placed on immediately, is an invaluable remedy.
To Ekmovk Tan.—New milk hall a
pint, lemon juioe one-fourth of an ounce,
white brandy half an onnoe. Boil the
whole and skim clear from sonm. Use
night and morning.
Swkbt Potato Puddino .—Take five
eggs, half a pound of butter, a quarter
of a pound of sngar, add as much potato, previously boiled, as will thicken it,
the juioe and grated peal of one lemon.
Ooooanut Pupdino,—To one large
coooanut, grated, add the whites of eight
eggs, a quarter of a pound of sugar,
quarter of a potmd of butter, two
spoonfuls of rose water; bake it in
paste.
To Acquire a Bright and Smooth
Skim :—Take tepid baths and use a harsh
towel; plenty of air and exercise. Oat
meal rubbed into the skin, after it hae
been washed with soap and water, will
give smoothnees and brilliancy to the
skin.
Beef Tea,—Beef tea for the sick is
made by boiling a tender steak nicely,
seasoning it with pepper and salt, ontting it np and ponring wlter over it,
not qnite boiling ; pnt in ef little water
at a time and let it soak the goodness
ont; then heat it hot.
To Bemove Wbinklbs.—Melt white
wax, one onnoe, to a gentle beat and
jnioe of lily bnlbs, two onnoes, and
honey two onnoes, rosewater two
draohms and otter of roses a drop or
two. Bub the wrinkled place with the
preparation twice a day. Use tepid
water instead of oold in ablntions.
To Pbeskb vb Cabpetb. — Carpets
shonld be shaken often. The dirt that
collects under them grinds ont the
threads. But do not sweep ihem oftener
than is absolutely neoeasary. Take a
brush and dusting-pan and remove the
dirt in this way, and your carpets will
wear enough longer to pay for your
labor.
Cuts ob Bbuiseb.—Tobacco, wet with
spirits or water, bound on a fresh ont
or braise will save much pain and soreness, The tobaooo should be kept
moist by ocoasionally wetting the bandage with warm water. Fresh tobaooo
should be applied every day till the
soreness is gone ; then remove it and
pnt a piece of court plaster over the
wonnd so as to exclude the air, and it
will soon heal over without further
trouble.
Ox Gam,.—An ox's gall will set any
color—silk, cotton, or woolen. One
spoonful of gall pnt into a gallon of
warm water is snffloient for the above
purpose. Gall is also excellent for
taking out spots from bombazines, and
after being washed in it they look about
as good as new. It mnst be thoroughly
stirred into water, and not put upon the
cloth. It is used without -.iioap. After
being washed in it, cloth whieh yon
want to clean should be washed in. warm
suds, without using soap.
Fruit Cake.—One pound and a half
of brown sngar. one ponnd of butter,
oneponnd and a half of flour, seven
eggs, half a pint of molasses, half a
tablespoonfnl of soda, three pounds of
raisins, four pounds of currants, half a
ponnd of citron, two nutmegs, cinnamon,
cloves and spioes, to suit the taste ; stir
the bntter and sugar to a oream, beat
the whites and yolks separate ; odd the
yolks to the sugar and batter, then the
whites ; stir in the fionr and molasses,
then the spice, cut the raisins fine, flonr
them, also the onrrants, and stir them
in ; dissolve the soda in two tablespoonfnls of warm water, lay the citron in
layers as yon pnt the oake in the tin
yon bake it in ; bake four hours.
When to NUim Milk.
A country woman says ; "The wise
man in enumerating the time and seaeon,' made no mention of a time to skim
milk ; yet, nevertheless there is a time
—o right time, too—and that is just as
the milk begins to soar in the bottom
of the pans. Then the oream is all at
the snrfaoe, and should at onoe be removed—with as little of the milk as

possible. If allowed to remain until
the aold reaches the oream, it impairs it
in quality. The honsewife or dairymaid
who thinks to obtain a greater quantity
by allowing the milk to stand beyond
that time, labor* under a most egregious
mistake."
Elements of Plant Food.
The most important elements of plant
food are nitrogen, potash, and phosphoric aoid, which, with other simple
elements, are worked up by plants into
oombinationB, forming what are known
as starch, sngar, atbnmoids, &o.—all
highly adapted as food for animals.—
Plants take their elements from the soil
and air, and thrive or pine as they are
furnished them in greater or less qnantity. The following table, will show approximately, the amonnt of nitrogen,
potash and phosphorio aoid carried off
from the soil by the three main grain
products of the farm, rating the quantity of the latter at 1,000 ponnds :
Nitrogen. Potash. Phoa. Aold.
Wheat
20.8
6.6
82
Oats
19.B
4.2
6.6
Indian Corn
16.2
8.8
6.6
In addition to the above oonstitnents we find
that 26 bnshela of wheat contains of lime
abont IS Ibe.. 86 bnshela of oats oontains of
lime about 11 lbs., 26 bushels of corn oontains of lime abont 12 lbs.
It is evident, therefore, that if the
above prodnote ate taken off continually
without any return to the soil, it mnst
sooner or later, be exhausted of these
available elements, and its functions be
oorrespondently weakened. Farmers
shonld realize the foot then, that it is
just as necessary to supply the soil with
the elements of plant food as it is to
snpply animals with food. But how are
these elements to be most promptly and
eoonomioally supplied ? We say, most
nnqnestionably, by the nse of farm-yard
mannre. It fnlfllls all the conditions
better, perhaps, than any other kind of
manure, and is therefore the best of all
mannrial substances. It is made of
materials eon earned by the animals, and
rednoed to a fine condition in the pro
oess of digestion, together with the
addition of snbstanoea used as bedding
and as absorbents, though deprived of
a portion of their oonstitnents used in
the formation of bone, flesh, milk, wood
£o.
Farm-yard mannre, then is the direct
product of food oonsumed by the animals and oonseqnently the rioher the
food in fertilizing elements the more
valuable the manure. Average stable
manure, is estimated to contain from
0.3 to 0.6 per cent of nitrogen, from 0,1
to 0.6J per cent of potash, and from 0.2
to 0.3 per cent, of phosphorio aoid—this
being oonsidered a fair average proportion of the three most costly and vainable elemets of fertility ; besides whiob
it oontains all the other elements required by plants. Dr. Anderson, of
Scotland, estimates that a oow, well-fed
will fnrnieh an amonnt of mannre annually yielding 108 pounds of ammonia,
(nitrogen,) 88 ponnds of potash
and 61 lbs. of phosphorio aoid, worth,
according to the asnal valuation of these
ingredients, 822 76.
Cultivation of Tobaceo.
We give the followihg extracts from
the essay on this snbjeet, as published
in the report from the Oommissioner of
Agrionltnre:
"Prime high and top low." While
open to objeotion in portionlar cases,
even with the oharaoter of tobaooo
ehiefly under consideration, and altogether inadmissible, it may be, in the
management of other varieties of tobacco, this is a safe rule, we think to
follow, in general praotioe.
We favor "priming" by all means ;
for, when no priming is done, the lower
leaves (made worthless by constant
whipping on the ground) serve only as
a harbor for worms, whioh are the more
diffionlt to find because of the inoreased
labor of stooping. Moreover if the bottom leaves be saved on the out stalk, as
most likely they will be, there is always
the temptation to pnt them on the market ; and against snoh a sacrilege like
this, we are firmly set, let others say
and think what they may.
Yet another advantage to be gained
by the removal of these bottom leaves,
whioh is what the planter terms "priming," is the inoreased oiroalation of air
and distribution of light thereby afforded—both essential footorsthe merest
tyro knows, to the fnil development of
plant life.
"Topping" (the piuohing off with the
finger-nail the bnd at the top of the
plant) is an operation requiring considerable skill and jadginent. Let it be
performed only by hands having these
prerequisites.
That as many plants as possible may
ripen at the same time, wait until a
large number of plants begin to button
before oommenoing to top. Going abont
throngh the crop, topping a plant here
and there beeanse it may have buttoned
before its fellows, is a damaging process
not to be tolerated.
No inflexible tnle can be given for the
number of leaves that should be left on
a plant. All depends upon the variety
of tobaooo, the strength of the soil, the
promise of the partionlar plant, the
probable seasons, and time left for
ripening, Ao.
One of the most suooessful growers
we have ever known onoe stated his conviction after years of observation and
praotioe, that one year with another,
taking the seasons as they come, eight
haves would give a better result than
any other number.
Bee to it that the snokers are promptly

removed. It is work qniokly done, and
with worming may oonstilnte a single
operation.
"Cutting" the crop. In this, as in
topping, a man et judgment, experienoe
and fidelity is needed. An inexperienced hand, one without judgment, and
partioniarly one who is indifferent to the
interests of his employer, will slash
away, right and left, not knowing or
not oaring whether the tobaooo he outs
be ripe or green, doing more damage in
a few hours than his whole year's wages
wonld compensate for, even oonld they
be garnished.
Therefore, be on hand to see for yourself, and do not delegate the dnty to
any les? interested party, that a crop
managed well, it may be, so far, from
the initial plant-bed, shall not be spoiled
in the closing work by an inoompetent
or nnfaithfnl cutter.
Be there, too, to see, in this supreme
hoax, that injury from sunburn is
warded off by the timely removal to the
shade of the plants that have been ont,
or by a proper oovering, where they lie,
against the soorohing rays of the sun.
The neglect of this precaution has
played havoo with many a crop when
brought under the anotioneer's hammer.
Printing Under Dlfflcnlties.
The WiU qf the People is the title ol
the organ of the Nihilists in Russia. It
appears in the most extraordinary way
in unexpected corners, and when leant
looked for. They say that it is constantly to be found on the toilet table of
the emperor and under the pillows of
statesmen and generals. The manner
in which this curious organ is printed
is dercribed at length by the St. Petersburg correspondent of the Manchester
Ouardian. The office is a gloomy,
miserable room at the top of a house in
a poor locality. On the door is an announcement of some fictitious trade.
The room is occupied by a poor wretch,
once a studenf-; It is wretchedly furnished. The bed occupies pretty nearly
the entire room. Everything is mean
and squalid. The owner of the apartment is editor, •coraposUor, reporter,
printer and publisher. Under the mattress of the miserable bed the type is
hidden. Thence, when occasion offere,
it is transferred to the multitudiuous
pockets of his great coat. He goes out
into the streets with a diminutive note
book, hangs about public buildings,
glares at people in authority, whom he
\would kill if a glance could murder,
writes his "leaders" in a secluded comer
of a park, and rolls each page into a
pill to be swallowed on the approach ol
a policeman. As boon as the work is
finished be steals home, locks and barricades the door, gets out his type and
sets up the paper, which he afterward
prints in a primitive manner, and distributes through the streets and in cafes,
and by all other means known only to
inspirators. This accopnt of the ciiflioult, dangerous and painful duty whioh
that poor patient scribetperforms under
the direction of an inexorable committee, from whom he receives little help,
may or may not be in accordance with
truth; but there remains the undeniable fact that under the very nose of the
terrible Third Section, despit'e all the
vigilance of the pollce.'a sheet is printed,
published and circulated, and no man
can put his band upon those who thus
contribute to the literature of revolution.
The Bogus Pearls.
A carious story is told of a John
street old gold man. A •gentlemanly
individual once called on him to sell a
pair of pearl earrings in a very heavy
old-fashioned gold letting. "The
pearls are bogus,' he said. "My wife
got them once when she had to raise
money on the real ones." The dealer,
on this, simply stripped the setting off
and paid a few dollars for it by weight.
As the imitation pearls were a very
handsome pair, however, he tossed
them into his odds and ends box, on
the chance of a collector's giving a dollar or two lor them. The latter, as
soon as he saw them, asked :
"Why, where did you get those
pearls P"
" Out of a sotting, oi course. They're
real beauties, ain't they ■"
"They are, just. I'Jl give you three
hundred for them."
The dealer, who regarded the offer as
a joke of course, replied laughingly that
lie would not take twice as much.
The collector then increased his oiler
one hundred dollars, and as the matter
began to look serious, the old gold man
sent across the way lor a friend, an expert is gerns.^ The latter iound a purchaser for a pair of line real pearls al
81,000.
And neither the gentleman who had
swindled himself nor the wife whom he
thought had swindled him ever turned
up to demand restitution.—New York
News.
If all the heart-beats of one person in
goqd health daring twenty-four hours
oonld be oonoentrated and welded into
one great impulse, it wonld be powerful
enough to raise a ton of iron 120 feet in
the air. A healthy heart keeps steadily
at work without wearying; but this it
is enabled to do because it takes a rest
after each beat; or to express it more
clearly, if the contraction—emptying—
and expansion—refilling—occupy twothirds of a second of time, the period of
rest takes a third of a second before contraction again ooonre.—Z>r. Foote's
Health Monthly.

WIT AMD WISDOM.
Domestics belong to the hire class of
society.
Madam, never bang a door, it yon do
adore a bang.
A belle's ante bellnm days are those
before marriage.
While being wise, keep straight,—
Never be crosswise.
Second tbonghts are best. It is not
the same with mortgages.
Jnpiter, like many good farmers, now
rises an hour before the sun.
De Lessep's motto, aooording to
Pnok—I came, I saw, I went.
The elevator boy has mnoh to do
towards the elevation of tho masses.
The mathematician who wished to
borrow some oash, wrote: "I will } 2
ask for a J."
"I say, stranger, can yon tell me how
far it is to the aeylnml" "Jnst fifteen
blooks, sir."
The phonograph ie almost a forgotten
invention. - It talked book, and soon became unpopular.
"Oh, pal" cried a little fellow upon
seeing a tront for the first time, "it's got
the meaeles, hasn't it 7"
An old maid in Texas has applied to
the board of lighthouse.inspectors for a
list of the bnoys jnst published.
Fishes go in schools. And it is asserted by persons with piscatorial tendencies, that some play "hooky."
Notwithstanding the annual roourrence of Lent, the fast men of this
country far ontnnmbar the fast days.
We are told that "Gen. Sherman was
always coolest when on the point of attack," Most people are hottest when
on the point of a took.
Said the Arkansas man: "I respect
religion, bat can yon fairly expect me
to attend ohnroh when there is a oirons
in town demanding support 7"
A doctor of divinity in ono of onr
Eastern colleges is fond of going into
the country, where, nnmolested, be may
play npon the violin. He mnst be a
fiddle D. D.
It oomes kind o' sudden like, just as
the congregation have finished singing
"Salvation's free," to have the preacher
announce that "the oolleotion will now
be taken np."
"How sweet the moonlight sleeps
npon this bank," as the bnrglar remarked to bis pal, while they gazed at the
institntion they intended to rob the first
dark night.
A Norfolk, Va., youth knocked a girl
down with a brick and broke three of
her ribs beeanse she wouldn't marry
him. As a "striking" ease of love this
takes the prize.
A citizen of Baoine, we learn from one
of the papers, who was working on a
model whioh he designed getting patented, filed his oaveat. People can not be
too oorefnl while working with edged
tools.
The Oinoinnati papers are making a
great ado over the disoovery of a mioa
bed. Mrs. Malonie sends the Boston
Aisfword that she discovers a Mike
a-bed every morning when the boy
ought to be np splitting wood.
The rage for old fnrnitnre ont this
way is ezolnsively confined to men who
work for a dollar a day and bay at second-hand stores.—Free Press. The
rage over old fnrnitnre this way is eonfined to people whose effeota have been
seized by the constable,—Richmond,
Va., Baton.
One night at the Theater of San Oarlo, Naples, Dumas the elder found himself ohatting familiarly with a stranger,
who, when the play was over, said to
him patronizingly: "I have greatly enjoyed your conversation, sir, and hope
to see more of you. If ever you visit
Paris call on me, I am Alexander Dnmas." "The devil yon are! So am 11"
replied the novelist, with a roar of
laughter.
The farmer turns the furrow,
With oarelMB nnoonoem:
And—
The women work the handle
Of the big old-fashioned ohurn.
Their son sorts out the 'taters,
For plantin', in the cellar;
WhileTheir daughter on the back porch
Is talkin' to her feller.
"No," exclaimed Mr. Penheeker; "no,
madam, I object most decidedly. Onoe
and for all I say it—the girls shall not
be taught foreign languages." "And
why not, pray 7" said Mrs. P., with
withering sarcasm. "Beeanse," said
Mr. P., with more withering sarcasm;
"beeanse, Mrs. P., one tongue is enough
for any woman I" Mrs. Penheoker responded not.

Mew remedies and old ones under new names
are being oonstantly introduced to the public,
bnt Dr. Boll'i Oongh Syrup still takes the lead
tor the cure of tiongba, Colds, etc. Price, 26
cents.
'
Gatbolio Americans and othersl Bend six
cents for Tax Illdbteateb Catholic Amebican, 11 Barolsy Street, New fork. Bright
plotoree, stories, poomB, and sketohes.
The Voltaic licit De., lUarslntll, Mich.
Will send their oelebrated Eleotro-Voltaie
Belts to the afflicted npon 80 days (rial. Bpeedy
otuoa guaranteed. They mean what (hey say.
Write to them without delay.
A CARD.—To all wuoare saffertDg from tho erWhite is more In favor than ifey other rors tod Indlsorrtlons of youth, nervous weelmess
early
deoay, loaa of manhood, eto.. I will aend a llocolor for trimming babies' hats. India oipe that
will cure you, FBEE OF OHABOB. This
remedy was diacomred by a miwlonary In
muslin oombined with Langucdoo luce great
Booth America. Bond a •elf-addreaaod envelope to
is used by the best milliners.
the Rev. JOSEPH T. INK AN. tBatlon P. N. T. Olty,

DMng One Hnndred and Fifty Feet.
Tom Boyd, the foolhardy young Iilshnian, who seeks to rival Sam Patcli, the
great leapcr, bat accomplished another
groat feat in lih line, meeting with i
narrow esonpo from death. One day reaenliy he aunouueed that he was proparing to leap from the Green river
railroad bridge in Kentucky. A thousand curiosity seekers from Bowling
Green, Cave City and other towns lined
the river banks at the hour epocilied—
high noon. Boyd first climbed a towering sycamore near the bridge and took a
" little hop," as he expressed it, oi
seventy-five lect. Swimming out like a
duck in play ho mounted the highest rail
of the bridge, 150 feet from tho surface
of the water. He kept his giddy perch
with as much equipoise m a fish-hawk,
or as one might fancy Harry Hotspur
would have maintained in crossing that
" Torrent, louring loud,
On the unsteadtiial looting ol a spear."
The leaper was clothed in black trousers, white vest and red stockings, being
crowned by a Unlit-fitting red skull cap.
He waved his hands at the crowds on
the banks below, and at the word
" throe," in the well-worn " one, two,
three," shot out into the air. He went
down head foremost, while the spectators held a short breath, and struck the
water with an ominous splash. When
be reached tho surface he was considerably dazed. The wind'bad prevented
straight steering and he had struck at a
slight angle. Ii he had fallen sideways,
as he narrowly escaped doing, he would
never have recovered breath.
As il
was, lie was soon walking around, apparently uninjured.
The Ascent of Vesnrias.
The American double iron rope system has been adopted by the constructors of the railway up Mount Vesuvius
There are two lines of rails, each provided with a carriage divided into two
compartments, and capable of holding
six persons. While one carriage goes
np the other comes down, thus establishing a counterpoise whioh considerably economizes the steam of the stationary traction engine. The incline is
extremely steep; commencing at forty
degrees, increasing to sixty-three degrees, and continuing at fifty degrees to
the summit. Every possible precaution
lias been taken against accident, and tbe
railway itself isprcteoted against possible flows of lava by an enormous wall.
The ascent will be made in eight or ten
minutes. To obtain the necessary supply
of water, large covered cisterns have
been constructed, which in the winter
will be filled with the snow that olten
falls heavily on Yesuvius. This snow
will be quickly melted by the internal
heat, and, besides the water thus obtained, the frequent rainfall will also be
conducted into the cisterns. An elegant
cafe restaurant, capable of accommodating 100 persons, will be attached to the
station. Above the entrance to the lat
ter is an ample terrace supported on colurails, whence an enehauting view is
obtained not only of the Gulf of Naples,
but also of those of Bale and Goeta, each
• lotted with its islands.
Why They are Not Naturalized.
The San Francisco Chronicle has ascertained that Chinamen decline to become naturalized because the Chinese
penal code declares that all persons who
renounce their country and allegiance
shall be beheaded. The property of all
such criminals is to be confiscated, and
their wives and children distributed as
slaves to the great ofiScers of state. Their
parents, grandparents, brothers, and
grandchildren, whether habitually living with them under the same roof or
not, aro to be banish d to tbe distance
of 2,000 leagues. All who conceal or
connive at the crime are to be strangled.
Those who inform against the criminals
are rewarded with the whole of'their
property.
"You shpuld never let, your temper
imn sour,'' said a teacher to a little girl;
"it spoils everylhing to have it turn
sour." "Then my mamma's pickles are
all spoiled!" exclaimed the child, in a
tone of regret.

Vegetine.
IN

POWDER

FORM

50 CENTS A PACKAGE.
Dr. W. ROSS WRITRS;
Scrofula, Liver Complaint, Dyspepsia,
Rheumatism, Weakness.
H, R. Stevens, Boston; I have been pnotlcing
medlulno lor twenty-five year., and as a remedy
for Scrofula, Liver Complaint, Dyapepata. BUoumatlam, Weakness, and all dlaeasea of tho blood, I
have never found tie equal. I have aold Veqetik*
for aeven yearn and have never had one bottle retnrned. I wonld heartily recommend It to those In
need of a blood purifier.
Pb, W. BOSS, Prugglat.
Sept. 18,1878.
Wilton, Iowa.
Vegetine.
One Package in Powder Form
Cured Scrofula.
Dow to Bednoe Tour Doctors' Bills.
30 Bbkmbn St., E^at Boston,
Sept. 80, 1870. f
Mr. H. B. Stbvbmb; Dear Sir—My little daughter Stella baa been afflioled » loug time with Sorofula, •nffering everything. I employed different
phyaiciRQS in Baet Boston, bnt they helped her
none. I bought some of yonr Powdbb Form Veobtzmb, and my wife steeped it and gave It to the child
according to the directions, and we were surprised
in s fortulght's time to see how the child had gained
in flesh and strength. She Is now gaining every
day,'and I can cheerfully recommend your remedy
to te the best we have ever tried.
Respeotfully yours,
J. T. WEBB.
Vegetine Is Sold by aU Druggists.

In Powder Form.
Vegetine pat np in this form comes within
the reach of *11. By making tbe medicine
yonreelf yon can, from » 60a.-package oontalning the barks, route and herb-, make two
bottles of the liqnid Vegetine. Tfloaa&nda
will gladly avail thomeelvee of this ooporlnnity, who have (he oonvenlences to make the
medioine. Fall direotione in every paokage.
Vegetine in powder form is sold by all drnggiats and general xtoree. If yon oannot bay it
of them, enolose fifty oents in poetage itampe
for one package, or one dollar for two packages, and t will send it by retnrn mail. H. B.
Stevens, Boston, Macs.

DrBULL'S

COUGH

SYRUP
IIIETCLpGBiMi

CT* CURES

GRoup^y
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGiSTS
pages. Prlccy 91*50. Postage 24 cents.
The most famous series of biographies ever written, of the moHt famous men of> antiquity, the men
who made the world's history in their times, building the foundations of civilized government, soienoe, art, literature, philosophy and religion, are
here presented in form that canuot fail to please, at
a price that makes what has been for centuries
esteemed essential to a complete library, easily attainable by every one.
Tho Utornry Revolution Catalogue sent free.
Address AMERICAN BOOK EXCHANGE, Tribune
Building,New York.
T\ AGENT8 WANTED FOR THE
I HISTORYoftheWOBID
It contains 679 flue hlstorloal engravings and
1260 large double column pages, and*lB the most
complete History of the World ever published. Ik
sells at sight Send for specimen pages and extra
terms to Agents, and see why it sells faster than
any other book. Address NAnorvAXi Pub. Co.,
hila. Pa.

B. W. PAYNE & SONS, CORNING, W. Y.
boilers. Eureka Safety powers with Sectional boilers—
onn't toe exploded. All
with Automatic Cut-Offs.
From $160 to $9,000.
Send for Circular. State
wk>«ve you saw this.

JEsteT* CO J^ -Zx,
I
RATTLEBOR0 VTI EVERYWHERE known ano prized
fiauders A Stayman, General Mansgers, 16 North
Cnarles St., Baltimore, Md.
ii $11 r"n A ohmun'H IUAK
W*
H ULeK A. iRHCEA
rebjedv
Bk* uumj
B a npecdy and certain
cure forDlorrhtBajDy sontery, and most effectual Preventive of Cholera and Cholera Morbus. It is
no secret preparation, as the ingredients of whioh it
is composed are upon the label of each bottle, and It
is recommended and prescribed by the most eminent physloiaus. Sold by Druggists and storekeepers. Price 26 oents and $1.00. A large bottle sent
express paid, for $1. Send for circular. Address,
OH AS. A. OSMPN, 18 Seventh Ave.. New York.
iMnnnBMssss
II
WIch
t hatfails
Delllng's
Pile
WA
II
I I■ immediate
Uemedy
to cures
cure. Gives
relief,
oases
■ H of long standing In 1 week,
■
I ■ and ordinary cases in 2 days.
t
J
J . U PAIITinM Aons genuine
WiMM"CAUTION
iorapper has printed on it in black a Hie of Stone* and
Dr. J. P. Miller* a algnalurr. Phi la, 91a bottle. Bold
by all drnggists. Sent by mall by J. P. Millkb, M. D.,
Roar.. 8. BT. oor. Tanth and Arch St.,, PhiUdfc .Pa.
ON 30 DAYS'TRIAL
We will send our Eleotro-Voltalo Belts and other
Electric Appliances upon trial for 80 days to those
afflicted with Nervous Debility and diseases of a personal nature. Also of the Liver, Kidneys, Bhenmatlsm,Paralysis,&o. A sure cure guaranteed or no pay.
Address Voltnic Belt Co., Marshall, Mich.
ftRFATnFFFRNew
ORUAN**,
945,
UnCHlUrrcn
Upward;
PIANOS,
9160, upward. Warrnnled 6 yrs. Second
Hand lusiruinents at Bargains. AGENTS
Wanted. Illustrated CATALOGUE Free
HORACE WATERS dk CO.. S26 BM»y, N. Y.
lU M miRpgogfe—Responsible Resident
W A M I fi 11 Agents throughout tbe United
WWMI1 I ■■Instates to sell our INKS and
MUCILAGE on a new and novel plan. Exclusive^
territory given. Great Inducements. Address, with'
references, for partlcularB, HARRISON MANUFACTURINQ CO., 65 NaBsau Street. New York.
Tfl
you wish
to seeorwlle,tegdtberwith
the picture of your
IU TIJC
I rlC If
future
husband
name
and
dateof
marriage,give
your
a o
PIIDIflllQ
a «ceuts
colormoney
of eyesorand
send
UU n Hi U O 35
40hair,
centsand
postage
stamps, to W. FOX, Box 970, Fultouville. N. Y.
AGENTS wanted for •'The Bible in Pictures."
contalniug 240 EugraviDgs by Julius Sobnorr von
♦Carolsfeld. This work Is highly indorsed by Pres.
Chad bourn e, W i 1 Hams Coil ege;B IshopDoun o, Albany,
Rev.Dr.Post,St.Louis; Dr8.P.L.Patton, John Peddle.
H.W.Thomas,Geo. H.Peeke, & others, Chicago. Sold
in numbers. Address ARTHUR BOTT, Albany, N.Y.
A*ER WEEK to any man Who can
keep bis busiufss strictly to hlmielf.
Terms free. Address R. M. NATIN, Chicago, III.
N. B.-—No postal cards,
________
fg ny m ■■ A YEAR and expeuscH to •gents.
JC f f f Outfit free. Address P. O. VIOKVIII ERY, August a, Maine.
IMPERIAL CABD8, ^
BOOK WOOD IT Union Square, New York.
OFFICE, 1ft Week Third St., New York.
B W P 18
&££
weekAdilreM
In yourH. own
town.k Co..
Terme
*nd aftMelna,
ontflt,
JpDD atre.,
JUmrr
Portland,
Our w.ll buy the WtOOKN tSUBIXEB In the
World. AddreeeO. OODliABP, AUUaoe, Ohio.
ftTOAWKEK.
day atTeob
home
eaally
made. Main*
Oojta
A outfit free.*13.
Address
A Co..
AuauaU,
FOR Price Llet of beet Invalill fhiilrm, addreaa.with sreen Btamp.Vt. N.W. Co.. HprlUBfl d.Vt
fcR
f a (ton
home. kSamplea
worth *6'tee.
po 10
tpxtl per day atSrma.n
Co.. Fortland.
Main
O rIt K V Crate, at Ua««ei«. BeathOUeape.; n »u«.
I-Fre© Otrcnlar. N. P. Batleraon, Buffalo. N. '■
O B. Oataa, Aibtuij, N, k., htMder Bpamab Jfowla.

